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Summary 

Halmco Inc. is the holder of 5 Metallic and Industrial mineral permits collectively 
referred to as the Calling Lake Project. The Calling Lake Project area is centered on the 
Calling River and Calling Lake area of northern Alberta (approximately 200 kms. North 
of Edmonton, AB. on Provincial Highway 813).The project area is approximately 40,192 
hectares.Halmco Inc. has been conducting exploration on the project since 2004. 

In 2004 Halmco retained R. Haimila and T. Yoshida to design an Exploration Program 
to discover the source of the highly anomalous diamond indicator sites located on the 
west and south shores of Calling Lake and the highly anomalous diamond indicator sites 
along the Calling River East. These anomalous diamond indicator sites are significant in 
that they include diamond inclusion quality chrome diopsides, diamond inclusion 
eclogitic garnets, high magnesium picroilmenites, diamond inclusion olivines, a complete 
suite of pyrope garnets (GI to G12) including 65 Gurney G 10 garnets, diamond inclusion 
chromites - as well as a gem quality macro diamond. 

Mssr.s Haimila and Yoshida began to stake the Calling Lake Property in 1993 on the 
basis of the basement geology and the favourable regional geological and structural 
setting for the occurrence of kimberlites as well as their discovery of the anomalous 
quantities of kimberlitic indicators. Their recommendations for the project area are: 

1. review of indicators to "target the best sub-calcic garnets, the highest chrome 
chromites, the biggest population of high sodium eclogitic garnets and the most 
magnesian ilmenites should be accorded the highest priority" (GSC bulletin 423) 

2. review previous exploration of up-ice drilling and sampling to provide a Northern 
cut-off to the highly anomalous diamond indicator sites located along the south 
shore of Calling Lake and sites located on Calling River east (diamond discovery) 

3. review previous assessment data to locate magnetic, resistive and seismic 
anomalies that are at or south of the Northern cut-off to the anomalous diamond 
indicator locations and located in Halmco Project area. 

4. confirm that anomalies are NOT culture by air and ground surveys 

5. prioritize anomalies that are in the same east-west trend as the anomalous 
diamond indicator locations 

6. prioritze anomalies that are in the same drainage systems as the anomalous 
diamond indicator locations 

7. anomalies (6&7) that are coincidental and have multiple geophysical signatures 
should be afforded the highest priority in a drilling program 

. 
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The Halmco Calling Lake Diamond Exploration Project was designed according to "the 
theory of geological prospecting systems reliability which is based on the study of failure 
of the systems or elements". This exploration method is described in chapter 3- "Search 
For Diamond Deposits (page 75) of the "Field Guide Book —Kimberlites of Yakutia" 
(Novosibirsk, 1995) see appendix. .t.......... 

In summary, Maps are designed" as a basis for evaluation of prospecting reliability and 
for protecting a higher quality scheme of prospecting"- and is based on 5 types of failure. 

1. failures of targets to be indicated in expected manner 
(i.e. lower resistivity of target-crater fascies- 10 to 20 ohm meter) 
2. failures attributed to landscape geological surroundings 
(i.e. basal till may actually be layered crater fascies lake deposits) 
3. failures of technical type 
(i.e. resistive anomalies interpreted as culture because of video failure at time of the 
resistive/magnetic survey) 
4. failures of geological interpretation 
(i.e. diamond indicator sites may be at source and/or on drainage systems from the 
south rather than from up-ice targets) 
5. failures of evaluation and verification 
(follow up ground and air surveys of cultural anomalies and indicator sampling of 
drainage systems associated with highly anomalous diamond indicator sites) 

The Maps A & B (appendix..l 3...) are the result of the review of data bases of past 
exploration programs of the Calling Lake area using the evaluation of prospecting 
reliability which is based on the above mentioned failure of systems. 

Map A is the result of reviewing geochemical data bases of kimberlitic indicators 
(approx. 2200 grains from past exploration projects, assessment reports, etc. between 
1994 and 2004) and then filtering out single sample location sites that are of a lower 
quality/ quantity kimberlitic indicators in favour of higher quality/quantity diamond 
indicators. This provides Map A and shows area of multiple sites of higher quality/ 
quantity diamond indicators. This map is thointerpreted to provide a Northern cut-off 
to the significant diamond indicator sites and provides the Major Trend and/or trends in 
diamond indicator data. (i.e. narrows the window for the source of the highly 
significant diamond indicator sites.) 

Map B is the result of reviewing geotechnical data bases of seismic, magnetic, resisitive 
surveys and anomalies and their proximity to the significant diamond indicator site. 
Again, the anomalies are reviewed based on the 5 failure system of prospecting 
reliability. 

0 
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Specific 6 Mineral Permit 930411426 

. 	 The high priority anomalies six (drill site 8) and seven (drill site 7) in Priority Area (1) of Map B were initially 

Classified as culture in the Dighem Resistive/Magnetic survey. Follow up air surveys and ground surveys by 
Hatrnco Inc. has proven many of the anomalies classified as culture (previous geophysical surveys) were 
resistive/magnetic anomalies. Ground surveys and sampling surveys (see Appendix 5) were conducted in 
November 2004 and in the spring and summer of 2005. Three air surveys were conducted -April 2005, 
July 2005 and October 2005) . The anomalies on Map 8 (appendix 1 3) and the anomalies identified on the 
Ground survey map (appendix 5) have been identified as resistive and/or magnetic anomalies and not culture. 

The magnetic/resistive anomalies on Map B (appendix 1 3) and anomaly location map (appendix 5) have been 
prioritized according to the "evaluation of prospecting reliabity".(see appendix 1). This resulted in two 
priority anomalies on mineral permit 930411426 (Calling River east area) High priority anomaly six (drill Site 
#6..see appendix 8) and high priority anomaly seven (drill site #7..see appendix 7). Both anomalies have 
multiple geophysical signatures, both anomalies are in the same east-west trend as the anomalous diamond 
indicators and both anomalies are in the same drainage systems as the diamond indicators. 

In September and October 2005, suitable drilling equipment access routes were determined to anomalies six 
and seven. In February 2006, drill sites were located on anomaly six (drill site #6) and on anomaly seven 

(drill site #7). These drill sites were specific to the magnetic and resistive peaks and lows of the anomalies 
and fall within the cross-over phases of the electro-resistive tomography survey. (see appendix 7 and 8) 

. 

In April 2006, drill site #7 was prepared and drill moved on site.. (see appendix 11). Due to mechanical 
problems,etc.; the drill was only able to drill to a depth of 9.5 meters.. (see appendix 12 for well logging 
data and analysis). April 26 to 30- demobilization of equipment and site clean up. 

Because of the eclogitic indicators and some of the natural diamonds (possible contamination) found in the 

drill cuttings- anomaly seven is still a high priority target. Halmco Inc decided to redrill anomaly seven in the 
fall of 2006. In October 2006 a drill rig was engaged to redrill anomaly seven. On October 15 2006, 
equipment was mobilized back to prepare Drill site V. In November 2006, the drilling equipment was in a 
highway accident in Edmonton- and the program to drill site #7 has been rescheduled for 2007. 

As of November 15, 2006; only a single hole has been drilled . That hole was drilled in April, 2006 and 
was located on anomaly seven (drill site #7) on Mineral Permit 930411426. 

0 



Introduction and Terms of Reference 

The following report was prepared to describe exploration activities that took place on 
the Calling Lake Project's Mineral Permit NO. 9304110426 during 2004 /2006. This 
report has been structured to meet the assessment requirements of Alberta Resource 
Development and was not written to National Instrument Policy 43-101. 

Property Location and Description 
Metallic and Industrial Mineral Permit NO. 930411 0426is centered on the eastern portion 
of the Calling River about 50 kms north of the town of Athabasca within the Pelican 
River, 1:250,000 scale National Topographic System (NTS) map sheet 83P. 

Metallic and Industrial Minerals Permit 
NO. 9304110426 

TERM COMMENCEMENT DATE: 

NOVEMBER 17, 2004 

AGGREGATE ARM: 

9216 HECTARES 

DESCRIPTION OF LOCATION AND PERMITTED SUBSTANCB: 

4 

4-19-0711 2-517-9116-32;2712a;33;34 
4-0-071; 2111-15122-33 

Some Descriptions and References that follow are from previous Calling Lake area 
Assessment Reports filed by: R. Haimila, 656405 Alberta Ltd., and Buffalo Diamonds, 
(exploration periods 1994 —2002.) 

Accessibility. Climate. Local Resources. Infrastructure and Physiography 

The Calling Lake property may be accessed via Provincial Highway 813, all weather and 
dry weather gravel roads, cart trails and seismic lines. Portions of the permit areas may be 
accessed by four-wheel drive vehicles or argos. There are two small airfields within the Calling 
Lake area, one at the communication tower at Orloff Lake and the second just north of Calling 
Lake. In addition, a seaplane anchorage is located on the east shore of Calling Lake. 
Accommodation, food, fuel, and supplies are best obtained in Athabasca. Camping facilities may 
be available in Calling Lake Provincial Park. 

The Calling Lake property is situated near the northern border of the Alberta Plain 
physiographic zone and the southern border of the Alberta Plateau (Klassen, 1989). Relief is 
generally low-tying. Elevation in the region generally varies from 590 to 700 m above sea level 

5 
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I (aslj, except along the Athabasca and Calling river valleys which drop steeply to approximately 
480 m asl. Major topographic features In the region include: Calling Lake, situated in the centre 

' of the property; Pelican Mountains to the northwest of the property; and the Athabasca and 
Calling rivers. Numerous streams and creeks drain the region, flowing into Calling Lake, which in 
turn drains into the Athabasca River via the Calling River or directly into the Athabasca River 
which wraps around the west, south and east borders of the property. In addition to the 

1 numerous small lakes and ponds, most of the property is covered by swamps, marshes and fens. 
A boreal forest containing mainly spruce and jack pine covers the property. Annual temperatures 
range from -40°C in January to 25°C in July. 

Regional Geology 

The Regional Geology description and references remains unchanged and has 
been reproduced from "Diamond Potential of Buffalo Diamonds Ltd's Calling Lake Property, 
Albertan by Dufresne and Copeland (1999). 

Precambrian 

The Calling Lake permits lie In the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin along 
the southern flank of the Peace River Arch (PRA). However, Precambrian rocks are not exposed 
within the Calling Lake area (NTS 83P). The basement underlying the PRA is comprised of 
several terranes including the Buffalo Head and the Chinchaga, both of which collectively form 
the Buffalo Head Craton (Ross at al., 1991, 1998). The Buffalo Head Craton was accreted to the 
western edge of the Churchill Structural Province (Rae Subprovince) approximately 1.8 to 2.4 
billion years ago (Go). Due to their relatively stable history since accretion, the Buffalo Head and 
Chinchaga terranes are currently the focus of extensive diamond exploration in northern Alberta. 

The basement underlying the Calling Lake permits borders the Buffalo Head 
Terraria (BHT), the Talston Magmatic Zone (TMZ) and an unnamed domain (Figure 3). Basement 
underlying the northeast portion of the Calling Lake Permits IS part of the Taiston Magmatic Zone 
(TMZ), a 2.0 to 1.8 Go aged terrane that represents a magmatic arc related to collisional orogeny 
during the Proterozoic. The TMZ Is characterised by a highly corrugated internal fabric comprised 
of extremely high relief, north-trending sinuous magnetic anomalies. The northwestern portion of 
the Calling Lake permits Is underlain by basement of the BHT, an area of high positive magnetic 
relief with a north to northeasterly fabric (Villeneuve at al, 1993). The area of Ashton Mining of 
Canada Inc.'s (Ashton) Buffalo Head Hills kimberlite discovery is underlain by basement of the 
BHT. 

The bulk of the basement underlying the Calling Lake permits is part of an unnamed domain 
(Figure 3). The gravity and magnetic signatures of the unnamed domain are very similar to those 
of the BHT and Wabamun Terrane and, therefore, may in fact be an extension of either one of 
these terranes. The Wabamun Terraria Is geologically and magnetically similar to the BHT and 
was likely accreted to the western edge of the Churchill Structural Province between 2.4 to 1.8 Ga. 
The BHT and the Wabamun Terraria are thought to represent either Archean crust that has been 
thermally reworked during the Hudsonian (Proterozoic) Orogeny (Burwash at al., 1962; Burwash 

and Culbert, 1976; Burwash at al., 1994) or accreted Proterozoic terranes that may or may not 

I . have an Archean component (Ross and Stephenson. 1989; Ross at al., 1991; Villeneuve at al., 
1993). Precambrian rocks which have been intersected In drill core from the BHT and the 
Wabamun Terraria comprise felsic to Intermediate metaplutonic rocks, felsic metavolcanic rocks 
and high-grade gneisses (Villeneuve at al., 1993). The presence of a large number of eclogitic 
gamete and ectogitic pyroxenes In association with kimberlites or related intrusions in northern 
Alberta may indicate the presence of a significant volume of subducted basaltic and sedimentary 
protolith in the upper mantle and lower crust beneath the Buffalo Head Craton. The Calling Lake 

r4O 

	

	permits lie within an area with an Intermediate to high residual gravity signature. Seismic 
refraction and reflection studies indicate that the crust In the Calling Lake region is likely around 35 
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to 40 km thick, a trait favourable for the formation and preservation of diamonds in the upper 
mantle (Dufresne at al., 1996). In addition, studies by Lithoprobe have indicated that a deep 

0 

	

	mantle root, as illustrated by Figure 25 in Helmstaedt (1993), exists proximal to the area (Haimila, 
1997). 

Directly south of the Calling Lake permits, the basement is part of the Proterozoic 

I Thorsby Magnetic Low (2.4 - 2.0 Ga), which merges into the Snowbird Tectonic Zone to the 
northeast (Figure 3). The Thorsby Low is a narrow northeasterly trending, curvilinear 
aeromagnetic low that is similar in character to the Chinchaga Low. It is collinear with a gravity 

1 	gradient between the adjacent domains and contains numerous basement faults that extend into 
j 	 the overlying Paleozoic and Mesozoic succession (Edwards and Brown, 1994). The Snowbird 

Tectonic Zone (STZ) is a major northeast-trending crustal lineament that is a prominent lineament 
• on both the aeromagnetic and the gravity maps of Canada (Geological Survey of Canada, 1 990a, 

b). The STZ separates the Churchill Structural Province into two distinct basement domains, the 
Rae and Hearne Subprovinces, and extends to the northeast as far as Baker Lake, Nunavut (Ross 
etal., 1991). 

9. 

I. 

Phanerozoic 

Overlying the basement in the Calling Lake region is a thick sequence of 
Phanerozoic rocks comprised mainly of Cretaceous sandstones and shales near surface and 
Mississippian to Devonian carbonates and salts at depth (Glass, 1990). Bedrock exposure within 
the permit blocks is limited primarily to river and stream cuts and topographic highs. Table I 
shows the upper units found in the region. Further information pertaining to the distribution and 
character of these and older units can be obtained from well log data in government databases 
and various geological and hydrogeological reports (Camgy, 1971; Green at al., 1970; Glass, 
1990). 

Underlying the near surface Cretaceous units in the Calling Lake area is a thick 
succession of Devonian to Mississippian carbonates, calcareous shales and salt horizons 
(Mossop and Shetson, 1994). Several of the Devonian carbonate units are part of the Grosmont 
Reef Complex, a large structure that extends in a northwesterly direction from the Calling Lake 
area to the N.W.T. (Bloy and Hadley, 1989). The Grosmont Reef Complex is likely the result of 
tectonic uplift during the Devonian along this trend (the Grosmont High on Figure 4). This 
structure in conjunction with the PRA could have played a significant role in the localisation of 
faults and other structures that could have provided favourable pathways for kimberlite volcanism. 

In general, the Cretaceous strata underlying the Calling Lake permits is 
composed of alternating units of marine and nonmarine sandstones, shales, siltstones, 
mudstones and bentonites. The oldest documented units exposed in the permit area belong to 
the Smoky Group, a sequence of Upper Cretaceous calcareous and noncalcareous shales 
(Figure 4). However, older units from the base of the Fort St. John and/or the top of the Colorado 
groups may be exposed in river and stream cuts. 

9 
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TABLE 2 
GENERALIZED STRATIGRAPHY 
CALLING LAKE PERMIT AREA 

SYSTEM 	GROUP I FORMATION 	AGE* DOMINANT LITHOLOGY 
(MA) 

PLEISTOCENE 	 Recent 	Glacial till and associated sediments 
TERTIARY 	 6.5 to 	Preglacial sand and gravels 

Recent 

UPPER 	 Wapiti 	 70 to 80 Sandstone, minor coal seams and CRETACEOUS 	 conglomerate lenses 

Smoky 	f Puskwaskau 	75 to 86 Shale, silty-shale and ironstone, First 

I 	 White Specks 

fBad Heart 	 86 to 88 Sandstone 

Kaskapau 	 88 to 92 Shale, silty-shale and ironstone, 
Second White Specks 

Dunvegan 	 92 to 95 Sandstone and siltstone 

Fort St. 	Shaftesbury 	95 to 98 Shale, bentonites, Fish-Scale Fm. 
John 

LOWER 	Colorado 	Pelican 	 98 to 	Glauconjtic sands, siltstone, 
CRETACEOUS 	 100 	mudstone and conglomerate 

 1

Joli Fou 	 100 to 	Shale, glauconitic sandstone and 
103 	~ bentonite 

*Ages approximated from Green et al. (1970), Glass (1990), Dufresne et al. (1996) and Leckie ci al. (1997). 

The Colorado Group is Lower Cretaceous in age and contains numerous formations, including 
the Joli Fou and the Pelican formations, which are correlative with the Peace River Formation of 
the Fort St. John Group further west (Dufresne et al., 1996). The Joli Fou Formation is comprised 
of shale with Interbedded, bioturbated to glauconitic sandstones and minor amounts of bentonite, 
pelecypod coquinas, nodular phosphorite and concretionary layers of calcite, siderite and pyrite 
(Glass, 1990). The Pelican Formation disconformably overlies the Joli Fou Formation and is 
gradational with the overlying Shaftesbury Formation (shales of the Colorado Group) and is 
correlative with the Cadotte and Paddy Sands of the Peace River area (Fort St. John Group). 
The Pelican Formation is comprised of glauconitic sands, interbedded siltstone and mudstone 
with minor amounts of conglomerate. Coalified plant fragments and bioturbated sandstones are 
locally abundant. 

The La Biche Formation is a frequently incorrectly used term correlative to units 
of the Shaftesbury Formation and other formations within the Smoky and Colorado groups 
(Glass, 1990). In the Calling Lake permit area, the term Shaftesbury Formation (Fort St. John 
Group) is more commonly used. This unit is correlative with the shales overlying and underlying 
the Fish Scale unit in the Colorado Group. The Shaftesbury Formation is lower Upper 
Cretaceous in age and is comprised of marine shales with fish- scale bearing silts, thin bentonitic 
streaks and ironstones. The upper contact is conformable and transitional with the Dunvegan 
Formation, however, the Dunvegan Formation may be absent in the Calling Lake region. The 
Shaftesbury Formation may be exposed along deep river and stream cuts. Evidence of extensive 
volcanism during deposition of the Kaskapau and the Shaftesbury formations exists in the form of 

U 
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bentonites of variable thickness, distribution and composition. Numerous bentonitic horizons 
exist throughout the Shaftesbury Formation, especially within and near the Fish Scales horizon 

' across much of Alberta (Leckie at al., 1992; Bloch at al., 1993). The time span of deposition of 
the Shaftesbury Formation is also chronologically correlative with the deposition of the Crowsnest 
Formation volcanics of southwest Alberta (Olson at al., 1994; Dufresne at al., 1995) and with 
kimberlftic volcanism near Fort a la Come in Saskatchewan (Lehnert—Thiel at al., 1992; Scott 

I 	Smith at al., 1994). In addition, there is documented igneous activity associated with the Steen 
i 	 River Anomaly, a possible impact structure, which formed in northwestern Alberta about this time 

(Carrigy, 1968; Dufresne at al., 1995). 

J The Smoky Group is Upper Cretaceous in age and is comprised of thinly bedded, 
marine, silty shale with occasional ironstone and claystone nodules and thin bentonite streaks. 
The group is divided into three formations: (a) a lower shale unit, Kaskapau, which includes the 

j Second White Specks marker unit; (b) a middle sandstone, named the Bad Heart; and, (c) an 
upper shale, Puskwaskau, which contains the First White Specks marker unit. The Smoky Group 
is conformably and transitionally overlain by the Wapiti Formation. Ammonite fossils and 
concretions are present in both the Puskwaskau and the Kaskapau formations. In addition, 

J 	foraminifera are present in the lower arenaceous units (Glass, 1990). The upper formations of 
• 	 the Smoky Group are correlative with the Lea Park Formation. The lower portions of the Smoky 

Group are correlative with the middle to upper units of the Colorado Group, including the First and 1 	Second White Speckled Shale marker units (Glass, 1990). Bedrock exposures in the Calling 
I 	 Lake permits are likely comprised of the Kaskapau Formation, in particular, the Second White 

Specks unit or lower, since most of the upper portions of the Smoky Group have been eroded 
away by glacial and/or post-depositional processes. However, areas, where the Smoky Group is 

J overlain by the Wapiti Formation, may still have most of the Bad Heart and/or Puskwaskau 
formations still intact with minimal erosion. In general, exposures of the Smoky Group are limited 
to river and stream cuts, topographic highs, and regions with thin drift veneer. There is strong 
evidence of volcanism associated within the depositional time span of the Smoky Group in the 
vicinity of the PRA (Auston, 1998; Carlson at al., 1998). Ashton's recently discovered Buffalo 
Head Hills kimberlites intrude Kaskapau shale and yield emplacement ages of 86 to 88 Ma 
(Auston, 1998; Carlson at al., 1998). 

The youngest bedrock unit in the Calling Lake area is the Wapiti Formation of 
Upper Cretaceous age, comprised of non-marine, thinly bedded to massive sandstone with minor 
coal seams and thin conglomerate lenses. The upper surface of the Wapiti Formation is 
generally erosional. Thickness of the unit may exceed 100 m (Glass, 1990). The Wapiti 
Formation is exposed in the northwestern portions of the Calling Lake permits west of Calling 
Lake. In addition, smaller outliers or remnants of the Wapiti Formation are known to be present 
south and east of the permits (Green at al., 1970). The Mountain Lake Kimberlite near Grande 
Prairie intrudes the Wapiti Formation sediments and yields an emplacement age of 75 Ma (Leckie 
et a/., 1997). 

Quaternary 

Data and information about the surficial geology in central to northern Alberta is 
sparse and regional in nature. Prior to continental glaciation during the Pleistocene, most of 
Alberta, including the Calling Lake region, had reached a mature stage of erosion. Large, broad 
paleochannels and their tributaries drained much of the region, flowing in an east to northeasterly 
direction (Dufresne of al., 1996). In addition, Late Tertiary to Quaternary fluvial sand and gravel 
was deposited preglacially over much of the region. 

During the Pleistocene, multiple southwesterly and southerly glacial advances of 
the Laurentide Ice Sheet across the region resulted in the deposition of ground moraine and 

. associated sediments (Figure 5 in Dufresne at al., 1996). In addition, the advance of glacial ice 
resulted in the erosion and glaciotectonism of the underlying bedrock. Ice thrusted bedrock has 
been documented just south of the Athabasca River (Klassen, 1989) and smaller occurrences of 
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glaciotectonism within the Calling Lake permits are possible. Remnants of preglaclal sands and 
gravel have been documented on topographic highs, including the Pelican Mountains Jut 
northwest of the Calling Lake permits (Dufresne at aL, 1996). Glacial sediments infilled low-lying 
and depressional areas, draped topographic highs and covered much of the Calling Lake area as 
veneers and!oc blankets of till and diarnict. Localised pockets of deposits from glacial meltwater 
and proglacial lakes Infill the numerous spillway channels present near the area. 

Glacial Ice Is believed to have receded from the area about 15,000 years ago. 
After the final glacial retreat, lacustririe clays and silts were deposited In low-lying regions along 
with organic sediments. Rivers previously re-routed due to glaciation, re-established easterly to 
northeasterly drainage regimes similar to that of the pre-Ptelstocene. Extensive colluvial and 
alluvial sediments accompanied post-glacial river and stream incision. 

The majority of area within the Calling Lake permits Is underlain by drift cf 
variable thickness, ranging from less than 2 m to likely over 45 m (Pawlowlcz and Fenton, 
1995a,b). Drift thickness decreases considerably outside of Infilled depressions and meltwater 
channels and In areas of high topographic relief, In particular near the Pelican Mountains. 
However, local drift thicknesses can not be confirmed without detailed compilation of availabh, 
drill hole data Information regarding bedrock topography and drift thickness in northwest Alberhi 
is available from the logs of holes drilled for petroleum, coal or groundwater exploration and from 
regional government compilations (Pawlowicz and Fenton, 1995a,b; Dufresne of al., 1996). 

/3 
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Structural Geology 

In north-central Alberta, the PRA is a region where the younger Phanerozoie 
rocks which overlie the Precambrian basement, have undergone periodic vertical and, possibly, 
compressive deformation from the Proterozoic into Tertiary time (Cant, 1988; O'Connell at al. 
1990; Dufresne at aL, 1995, 1996). This pattern of long-lived, periodic uplift and subsidence has; 
imposed a structural control on the deposition patterns of the Phanerozoic strata In northern 
Alberta. In addition, this periodic movement has resulted in a rectilinear pattern of faults that no': 
only is responsible for structurally controlled oil and gas pools, but may have provided potential  
pathways for later deep-seated Intrusive kimberlitic magmas. 

During the mid-Cretaceous and Early Tertiary, compressive deformation 
occurred as a result of the orogenic event that eventually led to the formation of the Rocky 
Mountains. The PRA was emergent during this period resulting In the reactivation of many 
prominent basement faults. The Phanerozoic rocks beneath the Calling Lake permits lie within 
the southeastern edge of the PRA and are underlain by and proximal to basement faults related 
to the STZ and the underlying Grosmont Reef Complex, which was formed over the Grosmoni 
High (Bloy and Hadiey, 1990; Dufresne at al., 1996). Basement faults may have controlled the 
emplacement of the Mountain Lake .Klmberlite and the Buffalo Head Hills kimberiltes northwest of 
the Calling Lake permits (Dufresne at al., 1996; Leckie at aL, 1997). Therefore, structures In the 
Calling Lake area resulting from tectonic activity associated with movement along the PRA, the 
Grosmont High, the STZ or even along contacts between different basement terranes could be 
pathways for kimberlitic volcanism. 

Previous _Exploration Excerpts are from Calling Lake assessment report 2002004 (June 27/02) 

To date over $2,500,000 has been expended on exploration on the Calling Lake 
Property and Immediate area. Several phases of surface and auger assisted indicator mineral 
sampling programs, airborne geophysical surveys and compilation of seismic and regional 
geological information led to the identification of numerous drill targets characteristic of kimberlfte 
pipes. Details of previous work are well summarized by Dufresne and Copeland (1999). 

The following page is from BHP Billiton's macroscopic drill core study (p2) of Buffalo 
Diamonds/New Claymore Resources 1999/2000 assessment report 2002004. Those 
comments of interest to Halrnco's exploration program have been underlined 

(type 5 c4LE 
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On 28 March, 2002 seventy-four (74) boxes of drill core were macroscopically examined for diamond potential at the 
BHP Billiton Diamonds Inc. Core Facility in Kelowna, BC, Canada. 

Background 

No information about the drill core was provided. This was not a concern because the goal of this study was to 
determine if any of any material recovered was of economic significance for diamonds or indicated the presence of a 
primary source for diamond bearing material (i.e. non-alluvial). The core was examined for similarities to the 
following primary diamond sources relevant to diamond exploration: kimberlite, group 2 kimberlite, lamproite, and 
melilitite. A macroscopic review of the core was possible for this study because the facility contains a relatively 
extensive world-wide library of samples mostly from primary diamond deposits for comparative studies of this 
nature. 

The Buffalo Diamonds Ltd. web-site was reviewed before the study to provide a summary of public information on 
the project related to the drilling. 

Drill Core 

The following inventory was examined and consisted of 74, 4-run, five foot wooden core trays with plastic depth 
markers for depth and loss of core recovery. The box lids were fastened with nails and not sealed or made tamper-
proof. Chain of custody and sample integrity can not be determined from this type of collection system. The trays 
are numbered in a series CLK-001 to CLK-010 with individual boxes marked with box number and from - to depths. 
Without accounting for empty rows, approximately 1 400 feet of core was studied. Except where the end of hole was 
encountered, the core trays were full and appear fully packed with complete drill cores. The core is mostly 7 cm 
diameter with some 4.5 cm intervals likely drilled due to hole squeezing. Most of the cores are dry and competent 
material, with minor intervals of sand sized material completely unconsolidated. Overall the core is in good 
condition and has been well handled. 

Stratigraphy 

It was decided after a detailed examination of every core interval not to undertake a detailed  
aççompaying diamond drill loq of the these, cores fpj the following reasons: 

1. Lack of back2round data on the drilling program. 
This does not allow the a in 

3. Target data on the anomalies are not available. 
4. No primaiy diamond host rock types were macroscopically identified. 

Interpretation and Recommendations 

Given the world-wide variety of emplacement models, age relationships to host strata and genetic origins of primary 
diamondiferous source rocks, the core was reviewed to examine the potential of any known model as a source of the 
diamond geochemistry results in sampling to date. The most common exploration model used is a diamondiferous 
kimberlite pipe that has intruded to within the depths drilled by these holes. 

If all of the holes are drilled 
were terminated too 

at 

difficult to explain. 

into discrete geophysical targets, them there is a possibility the relatively shallow 
e deposit model is a pipe now completely capped by younger cover strata as seen 

an). However, with increasing cover thickness, the probability of an economic 
generation of significant indicator grains at the present surface becomes more 

If the targets drilled are resolvable into anomalies within the depths drilled, no further work is recommended until 
improved target generation techniques are employed. 	

( iype_  5 
Macroscopic Drill Core Study - CLK-series 	
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Early in 2006 the Halmco database was reviewed by 
P.A.R.Brown, P.Geo and Stephen Miot, P.Eng and input given to the 
exploration team. 

Two site visits were made, one to collect and verify the indicator 
mineral chemistry and another to spot several drillholes on mineral 
permit 9304110426 in the Calling Lake area. 

The first visit resulted in the collection of two panned 
concentrates from the Calling River East. One sample from close to 
proposed drill site #6 and one from proposed drill site #7. see appendix 
8. 

Mineral picking for kimberlite indicator minerals was carried out 
by Overburden Drilling Management in Ottawa and microprobe 
analysis of picked grains was carried out by the O.G.S lab in Sudbury, 
Ontario. Results are attached. 

The ilmenites fall into the medium and high grade classification of 
MgO vs Cr203 using the chart in appendix 14. 

One good quality chromite and one good garnet were also found. 
The second visit was made to spot several drillholes and decide 

the priority of each. 
Fiscal constraints , weather and drill availability will determine 

the initial drill target. 

Submitted by P.A.R.Brown P.Geo 



GEOLOGIST'S CERTIFICATE: 

I, Philip A. R. Brown P.Geo do certify that: 

1. I am a consulting geologist residing at 189, Astorville Road, 
Corbeil, Ontario, P0LI1K0. 

2. I am a graduate in Mining Geology from The Royal School of 
Mines, Imperial College, London University, England. 

3. I am a practicing P.Geo registered in Ontario with APGO. 
4. I have had many year's experience in diamond exploration for 

many companies in Canada, Sierra Leone and Brasil. 
5. This report is for assessment purposes only and does not conform 

to National Instrument Policy 43-101. 
6. I consent to the use of this report by Halmco Inc. for use of this 

report for assessment purposes only. 

Dated at Calling Lake December 15th  2006 

Philip A. R. Brown P.Geo 
Tel/fax 705 752 1123 
e-mail pgeophil@hotmail.com  
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193-64: integrated Velocity Services (Oil and Gas well-log interpretation). 

197 to present: Prospecting for Industrial and Metallic Minerals in Western Canada. 
Th$s is a continuing project based on: Remote Sensing (Geotechnical Interpretations of 
S*llIte imagery) developed by Dr. N. Hamila. (Geologist - Geological Engineer): 
Reviewing and interpreting Seismic/Magnetic/Gravity data bases of Western Canada. 

191-92: Gained Intervenor Status between the Alberta Governments Natural Resources 
Conservation Board and Three Sisters Golf Resort. Presentation was an oralMsual 
pnsentation showing the Geotechnical Hazards associated with abandoned underground 
mining operations. 

1993: Thesis Paper: (The Environmental Geology of the Canmore Mine Site) for 
Geology 1159, Mt. Royal College, Calgary. 

I 93: The Natural Resources-Conservation Board recommended the town of Canmore 
(3 Sisters Decision Report) utilize my geotechnical expertise. Appointed as a committee 
m*inber of the town of Canmore Geotechnical Advisory Group. The mandate was to 
develop a set of undermining guidelines that would allow for safe development on 
un4errnined lands. The Province of Alberta adopted these guidelines in 1997.. 

• 	1994-98: Co-owner operator of 656405 Alberta Ltd. (Alberta Diamond Exploration 
Company). Discovered the highly anomalous diamond indicator sites in Calling Lake 
Ava in 1993-94 with partner Dr. Yoshida. 

1996-98: Authored Alberta Mineral Assessment Reports for Dr. T. Yoshida, 656405 AB. 
W. And co-authored assessment report for Buffalo Diamonds. 
198-2002: Co-founder and Director of Buffalo Diamonds (Public Diamond Exploration 
Company). 

2003: Thesis Paper (Rheology and the Genesis of Diamonds) Theory demonstrates that 
the mechanics of rock and the rheologicai response of rock initiates a primary force that 
allows for a single species/element (carbon) to be converted to and/or deposited as the 
allotropic form of pure carbon-diamond. 

2004 to present: Retained by Halmco Inc. to help design and implement a diamond 
exploration program for Hahnco's Calling Lake project 
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SEARCH FOR DIAMOND DEPOSITS 

to b€.. 	to 

STAGES OF GEOLOGICAL PROSPECTING 
PROCESS AND RELIABILITY OF 
PROSPECTING SYSTEMS IN SEARCH FOR 
DIAMONDS 

In searching for. Middle Paleozoic kimberlites,  the  investigated areas. 

the territory of Yakutia is divided into the following 	berlite 0 es occurring in conditions less 

landscape/geological areas: 	 favourable for heavy mineral sampling were 

- wide distribution of Post-Middle Paleozoic discovered firstly 
by airborne magnetics and later at 

investigations on the ground. In that case, it was 
formations of thickness 200 to 300 in (exploration is 

 qbserved that 	 W= 
not expedient on economic grounds); 

- wide distribution of Post-Middle Pateozoic
tization in 

formations of different lithologies and thickness comparison to highly magnetic non-diamon tferous 

from 10 to 300 in (extremely complicated conditions p ipes situated nearby. 

forexploration); 	 In the "prospector scheme" processes good 

- a wide distribution of Post-Middle Paleozoic results were obtained during experimental investiga-

formations of a few meters, wide çlevelopment of tions using aerogamma spectrometry in combination 

ancient and present-day crusts of weathering, and with aeromagnetics. 

flat, smooth relief (complicated conditions for co licated conditions for diamond 
exploration); and 	 werepro 	ting, EM and 

- a thin autochthonous cover of Quaternary use to actge~c~tvs-econ~aryy"~spersio~n ~~ sediments with weak development of weathering 	
The prospector scheme"  of searching for 

crusts and moderately smooth relief (favorable 
conditions for exploration), 	 diamonds recently gained recognition in, Tsyganov's 

Search for kimberlite bodies in Yakutia is "theory of reliability of geological prospecting 

divided into two stages that are distinguished by a systems". From analysis of data for 
known 

changing geological and economic objective of kimberlite fields which exhibit the above-mentioned 
diamond prospecting. exponential distributions of indicating properties, 

and taking into account the typomorphism of pipes 
At first stage, the geological and economic  

objective was prospecting over a vast area with the in different fields, the exploration models for 

aim of developing an economically viable mining predicting Lower limits for economic pipes for 
particular mining and geological conditions are complex or complexes for a long production period.  

 

At this stage, limited resources dictated the type ofbeing developed. 

exploration model and what targets and what 	The accuracy requirements of prospecting grids 

processes should be specified 	 and the desired representativeness of sampling in the 

C" Veso pro 	tin tf stage were  "prospecting Scheme" are defined for of each 

to findthat the kimberlite bodies be sufficiently large prospective area separately, depending on the modeI 

in size, have distinct indicating parameters, and, of target and the landscape-geological conditions. It 

occur' in relatively favourable landscape and allowed to re-estimate the prospecting results for 

I geological conditions for' prospecting Such targets previously investigated areas and distinguish 1  

were discovered by. heavy mineral sampling and i 
additional possibilities of primary diamond  

magnetic surveys and by conducting the prospecting occurrences for them. 

work uniformly over vast areas (i.e. using a reduced, i 	A  combination  of  criteria  for  evaluation  of an i 
I or  "prospector seheme" in  the search  process). 	diamond mineralization found in each particular all 

L is used in all stages of prospecting. 
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caemat1cauy, the prospecting stages are 
binéd into four groups: 

carly stages with the target being a territory 
ective for a kimberfite field; 

-,'iater stages with the target being a locally 
wkimberjite prospective site; 
a stage of verification work with the target 

a kilnbcrlitc body; and 
revaluation stages with the final target being 
Conoinic diamond deposit developed for ition.

Me  prospcetipg-searchingmodels. for the 

Iof each stage. are the most valuable 
Pflents of geologists and researchers of 
Y-Rossij Sakha" Company which 'have 
Jed the Company to the new positive 

"al results in Russia and now are bein 
L, in  abroad. 	 g  

Sixth International Kimberijie 

The great effectiveness of 'the "prosptor 
scheme" led to attempts to apply it in complicated 
130d5capC_geologic3l conditions. A substantial 
amount of drilling, seismic prospecting and EM 
prospecting with large dçith penetration, was added 
to combination of diamond prospecting methods., 
Although some favourable results were obtained, a 	This "theory of geological prospecting systems- 
large portion of the investigated areas turned out to reliability" is based on the study of failure of the 
be practically untested, so that CVCfl some economic Systems or their elements. Here, a failure means any 

- pipes were not found. 	 possible or real omission of only one deposit of 
The above-mentioned difficulties and limited minimum commercial grade. 

effectiveness of the "prospector scheme" under 	During the investigations of geological 
• complicated conditions, despite a considerable prospecting systems reliability, two definitions of 

in cost, showed a necessity to change the "target" are used, common and special. Common 
technology in search for diamonds under means any element of the above-mentioned 
complicated conditions. hierarchical sequence. Depending on the stage of 

The' second stage of prospecting involves diamond prospecting, one element of the sequence is 
working in a region containing an operating mine. It chosen as a "common target". while investigating 
required firstly a different, exploration model than reliability of the systems, tectonic, geophysical and 
that used in the "prospector scheme". Study showed mineralogical indicating parameters become "special 
that targets near operating mines are kimberlite targets" for study by one or other method. 
bodies of small size, of low- contrast indicating 	As a result, every geological prospecting system 
parameters, or they occur in landscape-geological is divided into simple components, for example "the 
conditions unfavourable for prospecting. There, a target of prospecting - the exploration method". The 

scovering of such targets is virtually impossible or reliability investigations are worked out separately 
requires an extremely considerable increase in the for every target-method pair and finally, the results 

'OSt. 	
are united using common quantitative indices of 

Based on the available scientific data on geological-prospecting System reliability. 
'egional and local controls of diamond deposit 	Further, for every target-meihod pair the 

locations in the Siberian platform and world, the possible failures of method are classified and five 
-following hierarchical sequence: of intermediate types of failures are as follows: 

-'targets was developed by Tsyganov: subprovince of 	- failures of targets to be indicated in the 
diamoudiferous magmatisnj investigation - expected manner (bound up with variability of 

:z)nineragenic zone" - kimberlite field - cluster of indicator properties of prospecting targets); 
,,,kmmbcrlite pipes - locally narrow icamberhie 	- failures attributed to landscape geological 

'P,Spcctive site - kimberlite body - diamond deposit. surroundings (bound up with the masking effect of 
açhon these items has its own corresponding field components on the environment surrounding a 
'p.,and its own set parameters for modelling and target); 

- failures of technical type (bound up with 
equipment error and/or insufficient density and/or 
accuracy of observation); 

- failures of geological interpretation (bound 
UP with  mistakes made during geological 
interpretation and forecasting); and 

- failures of evaluation and verification (bound 
up with mistakes made during assessment of 
prospecting results). 

The next stage of reliability investigations was 
classification of failures according to their frequency 
and their influence on effective prospecting. Then, 
for the more essential of them, specific quantitative 
and qualitative indices were assigned. On that basis, 
a conventional special legend for mapping according 
o changes of factors which determine the 
Prospecting -  reliability was worked out.ifaps were 

serve as a basis for evaluation of 
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To solve the problems of diamond deposit 
searching confidently "the theory of geological 
prospecting systems-reliability" or "the theory of 
geological prospecting mistakes" has been 
introduced into the geological prospecting practice 
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prospecting reliability and for protecting a higher 
quality scheme of prospecting. 

The main results of using the theory of 
geological prospecting systems reliability in diamond 
prospecting investigations in the Yakutian 
diamondiferous province are as follows: 

In mining areas [Tsyganov et al., 1991, 1993), 
there are known minimal commercial parameters of 
targets (kimberlite bodies). However, indicated 
features of pipes for each kimberlite field were 
determined and methodical techniques for increasing 
reliability were recommended. 

By investigition of failures attributed to 
geological surrounding and failures of technical type, 
special maps defining reliability methods were made. 
The ways of reserving under these circumstances 
were then worked out. Early investigations of 
geological interpretation and evaluation reliability 
(Tsyganov, 1985] in the time then available, led to 
recommended choices of local kimberlite prospective 
areas in difficult landscape-geological situations and 
the use of the radio shading method.. As a result the 
Amakinskaya expedition discovered six new 
kimberlites in difficult landscape-geological setting 
of the Alakit-Marshinskoe kinibcrlite field. 

The most important result that an appreciation 
of prospecting reliability has in mining regions is 
expansion of the resource base. 

Early study of diamond prospecting-reliability 
by the Almazy geological enterprises achieved 
quantitative results for use in shortening prospecting 
schemes and in defining areas where it would be 
effective. Also, in difficult landscape geological 
settings where prospecting was least effective, ways 
of transformation to staged technological 
prospecting were worked out. Nowadays the staging 
technology of investigations is being introduced 
widely. As the theory of prospecting systems 
reliability is used more widely in prospecting 
investigations, its principles have been adapted to 
geological mapping and to exploration for diamond 
deposits and other minerals. 
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TECHNIQUES OF GEOLOGICAL 
PROSPECTING WORKS 

Continuous 	study 	of the Yakutian 
diamondiferous province implies several stages, each 
of them is aimed to solve the geological searching 
problems of different scale. They are as follows: 
regional geological investigations, geological 
mapping, and search for kimberlite occurrences. 

Regional OF geological investigations of 
1 000 000 to 1: 500 000 scale include the 

deciphering of satellite images, deep seismic 
sounding (DSS) and deep magnetotellunc sounding  

along individual profiles supplemented by analysis of 
areal small-scale gravity, magnetic and geological 
prospecting has been carried out up to that time. 
These works provide information on the structure, 
depth of bedding, relief of earth crust and upper 
mantle, crystalline basement, and kimberlite-host 
Lower Paleozoic rocks. Finally, a conclusion either 
this territory is prospect for kimberlite magmatism, 
or not is made. 

So called "covered" areas, within which 
diamond deposits are overlain by Upper Paleozoic - 
Mesozoic rocks, require the refinement of created 
before small-scale geological maps. This type of 
works, carried out in separate areas while regional 
investigating, is called "deep geological mapping". It 
is fulfilled in 1: 200 000 scale and includes remote 
investigations, analysis of gravimetry-magnetic maps 
of 1: 00,000 scale, field geology-geomorphological 
and geochemical works, profiles of searching 
drillholes at a 8 t 8km up to 4 t 2km grid, and 
driflholes for structural investigations (1 drillhole per 
5000 Ian). 

These works provide a creation of specialized 
paleogeological maps and, finally, a review diamond 
forecasting map in which the areas promising for 
kimberlite occurrences are shown. 

Geological mapping of I :50 000 scale for 
general search predictions is aimed to compile a 
common geological map, to study the structure of 
kiinbcrlitc-host Paleozoic basement, to study and 
map intermediate collectors of diamonds and 
indicator minerals, to map tectonic faults, folds, and 
magmatic rocks, and finally to indicate the areas 
promising in respect to kimberlite bodies and their.  
associations (clusters). 

Geological mapping process applies a number 
of geology-geophysical methods (deciphering of 
satellite images and aeropictures, airborne magnetics 
of 1:25 000 scale - at the preliminary stage), and 
furthermore, geology-geomorphlogical and search 
routes for sampling of collectors on indicator 
minerals and geochemical sampling. Field works are 
aimed to outline, analyze and re-check geophysical, -
geochemical and geological anomalies. 

Within "covered" areas the geological mapping 
using natural outcrops and open-pit mines is added 
with deep geological mapping plus, if necessary, 
1:50000 gravimetry mapping and special electrical 
investigations (along lines or area]) that an 
principally carried out to solve structural mapping 
problems. 

To discover exposed kimberlite bodies it is 
enough to perform heavy mineral sasnplilig and 
small-volume sampling of alluvium. Discovery of 
buried kimbcrlite bodies requires the study of ancient 
diamond collectors with the help of mining (running 
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of prospecting pits and explorating trenches) an 
drilling. Traditionally, at general geologica 
mapping, initially one hole per 10-20 km2  is drilled 
Furthermore, at individual promising areas the gri( 
of search drilling is determined by a specith 
geological environment (lithology-facial features o 
the basal horizon of collectors, features of anejeni 
relief, and so on). The areas promising for discov er)  
of buried kimberlites are used to be drilled at a 4 to 
2 2 to 2, and 2 to I grid. The lines of pits and 
trenches are put around the contour of exposure of 
productive collector horizons in order to evaluate 
their diamond content. 

In each case mine-drill works are accompanied 
by detailed study and sampling of sections.  
Geological and geophysical data are processed and 
interpreted. Geological, geomorphological and 
mineral resources maps together with a set of special 
maps (paleogeographical, paleogeomorphologj 
paleotectonic, lithology-facial and geochemical  
maps) are eventually created to serve as a base for a 
forecast map. Forecast map must represent a 
prospect evaluation of the studied territory where 
plots for further searching must be outlined. 

Searching process itself is conducted at prospect 
plots that were outlined during the previous works. 
•The main purpose of searching is the discovery of 
diamond deposits. 

Geological and mining conditions of searching 
in the territory of the Yakutian diamond iferous 
Province are very complicated and diverse. This 
causes a wide differentiation in application of special 
search methods and techniques which are able to 
Provide positive results in any definite search 
situation. Nevertheless, two main types of 
landscape-geological environments can be 
ecognzcd conventionally: I) "open" territories 

where kimberljtes are exposed or overlain by a thin 
(up to 5 in) eluvialdeluvial layer, and 2) "covered" 
tenjtories within which kimberlite bodies are 

Overlain by younger,  than host rocks, magmatic an4 
edunentajy rock sequences of different thickness. 

At the stage of searching not only the set of 
çthods, but also the succession of carried out 

investigations are of high P!lPOrtance. 

For "open" areas the set includes airborne 
xletic investigations of 1:10 000 scale, geology 

'°1Phological field routes for sampling plus 
eWbere surface magnetic and electric prospecting 
.5000 scale. These works are 

st performed at the 
Stage of searching. At the second (final) stage 

reVCaled mineralogical, geophysical, and 
eflncal anomalies are attested by drills and 
and the plots of buried and modern alluvial 
tents and basal horizons, where high 

. 

•1 

. 

concentration of indicator minerals was established, 
are sampled on diamonds. 

Traditionally, during the sampling is done by 
core-drilling of 112 mm to 90 mm diameter. 
Permafrost occurrence gives an opportunity to use a 
compressed air to cool a drill bit and remove slime. 
Search pits have a mean Section of 1.25 m 2. While 
sampling alluvium with a help of special light 
manual unit equipped with grading sieves of 8 mm 
to 1 mm cell dimension, the samples of I m 3  to 3 m3  
volume are washed out. Standard sample that is 
washed out using a Siberian trough is of 20 liters 
volume. 

At the early stages of exploitation of "covered" 
areas the drilling was accompanied by seismic 
investigations. Now, they try to make the search 
process as cheap as possible, therefore, seismics is 
used only to resolve structural questions at the stage 
of general searching. 

Search drilling at the prospect plots of "covered" 
areas is preceded by preliminary laboratory studies 
that are aimed to reconstruct the tectonic 
environment existed in the territory during the epoch 
of kimberktc magmat. Such investigations apply 
the results of general searching and geological 
mapping. Besides, the whole available additional 
information is analyzed to suppress the negative 
effect of overlapping assemblages on the search 
process. 

Mineralogical sampling search method plays a 
major role while searching for kimberlites in almost 
all the environments. This method has been 
developed during the period of exploitation of the 
Yakutian diamondiferous province to provide the 
prediction and evaluation of kimberljte diamond 
content and the solution of paleogeological problems 
concerning the development of indicator mineral 
haloes. 

GEOPHYSICAL SUPPLEMENT FOR DIAMOND 
EXPLORATION 

Geophysical methods are applied at all the 
stages of diamond searching to solve two main 
problems: 

- preparation of areas to carry out the detail 
geologicaleophysil searching works; 

- searching for ldmberlites as local geophysical targets. 

The first problem is aimed to distinguish most 
promising areas within vast territories. The 
investigations arc carried out using a complex of 
geophysical methods with final compilation of 
1:100 000, 1:500 000, and 1: 200 000 scale maps 
and schemes to conclude on the probability for 
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 •o 	occurrence of unknown kimberlite field within any and structure of the territory to describe the families 
r 	 part of the territory under study. 	 of faults that control the localization of the groups 

Geophysical methods at the stage of regional of kiniberlite bodies 
ii 	 searching are as follows: 	 As magnetic field elements, the faults are shown 
. : 

	 - 
deep seismic and magnetotdiluric sounding; 	as extended linear anomalies which correspond to 

" 	 - 
profile seismic investigations, 	 either basaltic dikes of different age intruding 

I 	 - airborne magnetic and ground gravinietric through tectonically weakened zones, or tectonic 
studies. 	 contacts that separate the metamorphic units of 

Deep seismic and magneto-telluric sounding crystalline basement. 
I 	studies the structural features of the earth's crust and LTheoFsi;;~i  

ationa1 elements, the faults relate to 
I 	upper mantle Previous works revealed that the linear negative an 	es illrfriidto the 

territories  where kiinberhtic magmatism isectoiilTi 	 0 
manifested are  characterized  by abnormal deep iion scales for the methods studying 
section parameters - sharp increase of seismic potential field are 1 50 000 and 1 25 000 when 
velocities along the Moho interface up to 8.6-8.9 routes and profiles are laid across the strike of 
kni/sec, strong complexity of surface structure of the tectonic elements. 
upper mantle and intracrustal boundaries, growth of 	The second task of geophysical works is the 
electric resistance in individual Earth crust layers. search for kimberlite bodies as local geophysical 
These and some other parameters compose a base targets. The complex of geophysical searching 
for the interpretation of regional geophysical data methods involves airborne and ground magnetic 

I 	while outlining the areas where unknown kimberhte prospecting, electric prospecting using direct and 
fields could be found. 	 alternating current, seismic prospecting and the 

Areal deep seismic and magneto-telluric method of interhole radiowave exposure. 
sounding implies the I Ox 10 km mean distribution of 	To increase the searching reliability one or 
observation points using digital registration several methods are applied depending on the 
apparatus. Seismic stations function autonomously, geological structure features of definite area. 
without personnel. To stimulate seismic waves the 	Within the Siberian diamondiferous province 
chemical explosive substances are employed 	there are two main types of geological structures on 

Profile seismic investigation is a main method to which the choice of applied geophysical methods 
study the structure and tectonics of the territory depends. 
while marking the areas promising for kimberlite 	The first type includes the areas where search 
occurrences. 	 targets are outcropped at the present surface level or 

j 	 The method of reflected waves as common deep buried beneath the thin alluvial sequences. In these: 
point which main procedures were taken from the conditions the search for kimberlite pipes is restricted 
oil-searching practice has gained widest acceptance. 	by the application of airborne and ground magnetic 

Seismic section within the Siberian diamondi- prospecting of 1 10 000 and 1 5 000 scale and dec 

41s_ 
 iil ferous province incorporates the horizons with Inc (direct current) prospecting of 1: 5 000 scale 

lithologic parameters that are stable along the strike areal observations. 
ç\ 	if on hundred and thousand kilometers The horizons 	.3IietiLf1c1d kimberlite bodies are seen as 

are separated by contrasting seismic boundaries the i sometric  positive anomalies with the 0off-
where the reflection and refraction of elastic waves contour" uiiiuniums t iFF i ical 

-' 
takes place Rçognition of such boundaries using 1 	agnetizatlon of targets is of mducti 

I 	 seismic method allows tiffIVTijeT detailed type Remnant magnetization of kimbcrhtic melt is 
I 	 commonly insignificant Since kimberhtes are hosted 
I 	Tectonic disjunctivCS represent the ycU by carbonate rocks it is possible to reveal both high 
IimportanCstructural eiemenjs for they intro1 the and weak magnetized targets by the usage of high 

emplacement oLknnbcrhte bndis To date, a group sensitive quantum an proton magneto-meters Witb 
L.. of methods to reveal and trace the faults in wave )J aT resolving ability. 

fields that is based on the usage of dynamic and ' 	

Long-standing experience showed that sorn 
kmibcrlite bodies are not present as magnetic field kinematic wave field parameters has been developed anomalies due to epigenetic kunberlite alterations 

To carry out seismic investigations the digital station. which disintegrated ore magnetic minerals That 
with elastic waves stimulated by power-driven why the electric prospecting aimed to 
vibrational installation is employed Moreover, such J ano 	withjased conductivity has gamed 
installation answers the ecological demands 	I wide implementation 	these con dftions the scisln$ 

Primarily, the airborne magnetic and ground and radiowave exposure methods are moSt 
gravimetric methods provide the study of tectonics \jiformative. 
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inclusions) in diamonds from Yakutian kimberljtes 
showed that over 95% of Yakutian diamonds relate 
to ultramafic assemblages, harzbürgite-dunites 
paragenesis dominating (about 80%) [Sobolev, 1974;. 
Efunova & Sobolev, 19771. On the basis of available 
knowledge, while developing the mineralogical 
methods of the search for diamond iferous 
kimberljtes, the main attention was paid to the study 
of specific compositional features of diamondiferous 
harzburgite.dupjtc minerals. It should be noted that 
for the search and forecast of diamondiferous 
kimberlites we use another compositional ranges for 
Cr-bearing subcalcium pyropes and Cr-spinels than 
South African geologists (Fig. 3.1). 
12 . 
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de implementation. In these conditions the seismic 
and radiowave e-XPOsurc  methods are most 

-- infoflnatie. 
Seismic method implies the tracing of elastic 

waves reflected from not-deep seismic boundaries 
throughout the section of kimbcrlitic rocks. If 
seismic waves meet kimberlite body, the secondary 
waves will be generated at the boundaries of 
bnberlite pipe and inside it. As a result at the 
seismic section the local target is represented by 
wave diffraction. Despite high costs for areal seismic 
investigation the economical efficiency is achieved 
due to the less volumes of areal drilling. 

Recently, the main technical problems of 
interhole radiowave exposure method have been 
solved and the method was introduced into everyday 
practice. The method is based on the mechanisms for 
the propagation of electromagnetic radio-frequency 
range waves in geological conditions. Arial-feeder 
equipment emplaced into the boreholes is used as 
radiation and registration units. 

MINERALOGICAL CRITERIA FOR KIMBERLITE 
DIAMONDGRAGE 

L. The foundations of mineralogical criteria for 
kimberlite diamondjferousness were laid in the 
beginning of 70-ties in the work of N.V. Sobolev 
[1971] "On the mineralogical criteria for kimbcrlite 

amondiferousncss". He was the first to suggest that 
•-tthe minerals of mantle diamondiferous parageneses 

-'to!
can be captured by kimberlite melts and transported 

the earth's surface, and that the portion of these 
minerals in kimberlites must positively correlate with 

.the portion of diamonds. 
The detailed study of compositional features of 

crystal inclusions in diamonds, such as garnet, Cr- 	According to our method the compositional 
spinel, pyroxene, olivine, etc., allowed to recognize fiejd of subcalcjurn Cr-pyropes, that is used to 
he types of upper mantle diamondiferous rocks and determine the degree of potential kimberlite 

iypomorphic compositional features of minerals diamondiferousness, is restricted by CaO = 16 + 
ZF-associated with diamonds in nature. +038 Cr203  wt % Cr2O3 = 5 wt % The field of 

The Siberian platform diamonds were shown to G10 garnets that is accepted by foreign geologists 
rm ma rather wide compositjonal range of natural ocáupies quite larger area in the Cr203.-CaO plot 

Sytems -from Cr-pyrope duzutes extremely depleted Moreover, to increase the reliability of applied 
basaltic components to cocsite-kyanite eclogites method we analyzed the compositional variations of and 
grospydites essentially enriched in Si,.Ca, and Al pyropes from diamondiferous harzburgites (01-Ga- 

t.)9bolcv, 1974; Ponomareiijco et al., 1976; 1977; Op-Chr.Diam) and xenoliths of graphite-bearing Qhilenko Ct al., 1977 9  1980, 1982, 1993; Sobolev et perdotites. Taking into consideration these results 
added with experimental data on the pyrope-
knorringitc immiscibility and reaction Ol+Pyr ' 
Op + Chr in 5i02  - MgO - A1203  - C1`203  system 
[Malinovsky & Doroshev, 1975; Kesson & 
Ringwood, 19891 we distinguished the narrow stripe 
in CaO-. Cr203  coordinates which separates the field 
Of cr-pyropes  from chromite-bearing harzburgites 
within the fields of graphite and diamond stability 
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ong the various xenpliths of mantle 
Ondiferous rocks from the Yakutian 
Ondiferous province kimberlites there were 
!.. the exotic xenoliths of garnet pyroxcnites 
iflarenko 19801, and ilmenite-pyrope 
)htcs (POkhuienjo et al., 1976; Poñomarcnko, 

Mass.study of crystal inclusions (thousands S 
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that most of them conta in  over 62 wt.% Cr203 and 
less 0.7 wt.% Ti02, and are  characterized  by quite 
low Fe3 /Fe2  ratio (Fig.3.3). 

2C 

Flg.3.2. Composition of pyropes associating with 
chromite and enstatjte in xenoliths of diamond. 
(black squares) and graphite-bearing (crosses) 
peridotites. Shaded stripe (14-17 mol. % of 
knorringite component) divides the fields of pyropes 
stability. 

Thus, if the compositional points of Cr.bearing. 
subcalciurn pyropes fall to the right from the line, 
that separates the compositional fields for pyropes 
from Cr.graphite.bearjng harzburgites and 
diamondjferous harzburgites according to the 
content of knorringite component, the pipe is 
uniquely diamondiferous. 

If Mope compositional points fall to the righ 
from this line, the pipe seems to be diamond.f 
since it can be related to the absence of mantle 
material that was captured at the levels where the 
pressure required for diamond stability can be 
reached. 

The diamond-free kimberlite pipes with 
significant amount of such pyropes are available in 
both Yakutian and South African diamondjferous 
provinces. 

The second mineral important for the 
evaluation of potential diamondiferousticss of kimberlites is diamond associated chromite. Study of 
compositional features of chroinjte inclusions in c 
diamonds and chromjtes from the xenoliths of diamondiferous harzburgjtedjt [Meyer  & Boyd, 
1972; Sobolev, 1974; Sobolev et al., 1975, 1984; g 
Pokhilenko ci al., 1993; Griffin et al., 1993] indicated C. 
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Fig. 3.3. Composition of chromites for estimation  of a  diamond-content.  

Compositional field of chrornjtes which we use 
in the forecast and search for potentia lly 
diamo tes is 

rlO3  Wt- %7l - 1.637A1203  Wt- %, Cr203 2  6 A1203  ~ 7.5  wt. %,  TiO2  ~ 0.7 wt.%. 	
our used compositional features  of diamondassotJ 

chromite are rather  different from those used by South-African  geologists [Gurney & Moore, 19941.  
Also, we performed the analysis of the composition of  diamond-associated  olivines. Most 

o livines are high-magnesium varieties  (Mg# = 91.5 - 94.5) with low CaO (< 0.06 wt.%). This 
indicates high pressures and rather low teniperatucs 
of  their equ ilibrium. These olivines certainly contain 
Cr2O3  impurity (> 0.02 wt.%). A distinct positive :orrelation between relative olivine content and on-elation 

 of kimberlite diamond content is recorded. 
Significant portion of eclogite assemblage 

ax-nets that are associated with diamonds are 
haracterized by O.n wt. % Na20 impurity [Sobol 

(Fig.3.2). All the points that occur to the right from 
this line belong to the diamond stability field. 
Varying portion of pyrope compositional points 
located to the left from this line relates to the 
graphite stability field 

- sometimes this portion can 
reach 100%. 
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& Lavrenticv, 1971; Sobolev, 1974;. McCandless & 
Gurney, 1986, 19891. In search goals we we the 
following compositional ranges of eclogite garnets 
that are present only in diamondjferou s  pipes: 
N820> 0.1 wt. %; FeO> 15.0 wt. % Cr203 < 
<0.2 wt-0/6- 

Above characterized compositional features of 
minerals from diamond-bearing natural assemblages 
W"re established basing on Several thousands of 
analyses of mineral inclusions in Yakntjan diamonds 
on one hand, and OVCT 50 thousands analyses of 
indicator minerals from over 120 kimberljte pipes of 
yalcutian diamondiferous province on the other 
hand. 

• PROSPECTING FOR DIAMOND DEPosrrs BY 
MINERALOGICAL METHODS 

Mineralogical searching is a leaching method for 
the discovery of diamond deposits and would remain 
so in the nearest future. The possibility of the search 
for kirnberlites is secured by the occurrence of 
indicator minerals, that are stable enough to be 
preserved in exogenic environment, such as pyrope, 
picroilmcriite, Cr-spinel, some times olivine and 
clinopyroxene, plus diamond itself. Due to their 
mechanical and physicochejj it these 
minerals can be transported at great disiances and 
preserved for a long time in ancient deposits even Ui 
corrosive environment. Just the miñ , To estimate the degree and mode of alteration eral. steadiness 1l 	

of minerals during the formation of haloes correctly, 
ows them to keep the "memory" about those the knowledge of their initial "primary" state 

in a historical events that are recorded in minerals as kimberlite body is necessary. 
their morphological features, physical, chemical and  properties 	 The teu "primary" state of mineral implies 
other 	By studying these properties it IS 	

n

morphology, first of all Mineral morphology is iiib1c to reconstruct the history of minerals and more sensitive to the change of geological 

coüditio5 under which they existed during the environment Along with chemical composition it 
rmation of mineral haloes. Without such provides the main body of information for fonnation it IS impossible to choose the necessary sear. 

Morphology of kimberlite minerals results - ftrusin;7;ftnt e  for searching and to evaluate the from their long deep development, and magmatic 
and post-magmatic alterations. The major indicator 
minerals valuable for searching are pyrope, 
picroihncnjte and Cr-spinel. 

The morphogenesis of pyrope from kimberhte 
includes four stages: I - idiomorphic growth, 2 - 
resorption, 3 - keliphitization, 4 - post-magmatic 
alteration [Afariasjev et al., 1979]. 

The first stage is illustrated by faceted pyropes 
that were preserved as inclusions in xenoliths and 
thus prevented from later alterations. However, such 
findings are very rare, hence it is difficult to evaluate 
the scale of idiomorphic growth processes in deep 
conditions. The display of other -processes is 
universal. The fractured oval pyrope grains coated 
by keliphjtic rim are typical of kimberlites. 

. 

LWO main problems are to be solved during the 
ss of mineralogical searching: I - identification 
dicator mineral haloes; 2 - locajj tion of 
riite body. 
Cienhification implies to clear up the question - 
what known or unknow n  primary -source this 

ras fonned. If the studied halo or its fragment 
Itfied to a known kilnbcrlite body, the search 
' t40ught to be fulfillecj. If the Occurrence of 

ikünberljte body (bodies)  is presumed, the 
ge of identification is the determiriation of its 

Td diamond content basing on mineralogical  
or diamondWe. In general, the Ii of identification tasks permits to gain more-

detailed 'portrait"  
1  Wheth 	of the search target and to 

er the search for given kimberfjte 
. 

body is expedient. If the search is expedient, the 
locality of kimberlite body should be defined. 

Both problems are solved using the same 
mineralogical material - the samples of indicator 
minerals selected from present and ancient 
productive deposits. However, the methods of 
investigation of this material are different. Besides, 
the mentioned search scheme is idealization. What 
actually happens is that the solution of each 
problems is unfailingly connected with big difficulties 
and uncertainties. Traditionally, identification is 
complicated by three main groups of factors: 

1) physico-cheij,jcal and mechanical wearing of 
minerals during the formation of haloes that results 
in significant changes of mineral appearance and 
composition of mineral assemblages; 

2) polygenetic character of haloes, i.e. in one 
halo the minerals from different primary sources can 
be mixed; 

3) heterogeneous and heterochronous character 
of haloes, i.e. they can result from the re-deposition 
of indicator minerals from more ancient haloes of 
different litho-dynamic type and different age. 

Moreover, the accumulation of indicator 
minerals and the size of haloes depend on the 
amplitude of erosion levels. 

Prima,',' morphology of indicator minerals 
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The fracturing of pyrope is a very important from picroilmenite aggregates are of rather perfect 
process related to post-magmatic processes. The structure. Combined picroilmenites are characterized 
cooling of pyropes suppresses the movement of by highly defective single crystal part and aggregate 
dislocations inside crystal lattice, so that inner part with a high-quality individual blocks. 
pyrope strains cannot be relaxed. Thus, under Investigations indicated that aggregate grains form 
cooling and decompression the pyrope behavior due to the recrystallization of single crystals. This 
resembles that of fragile objects. The action of process is a result of mineral tendency to relieve the 
thermal solutions with high surface energy reduces excessive elastic energy that is typical of plastically 
the surface energy of a mineral. As a result, inner deformed picroilmenite single crystals. Combined 

strain can exceed the value of crucial strain, and modes illustrate the uncompleted recrystallization. fracturing takes place. The behavior of other mantle 	
Kimberlite bodies are quite differing in the ratio minerals is similar. Inner strains of diamonds are 	

are 20— ntioned groups. In most pipes there f th&me seen as abnormal two-refraction. Besides, the zones o 	
. . of elastic strains inside crystals are distributed 30/0 of picroilmetute aggregates, wereas in some 

unevenly, and their amount of accumulated energy is pipes, the Uralskaya pipe as example, almost all 
different. First, fractures appear within the highest- picroilxnenjte grams are presented as aggregates. 
energy zones. Then, fracturing can be caused by the 	One more typical feature of picroi.lmenite inner 
action of substances with high surface, energy. In structure is exsolution texture. It represents the 
particular, the processes of corrosional fracturing of lamellae that are oriented parallely to picroilmenjte 
minerals continue in erosion environment, during the pinacoid and characterized by wide compositional 
formation of weathering crusts. 	 range - from Cr-titanomagnetite to chromite (up to 

The fracturing of pyrope in the post-magmatic 61 wt.% of Cr203). The specific surface of lamellae 
stage is favourable to the penetration of thermal in picroilmcnite is very large and tends to be lowered 
solutions and development of chlorite and by two ways: 1 - coalescence of fine lamellae into 
corrosional relief on the walls of fractures. Hindered coarser ones, 2 - lamellae become isometric to form 
access of thermal solutions into developed fractures faceted grains. The display of both processes can be 
is responsible for dendritic, streamy, and cavernous seen within a single crystal. In picroilmenite we 
relief of their walls, whereas over the oval grain observed the octahedral crystals of Cr-spinel that 2 
surface the geometrically regular tiHed relief is found. resulted from the transformation of exsolved texture. J The walls of some fractures, that are later likely, are These Cr-spinel inclusions practically lose the 
clean and smooth. Thus, a typical shape of pyrope, features typical of exsolved grains. 
that is transported due to re-washing of kimberlite 	study of thenno-electric properties allows the 
body, isan angular fragment with corrosional relief suggestion that ultra-minor ex.solved elements i n  
or initial oval surface, plus chlorite and keliphite picroilnienite are rather widely distributed. However, 
rims or without them. large enough exsolved grains visible under optic 

Our knowledge of the initial stages of microscope are rare. Their occurrence causes the 
picroil,rnenite morphogenesis is poor. Oval picro- cleavage of picroilmenite grains which is exhibited as 
ilmenite grains were found in ilmenite-dlinopyroxene.. lighter splitting of a crystal parallely to lamellae 
garnet xenolith with graphic texture. Picroilinenjte orientation. There are three pipes in which all the 
that resulted from the re-crystallization of lamellae, picroilmenjtes are characterized by well-exhibited 
i.e. the coarsening of ilxnenite grains through the exsolved structures: Zimnyaya (Verkhne-Muna 
amalgamation of lamellae, took place. So, we can field), Grenada and Nadezhda (norther Yakutian-
not affirm that any picroilmenite crystals were proyince). 
idiomorphic like pyrope Also, there is no evidence 	In post-magmatic conditions the alteration of 	' 
on the oval picroilxnenjte habite as a result of picroilxnenit& proceeds in two principle ways: I - 
magmatic resorption. Nevertheless, oval shape is replacement by secondary minerals, 2 - corrosjonal 
typical of picroilmemte from kimberljte 	 fracturing. Replacement results in the formation of 

Oval surface is covered by the relief of two grey-brown rim around picroilmenite that is' 
types: rough and micro-pyramidal. The latter likely composed of weakly crystallized rutile or anatase. 
has late-magmatic or early post -magmatic origin Corrosional fracturing is similar to that of pyrope. 

Due to the whole set of norphogenesis' ' 
and resulted from a more rapid dissolution of processes, the kimberlite haloes are supplied by 
defected boundaries between the micr.oblocl of angular fragments of picroilmenite grains' 
picroilmenite surface, 	

with/without the traces of initial bossy-oval surface. 
There are three types of picroilmenite grains: i - The described morphological and structural feat single crystals, 2' -  aggregates, 3 - combined modes. are exhibited to a different extent. 	

ures 
 X-ray investigations showed that single crystals 	According to the degree of isomorphism, Cr- 

possess highly defective structure. Individual blocks spinel from kimberlite holds the second place after 
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diamond. There are three groups offaceted crystals: 
— sharp-edge octahedrons with smooth faces; 2 - 

octahedrons which edges and points are smoothed 
by vicinal faces, i.e irregular surfaces of octahedral 
Anti-skeletal growth; 3 — crystals with only vicinal 
faces or the relics of octahedral faces. X-ray 
investigation indicates that octahedral crystals have 
rather perfect structure of crystalline lattice, 
octahedrons with vicinals have a block)' 

• and vicinal crystals are composed of numerous 
disoriented blocks. Crystal morphology does not 
relate to crystal chemistry. One xenolith can contain 
Cr-spinels of the Same composition but differing in 
morphology. 

Cr-spinel with polished intact f*t - 	 -- 	 iat 	 P(x) = kimberlites, Traditionally, crystals are Subjected to where P(x) is a min 
magmatic corrosion to a variable degree. Two types 	 eral concentration at x distance 

from the, primary source; Po, the initial of corrosion are distinguished: i — the Corrosion that concentration of minerals in the primary source; b, 
affects only vicinal surfaces, Whereas octahedral the coefficicntof mineral inertness that is 
faces remain untouched; 2— Corrosion that develops proportional to hydraulic 

size of the minerals evenly over the whole crystal surface. The degree of [Afanasiev, Babenko, 19881. More large and heavy 
corrosion vanes from weak to strong one. The latter minerals with increased b values drop behind small 
practically annihilates the primary morphology and light minerals during transportation. This leads 

The main mode of Post-magmatic processes is to the gravitational and granulomec differen-
Corrosional fracturing. In most cases the fracturing tiation of transported assemblages. For kimberlite 
happens as crystal spalling. In some kimberljte mineral haloc this process is exhibited in the 

j bodies the other type of fracturing was reported — concentration of heavier pIcronemte (compared to 
microfracturing of the outer rim of crystal. Such pyrope) and accumulation of coarse-grained 
fracturing is typical of Australian lainproites, minerals near the primary sources. 

A relative portion Microfracturjng is responsible for the origination of of pyrope increases and mean grain size decreases 
Vast surface along fracture walls. This activates far from primary Source. The b coefficient depends 

; diffusive Processes and therefore induces the change on the transporting power of water flows. The Of the  composition of microfractured Zone, 	
greater is this power, the better proceeds the 

The behaviour of chemical elements is diiTeg, differentiation. Thus, the minerals are drawn farther 
;althoug the increase of Ti-content is a common and the initial assemblage changes to a greater 

ktendency. Our investigations confirmed that extent. As the Peneplanation proceeds, the range of -
compositional zonation of Cr-spinels, including that mineral scattering decreases and grading of their 
of Australian lamproites, was formed during assemblages deteriorates. So, the deterioration of -p1genetic processes but not growth, 	

granulometry and density indicates the low hydro- kzmbiej-ij haloes are Supplied by Cr- dynamic activity of the 
 Spnel crystals of differing morphology that have co 

	 environment and, nsequentl
ransfer Al so, this 

sometimes with a microfractd outer 
Un4ergone magmatic corrosion and corrosional formula  y, a small distance of t 

shows that the concentration of indicator 
4kctunng, 	

niini,rI 	fl.-- 

Mechanical factors are induced by gravitational 
instability of a relief unit, within which a kimberijte 
body is outcropped. As a result, the body erodes and 
indicator minerals are transported towards most 
negative relief modes. As peneplanation proceeds, 
the processes of erosion and transport of minerals 
attenuate, whereas the processes of their fixation and 
sedimentation enhance. The mechanical factors of 
evolution are manifested as three forms: hydraulic 
grading, change of mineral concentration in haloes, 
and mechanical wearing. 

In general, the, distribution of transported 
minerals relative to the primary source is of 
exponential shape: 

. 

	

 move 
thus, the study of Cr-spin 	Shod that 
erlite bodies can be diffentjated statistically 
rding to their morphological features (habite, 
and degree of magmatic corrosion intactness) 

Wary 
&temat,on of.lndicafr minerals 

day surface and in sedimentary sequences 9r m
ineralOccur in unequilib conditions. 

,.rcsponSibl for exogJc alterations Th e  hbriuxn '
ofminerals and their assemblages 

to two groups of factors: mechanical and O ChCInJcaI 

wcy move away from kimberlite body, 
decreases exponentially. Therefore, although 
indicator minerals can be transported at a great 
distance, their majority is Concentrated nearby the 
kimberfite body. 

These tendencies take place only in continental 
environment In marginal basins minerals fall into 
quite different hydraulic environment that  
characterized by to-and-fro motions of clastic matteris 

 
under the effect of Waves. The distribution pattern of 
kimberlite minerals is not stream like on the 
continent, but band-like with across Zonation. 
Minerals realize their hydraulic properties due to 
Persistent stirring-up. Thus, size and density 
differentiation reach the highest degree there. Even 

I. 
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monomiineral separations of a narrow size range can primary source olivine soon stops to be detected by 
. 	accumulate. 	. 	 equal volumes of sampling. As olivine is low tolerant 

Another type of alteration is mechamcal to erosion processes it is absent in ancient haloes 
attrition of minerals The degree of wearing depends 	Each lomberine indicator mineral belongs to 

i on the diameter of particles, their density, abrasive different paragenetic type, whose properties range 
stability and the rate and distance of transportation, widely. For example, due to increased fracturing, 
For the sake of simplicity, the degree of wearing is orange pyropes are less stable in abrasiveness, 
often considered as a distance function, only. We relative to most violet pyropes. Most "mature" i.e. 
believe, that it is necessary to take into account the strongly mechanically evolved sea-beach heavy 
kinematic and dynamic factors of transportation. mineral assemblages are represented by only 
They, in general, characterize the lithodynamic monorruneral garnet assemblages or nearly so (e .g.  
environment of transportation and, eventually, the the halo in Early Carboniferous graveilites of the 
lithodynamic type of a collector of kimberlite Kyutyungdin graben). In these haloes diamond, that 
minerals [Afanasiev, 1896] There are three ways of is similar in density and granulometry to garnet can 
transportation of clastic particles as a suspension, be accumulated to form rich diamondiferous placers. 
saltation, and dragging Mechanical attrition is The absence of picroilmciute is explained by its 
obviously caused by another type of transportation. -aIinost complete annihilation due to attrition 
The latter is realized in a mass of moving clasticIAccordin my ti ations picrozlmenitc 

3 matter, when the wearing results from not only '1 abjasive st 10 tune ess t an I a of 
mineral-bottom double interaction, but at least triple popJAnastev et al T994f -
interaction, like a ball-froc miii This mechanism &Physicochemica1 alteration of kiinberlite 
does not play a significant role in the bed river plain minerals proceeds in a sedimentary sequence after 
flows that possess a low hydraulic activity. Our the haloes are completely formed There are four 
observations at a standard object (Verkhne-Muna types of such changes known weathering, diagnetic, 
kimberljte field and the halo in the Muna River bed) metagenetic, under metasomatism 
showed that at a distance to 100 km only pyrope 	The diagnesis processes effect rather weakly on 
grains over 2 mm size have the traces of attrition. in kimberlite minerals found in a sediment. The main 
beach environment, hydrodynamic regime is much mode of alteration is corrosional fracturing 

. more Intense to result in the movement of a whole Crust formation processes are most powerful 
sequence of clastic matter. In these conditions the factors of epigenetic alteration of Iumberlite minerals 
"mill" effect plays the leading role. Besides, the (Afanasievet al., 19861. The weathering of minerals 
velocity of waves is higher than that of bed flows, is displayed as replacement, dissolution, and 
and the total way passed by clastic particles during fracturmg 
to-and-fro motions exceeds all possible distances of 	For garnet, two types of dissolution, were 
their transport on the continent. Granulometric recognized: cuboid and dislocative. 
grading of minerals promotes mechanical attrition in 	Cuboid type is characteristic of garnets with a 
these conditions, since the particles of nearly equal few of defects Dissolution results in positive relief 
size contact each other multiply, and their rotation forms: drop-like, rugged, and eventually convex-face 
due to the transportation results in their intense cuboid (Fig. 3.4). Dislocative type of dissolution is 
mutual friction. Thus, the degree of wearing depends characteristic of the grains with a lot of defects 
on the environment of wearing, rather than the (Fig 3 5) Corrosional fracturing and etching slits 
distance of transportation, and channels develop by the dislocation and their 

rnoted 

According to abraswe stability tbciaior4ec- accumulations (junctions) 	 -seatedjqm lite 	
Picroilmenite is either replaced by leucoxene

- (Fig 3 6), or dissolves to form a disordercd 
It should be cavernous relief (Fig 3 7) The aggregate grams 

 that the common opinion of low mechanical become loose. 
steadiness of olivine is wrong. Olivine strength is 	Cr-spinel is rather stable during epigenetic 
close to that of garnet. In present haloes they are alteration. The main form of weathering is 
transported together at tens kilomet ers. Olivine is corrosional fracturing that results in scattering and 
preserved even in ancient sea-beach collectors not micro-fracturing (Fig. 3.8). 
disturbed by crusting processes, e.g.  in Jurassic [ 	eathering stability of kunberlite indicator
conglomerates of the Lena River region Quick minerals re uces 	j mon 0 zirc a, Cr-ind, 
"disappearance" of olivme from indicator mineral ptcrothnenite_py-ope, Cr-di  assemblages relate to its low content m most j o 	Haoes udiieveathermg contain no 

L kimberlite bodies. Therefore, moving away from a oli e. Cr-diopside is preserved very rarely. 

• 	Fig 
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• Fig. 3.4. Pyrope cuboid. 

13 	' ' 

Fig-3-5- Pyrope with dislocation type of corrosion. 
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Fig. 3.7. Picroj1mnjte with dissolution relief.  _.. 

he pyrope stability is sufficient for it 
to be kept Stability of pyrope depends on Cr-content eathering crusts, however, pyrope is most [Afanasjcv et al., 1984 

J. Therefore weathered 
We 

Indicator of the process of weatherrng. assemblages are rich in violet Cr-garnet from ilnenite and Cr-spinel can bear no signs 
of ultramafic assemblages, since Cr-poor orange 

Cnng, While they are available on the pyrope. garnets from mafic assemblages are predominantly 
i,angcs of diamond and zircon within the crust destroyed. Thus, the same regularity is noted like for 

hcrxng are established. There are also mechanical stability. There are several individual CCS In 
stability of one-mineral varieties, samples where mainly Cr-rich spinels are disrupted. 
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Fig. 3.8. Chromespmeide with microfissured rim. 

3 	The haloes of the Maio-Botuobiya region 
contain Mg- and Ti-poor picroilmenjtes that are 
ferromagnetic at room temperature. However, these 
picroilmenites are endemic for this region. As for 
paramagnetic picroilmenite, they show no distinct 
regularities in the change of assemblage 
composition. 

. 	As a whole, the processes of weathering cause a 
significant change in composition of heavy mineral 
assemblages and physiographic. features of 

g kimberlite minerals. 

Metasornatic alteration of kimberjjte minerals 
was established at the contact zones between the 
intrusions of differentiated traps and either 
kimberhte, or sedimentary rocks The signs of 

j metasomatism  processes are found on the minerals 
from Upper Paleozoic sequences of the Malo-
Botuobiya region and in the south-westem Alaldt 
field, where the Krasnopresnenskaya pipe is cut by 
differentiated trap intrusion. Under these conditions, 
garnet is replaced by chlorite to form pyramidal-
tilled relief along the reactionary front (Afanasiev, 
1985]. Picroilmenite dissolves to form crystal brushes 
of brown anatase. Cr-spinel is covered by tiny 
caverns and becomes loose due to corrosional 
fracturing. Diamond is unstable in metasomatjc 
environment - and therefore acquires the signs of r catalytic oxidation. Relative stability of minerals 
during metasomatism is not estimated, yet. A fi stronger replacement of orange garnets by chlorite j 
relative to Cr-rich violet garnets is noted. The 
intensity of alteration decreases far from the contacts 
with intrusive body. In the near exocontact zoner 
kiniberlite minerals can completely disappear. 1 

Metagenetic alteration of kimberlite minerals is 
established in folded zones, particularly, in Triassic 
sea-beach collectors of the Near-Upper Yana region 
fAfanasiev et. al., 19851, and in the Takatinskaya 
suite deposits of the Urals. The alteration is 
principally caused by the temperature and pressure 
growth. Pyrope alteration in these conditions is close 
to metasomatism: replacement by chlorite and 
creation of pyramidal-tiled relief take place. Orange 
Cr-poor garnets are replaced more intensively. As 
only sea-beach pyrope-bearing collectors were 
studied, the behavior of other minerals is unknown, 
yet. 

A general trend of mechanical and physico-
chemical alterations is responsible for the 
"maturation" of heavy mineral assemblages, i.e. 
elimination of non-stable individuals. Often the 
"maturation" is expressed as lowered dispersion of 
various propefties of mineral assemblages, such as 
size, morphology and composition of mineral grains, 
etc. General course of evolution of mineral 
assemblages is exhibited on one hand. in 
simplification of mineral composition due to the 
elimination of less-stable minerals. On the other 
hand, a partial erasure of "primary" signs, that 
characterize the mineral state in kimberlite, and their 
replacement by "secondary" signs, that reflect 
exogenic condition of mineral existence, take place. 
Exogenic alterations are specific for their character 
can provide our knowledge of the conditions under 
which they occurred. However, such phenomena as 
corrosional fracturing of minerals or creation of 
pyramidal-tiled relief can take place in different 
environment. Therefore, the type of geological 
setting should be taken into consideration. 

The types of haloes of indicator minerals 

The reconstruction of ancient halo formation 
conditions shows that haloes form in three 
hthodynamic environments, according to which the 
three types of haloes are recognized 1 - alluvial, 2 - 
alluvial-beach, 3— sea-beach. 

Alluvial type of halo is formed in continental 
environment. There, indicator minerals from eroded 
kimberlite are transported by rivers, and together 
with other clasts migrate towards the sea. .Typicar 
features of these haloes are: 1 - by-stream 4. 
&stnbution of indicator minerals, - c onential I 
aecrease of mineral concentrations away fromm 
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existence of ephemeral reservoirs. This environment 
is responsible for important specific features of 
haloes such as: I - filament-net areal distribution of 
indicator minerals, 2 - local display of high graded 
mineral assemblages 3 - local display of increased 
concentration of indicator minerals, 4 - moderate wearing of minerals. 

Sea-beach haloes are formed within a sea shore 
zone. There, for a long time the indicator minerals 
carried from continent are subjected to to-and-fro 
motions caused by the action of sea waves . As a 
results, in sea-beach setting the haloes with following 
typical features are formed: I - highest mineral 
wearing, 2 - formation of mainly pyrope..diamond 
assemblage due to the annihilation of less stable 
picroilincnite, 3 - highest grading of minerals, 4 - 
areal character of mineral distribution, S - 
unusually high mineral accumulations due to the 
additional mineral supply from the continent. The 
major and most reliable sign for the distinction of 
halo types is the degree of mineral mechanical 
wearing. We would like to note once again that th e  
degree of mineral mechanical wearing depends not 
on the distance of mineral transportation, but the 
conditions of halo formation. If 1cimbcrite body 
occurs not far from the sea shore line, the relative 
minerals would be strongly rounded just near to it. 
Nevertheless, our investigations of the present 
stream scattering in the Verkhne.Muna field showed 
that mineral transport by alluvial agents at 

- distances over hundred kilometers causes only weak 
wearing evidences. In respect to searching studies 
each halo type possesses its om favourable features 
and restrictions. Alluvial type of haloes is most 

• favourable to the search for primary sources. This 
results from the weak alteration of indicator 
minerals and their assemblages during the formation 
• of haloes, and from the location of mineral 
- concentration maximums near a icimberlite body. In 
these conditions diamond placers are formed at the 
cost of diamond-rich kimberlites and dispose near 
them. Sea-beach type of haloes is less favourabl e  to 

;thc search for kimberlites Mechanical alteration of 
Enunerals and the grading of mineral assemblages 

Strpng1y distort the primary appearance of niincrals. I 
Ecszde3, the 	jjcra from different kjmbIjte 

dies are mixed in these babes. High 
flcentratjo of minerals are formed independently d 

	

their 	moten 	from primary source. 

	

(cverthe1 	such environment is favourable to the c 
ation of placers. As the coastal zone is. o 

IPhcdby diamonds from many kimbcrIit bodies, 
dzamond.iCh placers can be formed from low- 
1ondjfero primary sources. 	

h areal character of the distribution of 
jCator minerals was mentioned to be an bi 

	

ant 	was 
of sea-beach type haloes. d 

Above there were described the "primary" types 
of haloes. The reason for their formation is that 
kimberlite bodies are a single deliverer of indicator 
minerals into haloes. This situation exists at the first 
stage of kimberlite re-washing. The formation of 
haloes stops when the cycle of sedimentation is 
finished i.e. after the retain of minerals in a 
sediment and their burial by finer deposits. The same 
deposits cover kib1jtes. In geological history, 
however, after the formation of kiznberlite bodies, 
usually several cycles of sedimentation take place, 
during which the formed before deposits that 
contained indicator minerals can be partially or fully 
washed out. In this case indicator minerals travel 
from the ancient deposits to younger ones. 
Simultaneously, the buried kimberjjte bodies are 
Unsealed to deliver indicator minerals into the 
deposits under formation. Thus, in the following 
stage of sedimentation the haloes are supplied by 
minerals from two sources: 1 - ancient deposits, 2 - 
kimberjjtes. Therefore, in the forming halo the 
indicator minerals from the same kimberljte bodies, 
that were however washed out in several time stages, 
are mixed. Thus, indicator mineral assemblage 
acquires the heterochronous character. 

Besides, the change of sedimentation regime can 
result in the mixing of the indicator minerals of 
different halo lilhodynamjc types, for example, sea-
,each and continental. 

Heterogeneous and heterochronous character of 
ndicator mineral assemblages in alluvial and ancient 
leposits is typical of all the diamondiferous regions, 
a particular, the territory of Yakutian 
Liamondiferous province. Only primary haloes 
elated to the initial stage of kimberlite re-washing 
an be monogeneous and monochronouç. The relics 
f these babes can preserve fragmentally in a 
Ivoutable structural-tectonic environment. 

Re-deposition of minerals and heterogeneous. 
terochronous character of halo assemblages cause 
g difficulties to the process of searching. Re. 
positing breaks the direct link of indicator 

Actually, the ancient sea-beach haloes are of the 
same sort. They result from the transgressive 
movement of shore line towards the continent. Thus, 
the minerals that were re-sorted within a coastal 
zone appear at the bottom, away from the zone of 
wave action. Further, they are retained and buried 
by finer sediments. Being formed within a narrow 
belt of coastal zone the halo remains at the sea 
bottom, behind the moving shore line, and occupies 
a vast territory. 

Heterogeneous and heterochrons character of 
the haloes of indicator minerals 

. 

. 
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collector. In the AJaldt field, the Upper Paleozoic 
deposits that cover kirnberlites, contain also the 
minerals from Middle Paleozoic collector. However, 
the portion of minerals that were directly taken from 
kimberlites during Upper Paleozoic sedimentation is 
significantly higher. 

Thus, the ancient haloes, like the present 
alluvial haloes of the II type of search setting, 
contain re-deposited, i.e. heterogeneous and 
heterochronous, material. Due to the multiple re-
deposition in many haloes of the Malo-Botuobjya 

region, the minerals of all three lithodynamjc halo 
types and altered in different degree can be found in 
a single sample. Taking into account the difficulties 
Of sampling and the re-deposited character of most 
indicator minerals, the use of mineralogical method 
is insufficient to provide the discovery of kimberlite 
body. The facilities of this method are restricted by 
the recognition of somewhat certain area, within 
which the further searching should be carried out 
using either geophysical methods, or drilling on a 
dense grid. Like in the 11 type of search setting, the 
search results depend on the proportion of 
amplitudes of kimberlite erosion before and during 
theformation of the deposits that cover kimberlites. 

In the Malo-Botuobjya region, where Upper 
Paleozoic collectors are widely distributed, the pre-
Upper Paleozoic erosional level reaches 300 m, 

whereas the Upper Paleozoic erosional level is ten 
V times lower. As a result, the bigger haloes overlap 

each other and contain chiefly re-deposited material. 
In these environment to separate the local prospect 
areas is very difficult. 

In the Alakjt field, the amplitudes of pre-Upper 
Paleozoic and Upper Paleozoic erosion are low and 

nearly equal. That is why rather small haloes occur 
close to primary source and contain both re-
deposited material and the products of the Upper k 

Paleozoic re-washing of kimberljtes. Therefore, 
although both regions are situated in the same 
setting the results of their searching significantly 
differ: none kimberlite pipes were found beneath Ic 
Upper Paleozoic deposits in  the Malo-Botuobiya di 
region, and tens buried pipes were discovered in the 1 
Alakit field. 	

of Type 
IV. This setting is characterized by the Sc 

wide distribution of ancient primary or re-deposited ca 
haloes of sea-beach lithodynamic type. In both, pr Primary and Ore-deposited states these haloes were pr 
noted above to be unfavorable to the search for ref 
primary diamond deposits. Nevertheless, many do; 
diamond placers are connected with those haloes. 

Often, rich diamond placers are formed due to the 
re-deposition, since the streams accumulate in their 

beds the diamonds from the whole area which they 
drain. 

Ancient sea-beach haloes are widespread in all 
the diamondiferous regions. We faced just these 
haloes in the first stage of searching. As the final aim 
is the discovery of primary diamond sources, the 
question arises is it possible to use these haloes for 

primary evaluation of diamond content. Special 
studies revealed that in the Yakutian province, at 
adjacent areas, the sea-beach parts of heterogeneous 
haloes are differing in the chemical features of 

pyrope and picroilmenjte assemblages. This proves, 
that different segments of a single vast sea-beach 
collector were fed by different groups of ldmberlite 
bodies, likely not very remote relatively each other. 
The character of the relief of the Siberian platform 
helps to understand this fact. The Siberian platform 
represented a peneplanated territory with low 
hydrodynamically active relief. Low hydrodynamic 
activity could not provide the transport of clastic 
material, .including indicator minerals, at great 
distances. Fluctuation of the World Ocean level 
resulted in rapid transgressions and regressions of 
shallow-water seas, which in turn were responsible 
for the formation of sea-beach haloes. Thus, these 
haloes were supplied by not too remote kirnberlite 
bodies. The transgression of basin could lead to the 
covering of kimberlites by sea-beach deposits. For 
example, we found rounded (up to balls) and 
corroded pyrope grains from sea-beach halo in the 
;ample from eluvium of the Zarnitsa pipe, the 
Daldyn field. This proves that before the pipe was 
,uried by sea-beach collector, after its washing out, 
he pyrope found themselves at the surface of pipe. 

Thus, although it is impossible to search for 
imberljte bodies after sea-beach haloes, the latter 
an be useful for small-scale forecast. 

In conclusion, we can affirm that the various 
inds of exogenic alteration of indicator minerals, 
iffering lithodynarnic environments for halo 

rmation, differing geological structure and history 

studied areas determine the different manner of 

arching - its facilities, restrictions, and results - in 
ch definite situation. The available information 

omotes to choose the best fashion of searching 
ocess, or, if the prediction is unfavourable to 

use from searching over that territory and in 

ing so avoid redundant time losses and save 
ids. 
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Identification and localization: implications for the 
prediction of diamond deposits 

The discovery of diamond deposits by 
mineralogical methods requires solving two 
problems: I) finding and identifying an indicator 
mineral halo; 2) localizing the primary source. 
Identification of haloes and localization of deposits 
are the components of prediction process being 
individual in each certain case. Nevertheless, there 
are some common rules that concern the procedure 
of identification and localization. 

!dentfica:ion regards those features of indicator 
minerals and their assemblages that do not strongly 
change during erosion, or when such changes can be 
taken into account. These features must illustrate the 
"portrait" of sought kimberlite body, i.e. they must 
keep the primary information about this body. In 
practice, two groups of features are used widely - 
physiographic and chemical features. Physiographic 
features include morphology, colour, fracturing, 
inclusions in transparent minerals, i.e. those sijns 
that can be visually observed. One can always fmd 
those features according to which kimberlite bodies 
can be distinguished. 

Most popular method for the determination of 
mineral chemical composition is X-ray microprobe 
analysis.- The processing of microprobe results is 
aimed to solve two problems: 1) to evaluate the 
diamond content of primary source 2) to compare 
samples in order to decide either they originate from 
a single source, or from different sources. 

Theoretically, there7  is a lot of mineralogical 
features that can be used in identification goals. In 
practice, their number in limited by our research 
facilities, mostly: I - analytical database, 2 - 
possibility to interpret the obtained data in terms of 
identification. The latter situation is not trivial. If 
there are no reliable interpretation methods or they 
are poor, the intense mineralogical investigations 
(including those expensive) provide either poor 
search effect, or even false information. 

Most identification features require the study of 
representative selection. Besides, it is difficult to 
identify the halo according to one-two features. 
Traditionally, the reliable solving of identification 
problems demands the use of several related s 
features. 

The signs of localization are those that strongly 
and regularly change away from a primary source. 
Firstly, these signs relate to the migration properties d 
of minerals. The solving of localization problems is 
most topical for the third types of search setting, 
because in first and second types the migration of P 
minerals is easily traced by the stream.. When the a: 
searching is carried out accordin to the ancient S( 
haloes, the sampling is performed without the sc 
referencing to ancient streams, i. e. blindly. rc 

Therefore, the supposed whereabout of kimberlite 
body can be determined only by analyzing of the 
distribution of indicator mineral samples over the 
area, applying the signs of localization. We use the 
following set of major localization signs: 1 - 
concentration of minerals (exponentially decreases 
away from the source); 2 - granulometry - grain size 
(assemblage becomes poor in coarse grains away 
from the source); 3 - ratio of silicate to heavier ore 
minerals, firs o e and icroilmenite increases 
awa fro the source; - egree o size gra ing 

omcs higher away rom the source); S - degree 
of wearing (becomes liigher away from the source) 
(Afanasiev, 1989bJ. In exotic cases, some more 
complex signs can be used. 

Each sign is applied with account to its 
individual search value. The noted above signs are 
listed in the order of their value reduce. 

We have worked out a special algorithm that 
allows the quantitative estimation of samples and 
recognition of local mineralogical anomalies related 
to kimberljte bodies. 

Special method of mapping the babes during 
exploration for buried diamond deposits has been 
developed and successfully tested in the Alakit field. 
There, this method permitted to find a large number 
Of local mineralogical anomalies, some of them 
seemed to be related to the already known kimberlite 
bodies. For other anomalies the kimberlite 
occurrences are predicted. And some anomalies are 
referred to primary sources that were discovered 
W11 the recognized prospect areas using mainly 
geophysical methods. 

Conclusion 

Mineralogical methods of the searching for 
diamond deposits possess their own possibilities and 
restrictions. Their balance defines the effectiveness of 
these methods. In turn, on one hand, this balance 
depends on certain geological setting of search areas, 
geological history, lythodynanuc types of haloes, 
and character and degree of exogenic alteration of 
indicator minerals. One the other hand, this balance 
depends on the mineralogy, size, age, erosion level, 
and other features of ldmberlite bodies themselves. 
iherefore, there are no simple and universal rules to 
he search for diamond deposits. In each case, the 
earth problem requires imaginative approach that 
hould be based on extensive knowledge which some 
Lspects were briefly characterized. 

On the whole, the system of mineralogical 
earch used in Russia has solved the problem of 
iamond exploration for different types of 
xploration condition, and permits one to evaluate 
ossibilities and predict results. Due to the genetic 
pproach to various aspects of the mineralogical 
arch system, it could be adapted to most types of 
arching condition in different diamondiferous 
lions. 
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minerals and their primary Source According to the 
re-deposited minerals only local areas, where 
kimberljte bodies could occur, are possible to be f predicted Locality of forecasting depends on the 
type of re-deposited halo. Alluvial haloes are more 
favourable for searching. 

To differentiate the re-deposited mineral is 
Possible according to several signs, which most 
important are: I - a discrepancy between the 
wearing degree of minerals and formation conditions 
of their hosting deposits (for example, highly 
rounded pyropes of sea-beach halo type are found in 
Present alluvial deposits in which they could not 
acquire such degree of rounding), 2 - recorded 
physicO-Chemical alteration of minerals that is 
incompatible with the conditions of formation and 
further existence of their host deposits (when present 
alluvial deposits contain the minerals with the signs 
of weathering). Therefore, a mineral keep the f "memory" about the preceding events of its history. 

Li 
Sometimes, the signs of several sedimentation cycles, 
which traces are superimposed on previous ones, can 
be seen on the mineral  The knowledge of the 
regularity of Indicator mineral behaviour in different 
exogerilc environments allows the reconstruction of 
eological history during those Periods which - 	

' 	Fig. 3.9. Evolution of haloes of indicator minerals. 

	

wposs1b1c to describe (for example, if there are no 	ç. kbberljte body, 1, II, 111 - Iithodyajal halo types: 

	

geologically documented sedimentary sequences 	I - alluvial. 11 - alIuvial.b.each, III - beach, PCA - physics. chemical alterations; Q - modem alluvium, - erosion of 
available). 

	

 body; 	- doiion of dicator minerals from I 	During the re-depositing indicator minerals 
ancat collectors. 

displace relative to their previous location, i.e. haloes 
are dispersed (crawled away). However, often, newly 

Mineralogical types of search setting formed continental deposits, being host for re- 

	

deposited minerals,are deluvial..proluvial or alluvial 	
Individual character of geological structure and 

J, deposits of small rivers, Le. formed in the setting of geological history of each diamoncfjferous region, 
near transport of clastjc matter. Thus, in most cases diversity of lithodynamic halo types, widespread 

indicator minerals displace at small distances, and processes of mineral re-deposition and their related 
the newly formed halo, to a first approximation heterogeneous and heteroclironous character of 
inherits the location of Preceding halo, or 

IS mineral assemblages are responsible for the displaced insignificantly. This is an important fact individual Manner of 
 for it allows the usage of re -deposited minerals in each individual plot. In general, four search settings forecasting goals. 	
searching that is required for 

can be distinguished [Afanasiev et. a]., 1981 a]. Thus, the formation of indicator mineral babes, 	Type I. Kimberlite bodies are exposed, ancient according to which the scrch for diamond mineral  deposits is carried out collectors of indicator minerals, and therefore re- is a complex 
 deposited minerals are absent. Thus, alluvium is 

process. The general scheme of halo development is supplied by indicator minerals immediately from 
shown in Fig.1. ldmberfites by 

nnlv tkr. 4_.. 

R. 

- , 	, 	 uiai aram kimberlite bodies themselves. In this case the manner of 
searching is simple - by the "road" of indicator 
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minerals, up stream of a river or brook, and along  
the slopes of valley, as far as the kimberlite body searching highly vary from one part of this territory 

to another. outcrops. However, one stream can be supplied by 	
In the Daldyn field, the results of searching are 

indicator minerals from several kimberlite bodies, rather successful. Today, this field is thought to be a 
Hence, it is necessary to sample not only river bed standard of search. In the Ebelyakh region (northern 
sediments, but all side tributaries and slopes in order province), we failed to find kimberlites using 
to miss no one pipe. This type of search setting deals mineralogical search methods in spite of a great 
with only alluvial halo type which indicator minerals amount of indicator minerals. This principally 
are weakly altered relative to those from a pri 
source, 	 mary relates to the proportion of the amplitudes of ancient 

and present kimberlite erosion. In the Daldyn field, 
Therefore in this situation, the detailed these amplitudes are comparable, therefore it is 

mineralogical investigations are not topical. They rather simple to observe the minerals taken from 
can be compensated by a dense grid of sampling of kimberlites among the re-deposited minerals. In the 
river-beds and slopes, that is sufficient to record all Ebelyakh region, the amplitude of ancient erosion is 
the targets. 'While using the mineralogical criteria much higher, therefore, a great amount of indicator 
Only the evaluation of the diamond content of  sought target is needed, 	 minerals was released. On the background of 

abundant indicator minerals, the products of coeval 
This type of search setting is not typical of the re-washing of kimberlites are very difficult to be Yakutian diamondiferous province. It is available recognized. 

only in the Central-Aldan region, at the Khatystyr, 	
In the H type of search setting the mineralogical Tobuk, and Chompolin clusters of pipes, the latter method is applicable 

if to success to distinguish the being not diamondiferous. The age of these pipes is  
post-Middle Jurassic, the younger 	 inerals arrived from kimbcrljtes and re-deposited 

ger deposits are minerals. The search is held only by first group 
unknown. The study of the structure and mineralogy minerals. However, mineralogical methods are better 
of haloes confirmed the absence of re-deposited to be added with geophysical methods, in particular, minerals there, 	

magnetic prospecting (airborne and ground Type H. Kiniberlite bodies are exposed; the Inagnetica) 
existed ancient collectors were fully washed out. 	

This type of search setting if typical of not only 
Therefore, there are two sources of indicator the Yakuijan diamondiferous province, but other 
minerals - ancient collectors, from which thà world diamondiferous regions, where kimberljte 
minerals are re-deposited into new deposits, and bodies are exposed. If there is a lack of geological 
kimberlites. While being re-deposited, the minerals information  about the existence of ancient collectors, 
are spreading away and fall in all the streams Within it will be provided by the study of kimberlite

indicator minerals in terms of the character and given area. The minerals from kimberlites fall only n mode of exogenic alterations. 
those streams that drain kimberlite body. Thus, the 	

M. Kimberlite bodies are buried beneath streams washing kimberlites will carry both minerals 	Type Ill
the younger sediments that are the collectors of from kimberlites and re-deposited minerals. The  

other streams will carry only the re-d 	indicator minerals. This type of search setting is 
eposited more complex due to the covering of both kimberlite material. In this setting the searching process niust bodies and indicator mineral haloes. Their sampling 
The re  be based on the minerals from kimberlites 	is Performed either by mines and open pits, or 

deposited minerals are not suitable for searching. So, drilling holes. In this case, we are not able to carry 
there appears the problem of reliable recognition of out "aimed" sampling, i.e. to select the most suitable 
re-deposited minerals and minerals supplied  places  for sampling like on the opened areas. 
instantly from kimberlites. The solution of this Besides, the volumes of sampling are small. 
problem demands detailed mineralogical  Moreover, our investigations showed that the 
investigations that should be based on the ancient haloes of Yakutian province also contain  
knowledge of exogenic alteration features of indicator minerals re-deposited from earlier  
indicator minerals. Along with, the mineralogical collectors. So, Upper Paleozoic haloes of the Malo- 

Botuobiya region chiefly contain the minerals re- criteria for diamondiferousness are to be used, 
deposited from completely re-washed Middle hoiever, individually for each group. 	
Paleooic (Upper Devonian ?) collector. Jurassic 

This type of search setting is available at the deposits from this region contain the minerals re- 
vast territories of the northern Yakutian province, deposited from Upper 

Paleozoic  collector, that in There, kimberlitehosiing Lower Paleozoic rocks turn include the minerals from Middle Paleozoic 
)utcrop. However, the results of mineralogical collector. In the Alakit field, the Upper Paleozoic 
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Figure 29. Shear wave 
velocity perrurtador under North America from seismic tomography (after Grind. 1987). 
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In general, the target with the best sub-calcic 
garnets,_  the highest chrome chromites. the biaaest 

priority in an exploration program. Equally it is so 
unlikely that any mantle derived rock will retain 
abundant diamonds and absolutely no trace of the 
original diamond host rocks, that to pursue any target 
that is forecast to be barren is to pursue the least 
potential target. However, Argyle is an exception 
which demonstrates that even these low rank potential 
targets may warrant pursuit. 
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00035-100 	3151 5 	4 CV 	 (P2 	53.24 	.22 	3.33 	1.25 	381 14.40 2217 	.10 	.0) 	 1.11 	 .00 99. 

	

00035-100 	3151 4 	16 E 	.. 	9 2 	41.55 	.97 21.52 	1.63 	10.33 18.99 4.96 	.32 	.00 	
.080 .00 100.35 

	

00033-100 	315) 5 	14 E WSs 	6 5 	41.20 	.52 22.12 	 .42 	13.91 16.57 5.25 	.57 	.00 	 .089 .00 100.61 

	

00035-100 	3151 4 	9 P 	 c 1 	41.98 	.67 20.21 	3.65 	7.32 20.51 5.17 	.30 	.03 	 .% 	 .00 99.9 

	

00035-700 	3151 4 	11) P 	 I 	42.24 	.49 21.27 	2.66 	7'.lJ 20.89 4.37 	.31 	.09 	 .04 	 .01 100.11 

	

00035-100 	3151 4 	ii p 	c I 	42.28 	.68 20.67 	2.97 	7.49 20.52 4.96 	.28 	.01 	 .07 	 .01 99.95 

	

00035-lot) 	3153 1 	4 P 	 6 1 	42.17 	.55 20.89 	3.35 	7.11 20.63 4.57 	.28 	.02 	 .05 	 .01 99c 

	

93035-109 	3151 4 	3 P 	 6 9 	41.57 	.01 22.07 	3.15 	0.48 10.36 5.39 	.50 	.03 	 .00 	 .00 100.36 

	

90035-100 	3151 4 	6 P 	 c 9 	42.00 	.01 21.89 33 	 3.63 	7.79 79.46 5.48 	.49 	.0 	 .02 	 .0T 100j
-1ao 	3151 4 	7 P 	 69 	41.66 	.00 21.66 	363 	7'.9T 19.17 5A 	55 	.01 	 .02 	 90 100.13 

	

93035-100 	315) 4 	15 P 	 C 9 	4222 	.05 21.75 	3.64 	T. 54 19.94 5.30 	.35 	.02 	 .01 	 .00 100.68 

	

00033-100 	3153 1 	6 P 	 G 9 	42.09 	.04 21.42 	362 	7.21 19.77 5.48 	.4? 	.32 	 .02 	 .01 199.15 

	

00035-100 	3151 4 	6 P 	 6 9-1 	41.95 	.19 21.54 	3.06 	8.24 19.39 4.55 	.3 	.04 	 . 	 .00 99.7 

	

-100 	3151 5 	13 P 	 6 9-1 	42.39 	.05 20.73 	4.43 	6.00 20.29 5.35 	.27 	.90 	 .01 	 .00 99.09 

	

00035-100 	3153 1 	5 P 	 09-1 	42.42 	.32 20.94 	3.48 	656 21.19 4.92 	.26 	.00 

	

 -1ci 	3153 1 	7 P 	 99-1 	4214 	.25 22.04 	2.82 	8.16 20.00 4.61 	.35 	.03 	
. 	 .00 100.42 
 35-100 	3151 4 	1 F 	 011 	40.22 	.11 15.10 	10..7i 	7.59 16.84 3.20 	.49 	.01 	
.04 	 .00 100.76 

 93 	 .03 	 .01 99.34 

	

035-100 	3151 4 	2 P 	 011-1 	41.53 	.74 18.3) 	5.3 	 7.55 19.53 5.60 	.30 	.09 35- 	 .05 	 .00 
100 	3151 4 	5 P 	 611-1 	41.77 	55 18.33 	5.66 	6.79 20.41 5.55 	.23 	.03 	

99.47 
.03 	 .00 99.92 

93 	
80 

035-100 	3151 4 	3 P 	 GIl-i 	41. 	.18 19.31 	4.30 	7.24 2036 4.77 	.25 	.02 	 .06 	 .00 99.66 

	

53035-100 	3151 4 	12 p 	 911-1 	41.93 	.52 19.47 	4.31 	7.15 20.36 5.48 	.26 	.09 

	

 00035-100 	3153 1 	3 P 	 611-1 	41.69 	.09 20.65 	4.65 	5j 	
.03 	 .00 100.33 

	

3 19.25 5.08 	.4? 	.01 	 .03 	 .00 100.25 
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ABSTRACT 

A sequence of events associated with a tectonic shear fracture that allows for carbon 
to be converted to graphite and/or diamonds. 

Carbon/graphite and other reactants available for conversion to diamond would be 
limited to availability in early geological time. Graphite would be the result of a strongly 
reducing environment present in plate and craton formation in association with metallic 
iron and other archetypical compounds.The high ambient temperature of this early earth 
would limit the plate activity until such time as a cratonic root system was rheologically 
strong. The activity of these super plates would be limited to colliding plates and 
intermediate/deep focus shear fractures. 

The initial shock wave associated with a high magnitude shear fracture instantly converts 
one allotropic form of carbon (graphite) to another form of pure carbon-diamond. 
(graphite was converted to diamond by a shock wave in 1961). 

It is the combination of a shock wave/shear wave traveling simultaneously along a shear 
fracture - at or near equal velocities - that allows for the occurance of a natural diffusion 
pump. The combination of shear fracture/shock wave/ shear wave and rupture front 
passing through a solid (craton root) creates molecular diffusion. A vacuum state is 
created by the opposite directional movement of molecules created by the shock/shear 
waves.Carbon and diamond and other reactants, such as N2 are all present in the 
resultant vapours. This allows for the process known as physical-chemical vapour 
deposition to occur and this allows for the growth on the substrate-diamond. This 
growth of the diamond can occur at lower temperatures and pressures because of 
the vacuum state and the presence of organometajjjc reactants. 

is 
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. 	Rheology and the Genesis of Diamond 

The following hypothesis is said without prejudice and is based on facts as I 
know them.......Raymond Hainiila () a 0 0 

This hypothesis will demonstrate that the mechanics of rock and the 
rheological response of rock initiates a primary force that allows for a single 
species/element (carbon) to be converted to and/or deposited as the 
allotropic form of pure carbon 

- diamond. 

This hypothesis is based on the physical ability for rock to store energy in 
the form of stress energy in magnitudes much greater than the strength of the 
rock mass itself. This physical ability of rock mass 

-" allows for the 
existence of tectonic residual stresses LOCKED-IN the rock as a result of its 
long geological history." (McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and 
Technology vol. 15, p.606; 1997) 

The rheological response of rock at the moment the "locked-in" stress I 	energy is released is the basis of this hypothesis. 
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Rheological response of rock 	 - 

!ow7f  

-- 	 I 
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Elastic limit- when stress or strain is removed material will return to 
original state 
Plastic limit- permanent deformation when stress/strain/load removed 
Yield point- sudden increase in strain and stress 
Breaking point- point at which rock mass will break (shear fracture) 
and the tectonic "locked-in" stress energy is released as a shock wave, 
compressional stress wave,pressure pulse, and/or rupture front 

"A shock wave in reference to solids means a large amplitude 
compressional stress wave or pressure pulse that produces an almost 
instantaneous increase in the value of stress or pressure in a material 
and occurs in the earth as a result of meteor impacts/earthquakes.". 
"The passage of a shock wave through a solid produces changes in the 
physical state of the material. For example, it can redistribute atoms, 
change levels of electron energy and alter internal energy balance." 
(McGraw Hill Concise Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, 
p.1697, 1992.) 

The initial shock wave associated with a shear fracture almost 
instantaneously converts one allotropic form of carbon (graphite) to 
another form of pure carbon- DIAMOND. This occurs if two 
conditions exist. The pressure present is equal to or greater than 
30 Gpa and the temperature is approximately 1100 degrees C. 

S (Graphite was converted directly to diamond by a shock wave in 1961 
and the transient temperature/pressure was 30Gpa at 1100 C) 



McGraw Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, vol. 5, p.216, • 	1997 ...... in 1961 graphite was converted directly to diamond. The 
transient temperature and pressure that existed was 300 kilopascals at 
1100 degrees centigrade. 

S 

It is the shear fractures related to plate tectonics and plate boundaries, 
and the shear fractures related to intraplate cratonic root fractures 
(possibly caused by convective forces) that would create the energy 
required for diamond genesis ..........The magnitude of power emitted 
in a few hundred seconds of movement by a shock wave/rupture front 
along a shear/fault is ONE BILLION MEGAWATTS and is 
independent of depth below surface. (McGraw Hill Encyclopedia of 
Science and Technology, vol. 15, p. 600, 1997) 

At the moment a shear fracture occurs (earthquake)... the two sides of the 
fracture/fault are travelling in opposite directions at 1 to 10 miles per hour 
until a new unstrained position prevails. (Rheology). At the moment a shear 
fracture occurs (earthquake). . a compressional stress wave, a pressure pulse, 
a rupture front, a shock wave- travels along the shear fracture/fault at almost 
5000 miles per hour or approximately three kilometres per second. At the 
moment a shear fracture occurs (earthquake).... a bilateral sequence of rock 
ruptures occurs along the two sides of the fracture/fault. These rock ruptures 
or rock failures can be very explosive and are again dependent upon the 
amount of tectonic residual stresses "locked-in" the rock. The explosive 
nature of these rock failures are of such magnitude in some instances that 
clouds of gaseous molecules are formed. 
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In 1913 Dr. Wolfgang Gaede invented a diffusion pump. (Diffusion is a 
process by which different substances mix as a result of the random motions 
of their component atoms, molecules, and ions.- Oxford Dictionary of 
Science, 1999) Dr. Gaede discovered a process whereby gaseous molecules 
diffusing in opposite directions is condensed or absorbed by chemical 
materials a vacuum is produced. The diffusion pump is a vacuum pump. 

The exaggerated shear fracture that is portrayed in figure 3 shows that the 
physical characteristics needed for the creation of a vacuum state are present 
during the first several hundreds of seconds of movement of a tectonic shear 
fracture. 

If the sequence of events associated with a tectonic shear fracture create a 
natural diffusion pump, then the parameters needed for physical - vapour 
deposition and diamond growth are also present

...... 

• species generated (graphite converted to micro diamonds by a shock 
wave) 

. 	
.. .transport of species from source to substrate (diamond and vapour 

moving in a vacuum state 
• growth on a substrate (diamond growth can occur at lower temperature 

and pressures because of the vacuum state and the presence of 
organometallic reactants) 

S 

If this hypothesis is credible, the earth (because of tectonic activity) initiates 
a mechanical process that creates a vacuum state. This vacuum state allows 
for a process known as physical-chemical deposition to occur. This process 
allows for carbon to be converted to graphite and/or diamond. Graphite is 
converted to diamond by a shock wave. Diamond growth occurs because of 
the vacuum state. If the vacuum state exists, diamond growth will continue 
until a temperature equal to 1500 degrees centigrade occurs. In the vacuum 
state, diamond converts back to graphite at 1500 degrees centigrade. If 
oxygen is present and there is no vacuum state then diamond oxidizes to CO2-CO/ 
carbon at 800 degrees centigrade. (McGraw Hill Encyclopedia of Science 
and Technology, 1997) 

0 



. 	The tectonic residual stresses "locked-in" a plate as a result of its long 
geological history determines the following: 
• . the magnitude of a shear fracture 

the location of a shear fracture 
the geological age/date/time/ that the "locked-in" stress energy is released 
the magnitude and the velocity of the initial compressional stress wave, 

pressure pulse, rupture front, shock wave, earthquake 
• the magnitude and the velocity of the initial shear wave 

For example, a shear fracture that occurs at less than 70kms depth will 
produce a shallow earthquake. The initial shock wave will travel at 
approximately 5000mi/hr. The initial shear wave travels at about 2/3 
the velocity of the initial shock wave. This would be a low magnitude 
shear fracture because it would be limited in its tectonic "locked-in" 
stress energy. i.e. less brittle, less strength and a higher elastic state than 
the cratonic root zone. 

A tectonic plate shear fracture that occurs as an intermediate earthquake 
(70km-300km depth) or as a deep focus earthquake (300km-700km depth) 

• 	would have the ability to produce an extremely high magnitude shock wave. 
The "locked-in" stress energy of a craton's root zone would be enormous. 

The shock wave would have a velocity equal to that produced by a shallow 
earthquake. But the shear wave produced by an intermediate or deep focus 
earthquake would have a velocity equal to or greater than the shock wave. 
The velocity of a shear wave increases with depth (up to 7kmlsec) whereas 
the shock wave velocity remains constant. (Oxford International 
Encyclopedia of Science and Tecknology, 1999) 

It is the combination of shock wave and shear wave travelling 
simultaneously along a shear fracture- at or near equal velocities- that 
allows for the occurance of a natural diffusion pump. The consequence of a 
shear wave preceedirig a shock wave is a "fore-vacuum". This produces an 
extreme high vacuum state. 

40 
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• 	Figure 4 is an attempt to illustrate shear fracture/earthquake depth ratio and 
some of the variables that accompany a shear fracture in a tectonic plate 
environment... . depth of earthquake/fracture, decompression/compression 
shock wave cycles and velocities, the back and forth movement associated 
with rock and shear waves, shear wave velocities as they relate to depth, 
And low cycle and high cycle fatigue failure (shear fractures). 

Shear fractures relative to a tectonic plate can be compared to high cycle 
fatigue failure. "....in high cycle fatigue failure there is little gross shape 
change associated with a fatigue failure. .. .nevertheless, the mechanism of 
fracture is a ductile one in contrast to a cleavage fracture... .The apparent 
brittleness in high cycle fatigue is the result of an extreme localization of the 
region that is undergoing intense plastic deformation leading to fracture. 
Even though a high cycle fatigue failure is quite sudden there 4s always low 
cycle fatigue cycles preceeding the actual shear fracture. (McGraw hill 
Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, vol. 14, p38) 

his the propagation cracks associated with the compression/decompression 
Low cycle fatigue fracture that proceeds the high cycle fatigue fracture that I 

.

believe initiates a primary path of ascent for a much later intrusive force. 
And I believe that the physical results that occur in metal fatigue also occur 
in rock rupture under certain conditions. Crystallization occurs in metal 
fatigue as a result of the shear fracture. Crystallization would also occur in a 
rock shear fracture and in the low cycle propagation cracks that preceed a 
high magnitude shear fracture. The low cycle propagation cracks would be 
trans crystalline intrusive ascent pathways. 

These trans crystalline cracks are the result of the initial shear fracture/shock 
wave/shear wave. And graphite converting to diamond is the result of this 
same process. And the growth of diamond is the result of the initial 
molecular diffusion produced by a high magnitude shock wave passing 
through a solid (craton root). The shear wave and rock rupture front cause 
the molecules to move in opposite directions creating a vacuum state.This 
allows for the process of physical-chemical vapour deposition to occur. 
Carbon, diamond, reactants such as N2, etc. and other elements needed for 
Diamond growth are all present in the resultant vapours. The dinitrogen 
molecule (N2), reactants, etc. are released from the primary rock.(97.8% of 
the earth's total N2 occurs m primary rock- l.9X10 to the 17 th  metric tons- 

• 	p14, vol.12, McGraw Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, 1997). 



. 	Carbon/graphite and other reactants available for diamond growth would be 
limited to availability in early geological time. Graphite would be the result 
of a strongly reducing environment present in plate and craton formation in 
association with metallic iron and other archetypical compounds. The high 
ambient temperature of the earth would limit tectonic plate activity until 
such time as a cratonic root system was theologically strong. 

The high ambient temperature of this early earth would limit the activity of 
these super plates to colliding plates and intermediate/deep focus shear 
fractures. These high magnitude shear fractures would be limited to areas in 
the craton that were theologically strong. These areas would be composed of 
archetypical ultramafics such as peridotite. Peridotite, carbonlgraphite and 
other archetypical reactants would be the source materialfor, physical-
chemical vapour deposition and diamond growth. These diamonds would 
contain syngentic peridotite inclusions (p-diamonds).The oldest known 
diamonds are p-diamonds. 

As the ambient temperature of the earth lowered, tectonic activity would 
include high magnitude- high cycle fatigue shear fractures due to plate 

O 	contraction (p-diamonds); and high magnitude-high cycle fatigue shear. 
fracture due to convection-basalticrift zones. These rift zones introduced 
basaltic eclogite as .a source material for physical-chemical vapour 
deposition and diamond growth. These diamonds would contain syngentic 
eclogite inclusions (e-diamonds). Eclogitic material from basaltic nfl zones 
and from later tectonic plate subduction would be the source material of the 
younger e-diamorids. GSC Bulletin 423, 1995 gives a diamond age of 990-
2700 million years for eclogitic diamonds. It is also stated. ."it is noted on a 
worldwide basis more than 98% of the syngentic inclusions reported from 
diamonds can be confidently assigned to the peridotitic and eclogitic 
paragenesjs." (GSC Bulletin 423,1995, Fipke, Gurney and Moore, p27). 

Coincidentally, "peridotitic diamonds have a very restricted range of 
carbon-isotopic compositions (between —3 and —9 per mu). In contrast, 
eclogitic diamonds show, carbon-isotopic compositions which range between 
+5 and —35 per mil) GSC Bulletin 423,p.22. The older p-diamonds would 
be restricted by the lack of diversity of carbon compound reactants available 
for diamond growth. Younger e-diamonds would have a much greater 
variety of composition of carbon compound reactants available for physical-
chemical vapour deposition and diamond growth-i.e. subducted plates. 

a 



. 	The diversity of carbon and carbon compounds are important variables in the 
physical-chemical vapour deposition process. It is the reactants and the 
vacuum state that aid in the reduction of the pressure/temperature needed for 
the growth of a diamond. It is the vacuum degassing in this process that 
eliminates the frequency of and severity of inclusions. A good analogy to 
this process is the diffusion pump, the vacuum state, and the resultant 
vacuum degassing that is used in metallurgy to purify metals.(see 
Metullurgy and Plastics for Engineers, Nutt MC. 1976, pp. 160-170) 
In metallurgy, it is the vacuum degassing that is used to eliminate the 
frequency of and severity of the inclusions. This criteria would be similar in 
the growth of a diamond in the physical-chemical vapour deposition process. 

And lastly, it is the degree of the magnitude of the initial shock wave in 
combination with the resultant shear wave that dictates the degree of vacuum 
and vacuum degassing that determines the presence or absence of nitrogen in 
the internal crystal lattice structure of the diamond It is the presence or 
absence of infrared detectable nitrogen that determines a diamond type 

There are two major diamond types 
. 	Type I contains infrared detectable nitrogen 

Type II contains no detectable infrared nitrogen 
..in terms of this hypothesis.... 

.an extreme high cycle-high magnitude shock wave/shear wave creates an 
extreme vacuum state diamond with only carbon atoms in the crystal lattice 
a Type II (a) diamond 

• .a lesser degree high cycle magnitude shock wave/shear wave creates a high 
vacuum state diamond with only carbon and boron atoms in the lattice 
(boron/carbon/nitrogen are interstitial compounds) 
a Type 11(b) diamond 

..an  even lesser degree high magnitude shock wave/shear wave creates a 
vacuum state diamond that allows for carbon and paired nitrogen atoms in 
the lattice 
a Type I (b) diamond 

• . a shock wave/shear wave creating a vacuum state diamond with nitrogen 
atoms appearing as platelets/planar in the crystal lattice (similar to the 

• 	original planar or layered carbon atoms of the original graphite) 
a Type I (a) diamond 



. 

If this hypothesis is credible, then many of the questions that arise 
concerning the genesis of diamonds become self-explanatory. For example, 
Many of the questions posed by R.H.Mitchell in his book "Kimberlites, 
Orangeites, and Related Rocks; 1995." Can be addressed. 

. 

S 

CHAPTER 4 
PETROGENESIS OFORANGEfl'Es AND KIMBERLITES 

Detailed discussion of the genesis of diamond is beyond the scope of this work. 
Reviews of this topic maybe found in Meyer (1985, 1987), Hams (1987), Gurney (1989), 
and Kirkley et al. (1991). Current models of diamond formation differ primarily with 
respect to the sources of carbon. One group suggests that carbon is juvenile, and 
deposition of it as diamond occurs as methane or other hydrocarbons are oxidized during 
their ascent through the upper mantle (Taylor and Green 1989) or at the lithosphere-
asthenosphere boundary (Haggerty 1986). These hypotheses are favored for the genera-
tion of diamonds containing the peridotitic suite of inclusions. Other possibilities for the 
origin of this suite of diamonds include crystallization from kimberlitic liquids (Harte et 
al. 1980, Arima etal. 1993b) or from ultrabasjc melts during the formation of cratonic 
roots (this work). 

A second group of hypotheses suggests that carbon is introduced into the mantle by 
subduction processes (Schulze 1986, Kesson and Ringwood 1989). The carbon is not 
juvenile and may be of biogenic origin (Milledge et al. 1983, Nisbet et al. 1994). A 
subduction origin is favored for the genesis of isotopically light diamonds containing the 
eclogitic suite of inclusions. 

Although it is now evident that several diamond-forming processes exist, many 
important questions remain unanswered: the origin of mega- and microdiamonds; 
whether or not diamonds form in the lower asthenosphere transition zone; and whether 
diamond-forming processes are active today. The growth of diamond crystals and the 
mechanism of trapping silicate inclusions within them are not understood, as it is 
uncertain whether diamonds grow in the solid state as porphyroblasts or from liquids. 

Regardless of origin, most diamonds are now believed to be xenocrysts in their 
transporting magmas. Current hypotheses postulate that the roots of cratons contain 
diamond-bearing horizons consisting of garnet dunite, garnet harzburgite, and eclogite. 
Diamonds may also exist just below the lithosphere—asthenosphere boundary, where they 
are believed by Haggerty (1986) to be formed by methane oxidation. Other diamonds 
may occur in subducted oceanic material underplating the flanks of a craton. The vertical 
and lateral disposition of all of these diamond-bearing horizons is completely unknown. 

Disruption and disaggregation of diamond-bearing zones by the passage of magmas 
ascending from greater depths results in the incorporation of diamonds as xenocrysts in 
the magma. The subsequent fate of entrained xenocrysts is dependent upon the oxygen 
fugacity and rate of ascent of the magma toward, and through, the crust. Slow transport 
in highly oxidized hot magmas, e.g., lamproites, may result in the complete resorption of 
all diamond originally present. From the foregoing it is apparent that only magmas 
derived from depths below the diamond-bearing zones will contain diamonds. 

Given the multiplicity of sources and the myriad of possible ascent paths, it is not 
surprising that individual primary diamond deposits differ greatly in character. A given 
deposit may contain diamonds derived from several protoliths, as the diamond suite 
present depends upon which diamond-bearing horizons are intersected. 

10 
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pipe like features. Several relative high and low features which may be attributed to 

kimberlite sources are evident throughout the apparent resistivity data sets. These are 

tabulated later in this section. 

Electromagnetic Anomalies 
EM anomalies generally fall within one of 3 general interpreted categories. The first type 

consists of discrete, well-defined anomalies which yield marked inflections on the 

difference channels. These anomalies are usually attributed to conductive sulphides or 

graphite and are generally given a "B", "T" or "D" interpretive symbol, denoting a 

bedrock source. These bedrock sources are rare in the current survey area. 

The second class of anomalies comprises moderately broad responses which exhibit the 

characteristics of a half-space and do not yield well-defined inflections on the difference 

channels. Anomalies in this category are given an "S" or "H" interpretive symbol. The 

lack of ' a difference channel response usually implies a broad or flat-lying conductive 

source such as overburden. Some of these anomalies may reflect conductive rock units or 

zones of deep weathering. 

The third class consists of cultural anomalies which are given the symbol "L" or 

The interpreted cultural responses correlate with power lines, pipe lines, buildings, and 

hydrocarbon wells. The effect on the electromagnetic data in the vicinity of power lines 

and other cultural features varies from imperceptible to high amplitude noise over several 

hundred metres. As a result, any interpreted conductors which are close to cultural 

sources should be confirmed as bedrock conductors prior to drilling. 

The effect of conductive overburden is evident across the entire survey area. Although 

the difference channels (DR and DFQ) are valuable in detecting bedrock conductors 
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CX 6431 HZ 	CP 7176 HZ 	CP 335 HZ 	Vertical Dike 	MRS. Corr 

	

Label Fid Interp XUTM YUTM 	cal Quad 	Real Quad 	Real Quad 	COND DEPTH* m 	m 	pm ppm 	ppm ppm 	ppm ppm , 	Siemens to 	NT 
LINE L50950 

	

A 	3189.0 	L 	369767 	6111723 	5.8 	1.2 	0.2 	5.9 	3.4 	1.3 	3.4 

	

B 	3145.5 	L 	369825 	6113429 	26.2 	13.2 	30.2 	22.0 	5.3 	7.4 	1.5 

	

C 	3051.4 	L 	369936 	6117155 	43.6 	38.8 	82.6 	65.0 	11.8 	24.9 	0.8 

	

D 	3010.0 	L 	369950 	6118812 	6.1 	2.1 	56.1 	1.3 	1.0 	13.3 	1.7 
LINE L50960 

	

A 	2594.0 	L 	369974 	6111727 	13.8 	7.6 	25.9 	13.6 	2.7 	6.6 	1.1 

	

B 	2639.0 	L 	370001 	6113440 	21.5 	10.8 	26.3 	15.1 	4.8 	7.0 	1.4 

	

C 	2739.5 	L 	370122 	6l17296 	57.2 	38.7 	90.8 	66.0 	10.1 	26.5 	Y. 3 

	

D 	2775.9 	L 	370 .167 	6118674 	12.0 	14.4 	12.3 	15.3 	0.4 	1.4 	0.3 
LINE L50970 

	

A 	233,o 	I. 	370 17 1 	6111710 	11.9 	2.1 	29.9 	15.8 	1.7 	60 	4 

	

U 	2341.4 	L 	370220 	61 134 13 	14.6 	1.9 	14.1 	3.3 	3.9 	5.9 	7.6 C 	2245.0 	L 	370336 	6117384 	27.1 	28.9 	40.5 	43.6 	3.5 	8.1 	0.5 

	

P 	''190 	L 	'70'6' 	6118474 	II S 	83 	307 	15 .1 	11 	' 	07 
-. 

	

LINE L50980 	 I 

	

A 	7082.0 	L 	370545 	6I 1S302 	101.2 79.5 	226.0 168.2 	03 	3 5 	13 
LINE L50990 

	

A 	6553.0~L370746 	6118132 	5.5 	3.9 	15.9 	10.7 	16.2 	13.2 	0.6 
LINE L5I000 

	

A 	6262.0 	L 	370955 	6117724 	64.1 	37.1 	136.2 66.8 	7.6 	21.3 	1.7 
LINE L5I0I0 

	

A 	5930.6 	L 	370892 	6108917 	82.0 	55.4 	114.8 83.4 	10.0 	22.4 	1.5 

	

B 	5840.0 	L 	371001 	6112522 	32.8 	29.3 	60.0 	62.0 	8.6 	14.7 	0.7 

	

C 	5835.2 	L 	370997 	6112720 	19.6 	9.4 	5.6 	14.9 	1.5 	4.9 	1.5 

	

D 	5818.0 	L 	371020 	6113402 	50.0 	40.1 	87.8 	71.6 	10.0 	18.6 	1.0 

	

E 	5769.5 	L? 	371079 	6115304 	1.1 	0.6 	0.1 	0.8 	3.3 	0.9 F 	5709.6 	L 	371172 	6117735 	29.4 	4.6 	15.6 	5.2 	2.2 	1.9 	7.1 
LINE 1.5I020 
A 	5378.0 	L 	371169 	6111681 	5.9 	4.7 	18.4 	13.5 	4.8 	6.8 	0.5 B 	5401.4 	L 	371181 	6112686 	50.3 	24.4 	76.8 	53.8 	8.3 	16.5 	2.0 
C 	5433.8 	B? 371224 	6114109 	48.7 	32.0 	97.2 	67.7 	11.3 	20.5 	1.2 
D 	5515.2 	L 	371319 	6117748 	3.6 	38.3 	111.7 84.0 	6.3 	18.2 	1.1 
LINE L5I030 
A 	5258.4 	L 	371297 	6108784 	45.0 	30.5 	80.1 	64.4 	11.2 	20.7 	1.2 
B 	5121.2 	L 	371456 	6114035 	51.4 	37.3 	76.2 	67.4 	9.2 	14.4 	1.1 
C 	5023.5 	L 	371525 	6117728 	64.2 	54.2 	82.8 	95.7 	4.1 	14.1 	1.0 
D 	4982.5 	L 	371595 	6119388 	14.5 	14.4 	39.1 	35.9 	2.7 	7.5 	0.5 
CX - COAXIAL 

	

CP COPLANAR 	
Note: EM values shown above 	 EM Anomaly List are local amplitudes JOB I306 	

..9.. 

. 2i'..  

219 	0 
I20 	I 
96 	0 
203 	0 

156 	0 
130 	0 
81 	0 
163 	0 

204 	0 
209 I 	0 
107 I 	0 
149 	0 

68 	0 

77 	0 

67 	0 
100 	0 
129 	0 
82 	3 

162 	0 

191 	0 
82 	0 
85 	0 
56 	0 

86 	1 	0 
78 	0 
83 	0 
138 

• Estimated Depth may be unreliable because the stronger part 
of the conductor may be deeper or to one side of the flight line, 
or because of a shallow dip or magnetite/overburd effects. 
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f 1 CX 6431 HZ 	CP 7176 HZ 	CP 335 HZ 	Vertical Dike 	Mag. Con 
abel Fid Interp XUTM YLJTM 	eaI Quad 	Real Quad 	Real Quad 	COND DEPTH 

M 	 m 	pm ppm 	ppm ppm 	ppm ppm 	Siemens m 	NT -.---.----.-..---.-------..--.--------.---.----- 4_ 

LINE L51040 
A 	4744.5 	L 	371635 	6114029 	22.6 	34.5 	52.4 	69.6 	10.8 	9.6 B 	4828.4 	L 	371722 	6117674 	58.8 	46.2 	94.5 	86.4 	2.7 	14.6 

LINE L51060 
A 	3970.0 	L 	372021 	6113414 	6.6 	6.1 	5.2 	8.5 	4.0 	2.3 B 	4060.0 	L 	372152 	6117407 	50.7 	40.2 	93.4 	77.0 	6.0 	19.2 

LINE L51070 
A 	3688.5 	L 	372198 	6112711 	55.2 	39.8 	88.2 	71.8 	7.3 	15.7 B 	3670.4 	L 	372212 	6113362 	14.1 	11.4 	61.8 	66.2 	1.2 	7.1 cJ 	3  7J 	 18.1 	3.8 	1.0 	709 	2611.9 

LINE L51080 
A 	3272.6 	L 	3734!' 	61 13393 	14 n 	1  1 	

0.3 

. 	 . 	 - 

L 37 253I6lI7Q 	h;:; 	73.3 	80.6 	110.2 	1.7 	9.0 	.0.6 
71' IF 

A 	3027.0 	L 	372503 	6108882 	25.5 	27.0 	36.4 	65.2 	2.2 	6.4 	0.5 R 	30090 	1 	3'' 	109,r! 	17.6 	18.8 	8.4 	24.9 	1.9 	29 	0.4 C 	2912.6 	L 	372623 	611335 
1 
	58,4 	53.6 	124.1 99.1 	11.9 	22.7 	0.8 D 	2816.6 	L 	372729 	6117055 	43.1 	41.1 	90.5 	88.8 	3.8 	8.1 	0.7 E 	2792.0 	L 	372753 	6118020 	32.7 	22.4 	56.6 	42.2 	3.5 	9.0 	1.1 

LINE L51100 
A 	2420.5 	L 	372741 	6109894 	25.5 	24.8 	55.8 	49.9 	3.6 	9.2 	0.6 B 	2500.0 	L 	372811 	6113380 	39.7 	20.8 	62.2 	37.3 	7.6 	11.1 	1.7 C 	2580.2 	L 	372922 	6116905 	28.6 	64.9 	157.9 151.9 	3.3 	18.9 	0.3 
LINE L51110 
A 	2219.4 	L 	373006 	6112754 	91.8 	82.0 	160.5 149.4 	14.5 	30.0 	1.0 B 	2120.6 	L 	373114 	6116766 	14.7 	1.6 	44.3 	57.6 	1.5 	0.6 	10.0 
LINE L51120 
A 	1769.0 	L 	373218 	6112785 	33.1 	47.6 	65.6 	74.9 	6.2 	10.6 	0.4 8 	1863.6 	L 	373326 	6116683 	31.6 	25.4 	32.7 	37.6 	2.0 	5.3 	0.8 
LINE L51130 
A 	1441.0 	L 	373404 	6112772 	33.8 	38.0 	58.1 	69.1 	2.9 	10.5 	0.5 B 	1404.0 	L 	373442 	6114102 	46.6 	48.5 	86.8 	95.0 	6.9 	15.8 	0.6 C 	1337.2 	L 	373511 	6116600 	28.7 	14.3 	13.7 	21.4 	1.8 	9.2 	1.6 
LINE L51140 
A 	1091.5 	L 	373702 	6116512 	75.4 	68.8 	128.9 147.2 	5.9 	18.3 	0.9 

CX COAXIAL 
CP COPLANAR 	 Note; EM values shown above 	 EM Anomaly List 

are local amplitudes 
JOB 1306 	

- 10 - 

- 

1.0 

0.4 
1.0 

1-2 
0.6 
5.0 

• Estimated Depth may be unreliable because the stronger part 
of the conductor may be deeper or to one side of the flight line, 
or because of a shallow dip or m agnetite/overburden effects. 
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CX 6431 HZ 	CP 7176 HZ 	CP 335 HZ 	Vertical Dike 	Mag. Corr 

	

Label Fid lnterp XUTM YUTM 	cal Quad 	Real Quad 	Real Quad 	COND DEPTHS m 	m 	pm ppm 	ppm ppm 	ppm ppm .. siemens m 	NT 
LINEL5II5O 

, I !• 

	

A 	743.4 	L 	373795 	6112828 	47.0 	25.0 	89.5 	48.4 	14.0 	18.6 	1.7 	86 	0 
LINE 159020 

	

A 	5987.4 	L 	361003 	6124538 	56.1 	51.0 	113.3 99.0 	6.8 	19.5 	0.8 	69 	0 
LINE 159030 

	

A 	5753.0 	L 	360404 	6119527 	24.4 	11.7 	39.7 	28.7 	4.0 	14.7 	1.6 	103 	0 
LINE 159041 

	

A 	4236.0 	L 	357732 	6114627 	9.6 	9.1 	7.7 	12.5 	24.0 	29.8 	0.4 	150 	0 

	

B 	4435.7 	L 	365448 	6114426 	87.0 	77.1 	185.9 151.4 	9.9 	31.0 	1.0 	66 	0 

	

.0 	4536.5 	L 	369297 	6114332 	28.3 	22.4 	51.1 	51.0 	2.6 	8.9 	0.8 	116 	0 

	

fl 	46666 	L 	3742 1 8 	61 14 182 	36.3 	50.7 	50 6 	80.8 	2.0 	5.5 	0.4 	92 	0 
...... ..........................._ LINE 159050 

	

.\ 	63155 	I. 	372447 	6109209 	13? 	34.8 	104.1 729 	11.9 	219 	02 	68 	0 

	

6264.4 	L 	3744s' 	109 166 	O 7 	756 	1005 131.7 	 0.7 	72 I 	 4 

	

1LINE 159051 	
6.3 	3

r  

E 063.0 L 

	

6109667 	36 	87 	08 	03 	107 	75 	01 	124 	0 

	

:::: 	

L

!! 	

6I09544 	21.2 	18.1 	43.2 	45.6 	2.1 	6.6 	0.7 	124 J 	037.3 	L? 

	

6104343 	67.2 	53.2 	112.2 1036 	52 	14.9 	1.1 	77 	0 
CX COAXIAL 

	

CP - COPLANAR 	 Note: EM values shown above 	 EM 
are local amplitudes 	

Anomaly List 	
• Estimated Depth may be unreliable because the Stronger part 
of the conductor may be deeper or to one side of the flight line. 

JOB 1306 	

- II - 
	 or because of a 

shallow dip or magnetite/overburden effects. 

8' 
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CX 6431 HZ 	CP 7176 HZ 	CP 335 HZ 	Vertical Dike 	Meg. Corr 

	

Label Fid Interp XUTM YUTM 	cal Quad 	Real Quad 	Real Quid COND DEPTHS m 	m 	pm ppm 	ppm ppm 	ppm ppm . siemens m 	NT 

	

LINE L60030 	

-'f 

	

A 	3013.0 	L 	368133 	6124632 	28.7 	13.9 	52.9 	36.7 	4.4 	9.6 	1.7 	120 	0 	I 

	

8 	2990.0 	L 	368172 	6125328 	13.3 	14.5 	11.6 	19.1 	0.2 	1.7 	0.4 	145 	0 

	

C 	2800.0 L 	368333 	6131254 	29.3 	23.0 	51.7 	38.0 	3.1 	6.4 	0.8 	109 	0 
LINE L601 	

f' 

	

A 	5744.3 	L? 	369730 	6124581 	130.8 107.8 	221.9 213.8 	10.2 	34.6 	1.3 	60 	0 

	

B 	5672.0 	L? 369773 	6126747 	66.6 	58.1 	127.5 115.8 	2.2 	15.7 	0.9 	80 	0 

	

C 	5528.0 	L 	369935 	6131 102 	0.1 	3.4 	35.6 	69.2 	0.6 	5.2 	 0 

	

LINE L60160 	
Tim.i.oj. 	1ogS3-6I oç 

	

.A 	7424.8 	L? 	370876 	6129562 	83.2 	86.6 	141.3 165.1 	6.7 	20.9 	0.8 	62 	0 
LINE L60200 

	

A 	8789.0 	L 715 26125632 	84.3 	802 	1362 832 
	4.8 	14.2 	0 9 	9! 	0 

	

8858.0 	L? 	371631 	6127993 	46.6 	39,2 	84.7 

A 	1213.0 	L 	371986 	6126055 	2.0 	1.5 	9.9 	8.6 	0.6 	0.7 	 0 	( 

	

O 	1285.0 	L 	372029 	6127651 	21.7 	15,4 	39.8 	35.3 	3 7 	72 	09 	118 	3 

	

C 	1306.8 	L 	372064 	6128472 	69.3 	40.9 	123.9 101.6 	13.7 	28.3 	1.7 	74 	0 

	

D 	1331.3 	L 	3720806129418 	56.9 	54.8 	104.3 119.3 	9.3 	18.6 	0.8 	75 	3 

	

LINE L60230 	

r J 	\ 

	

A 	1657.5 	L? 	3722516128507 	43.0 	39.3 	73.4 	82.5 	10.5 	18.7 	0.8 	94 	0 

	

LINE L60280 	

.. 

	

A 	3723.0 	L 	373342 	6131814 	64.1 	46.4 	115.2 105.1 	9.3 	18.1 	1.2 	75 	0 	L 
LINE L60310 

	

A 	4945.0 	L 	373853 	6128214 	26.1 	16.8 	8.7 	8.2 	6.0 	1.8 	1.1 	121 	2  

	

B 	4940.5 L 	373854 	6128366 	37.4 	27.7 	36.5 	42.5 	5.0 	7.2 	1.0 	99 	0 
 

	

LINE L60320 	 ., 

	

 
A 	5283.2 	L 	374026 	6127723 	89.0 	56.5 	154. 5 125 2 	II 6 	28 8 	I 6 	61 	0  

	

8 	

. 

 5297.5 L 	374048 	6128224 	43.8 	26.5 	52.7 	44.1 	7.5 	9.8 	1.4 	95 	0 	" 	$ 	 er-. 	jc . 	 .5_• -, Lj,U'E 
 

L60330 

 

	

A 	900.5 	L 	374254 	6128192 	18.9 	10.9 	17.7 	19.6 	5.4 	5.8 	1.1 	140 	0 

	

LINE L60340 	

CL. o 	
V.- 

	

A 	1902.2 	L? 373995 	6112473 	44.2 	41.6 	81.1 	78.4 	5.2 	12.0 	 91 	0 B 	18890 L 	374015 	6113019 381 	456 	1076 1084 30 	134
--1- .1 	 aj 	S 

C 	I5l70 L 	374444 6128204 115 30 	725 908 	48 	103 	32 	167 	0 	d&ccctei.t 	LLe 6 	1Ff CX-COAXIAL 
CP COPLANAR 	 Note: EM values shown above 	 EM Anomaly List 	

Estimated Depth may be unrel are local amplitudes 	
iable because the stronger part 

of the Conductor may be deeper or to one side of the flight line. 
JOB 1306 	

- I -  7) or because of 8 shallow dip or magnetite/overburden effects. 

3il 



97 	0 
14 8 	0 
177 1 	0 
134 	0 

123 
	

0 
132 
	

0 
115 
	

0 
107 
	

0 

3.7 	72 	0 
0.7 	72 	3 
4.6 	90 	0 
0.9 	82 	0 
0.8 	67 	0 
0.9 	102 1 	0 
0.9 	77 	0 
1.3 	109 	0 

0.7 
18.6 
0.2 
0.2 
0.8 
0.9 

21.3 
22.7 
1.8 
19.8 
30.4 
14.6 
22.2 
12.4 

3.4 
4.4 
5.4 
3.0 
12.3 
4.0 
12.2 

134 
173 
119 
107 
89 
88 

0 
0 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 

J
18.3 	114
1.2 	94 
0.6 	91 

11.9 	1.1 ?:82)  

EM Anomaly List 

-2- 
• Estimated Depth may be unreliable because the stronger part 

of the conductor may be deeper or to One side of the flight line, 

or because ofa shallow dip or magnetite/overburden effects. 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

om 
W€si- 

det 

f1Il ct 	3*  7 

rnI/((QJJ y r 

S 
	

S 

CX 6431 HZ 	CP 7176 HZ ~Real 

 HZ 	Vertical Dike Mag. Corr 

	

Label Fid lnterp XUTM YUTM 	cal Quad 	Real Quad 	 uad 	COND DEPTH. 

	

m 	m 	pm ppm 	ppm ppm 	 ppm 	Siemens m 	NT LINE L60350 

	

A 	2096.0 	L 	374134 	6110534 	22.8 	12.6 	29.5 	26.4 	9.7 

	

B 	2173.5 	L 	374207 	6113421 	38.8 	25.6 	85.8 	45.6 	7.0 	20.4 

	

C 	2555.5 	L 	374645 	6128245 	85.0 	69.8 	175.6 139.0 	10.8 	30.4 LINE 1.60360 

	

A 	3304.0 	L 	374398 	6113088 	33.4 	29.8 	55.4 	59.1 	5.3 

	

B 	3298.4 	L 	374411 	6113311 	28.4 	5.6 	27.8 	23.7 	8.8 

	

C 	3296.0 	L 	374417 	6113407 	22.0 	0.6 	25.5 	24.4 	6.9 

	

D 	3160.5 	L 	374582 6119979 	16.1 	14.4 	28.3 	28.1 	1.6 
LINE L60370 

	

A 	3477.5 	L 	374496 	6109199 	19.9 	13.7 	14.6 	13.2 	3.6 

	

13 	3577•5 	L 	374604 	6113310 	43.1 	32 	14.8 	2.6 	5.1 

	

C 	3684.5 	L 	374724 	6117565 	22.9 	21.8 	41.7 	43.3 	1.0 36.3 	7.3 	14.4 	20.3 	4.0 L iNE L6Oi 

IRA 4791.0 L 374677 6108619 86.7 31.5 138.2 68.8 3.4 47 9  4 37469 1  6103838 72.4 75.9 170.4 1674 4.5 C 4676.0 L 
374820 6113294 46.0 12.6 31.0 13.1 5.6 

	

D 	4592.0 	L 	374923 	6116800 	50.9 	42.0 	106.3 87.1 	6.7 
E 	4416.2 	L 	375119 	6124074 	79.8 	80.1 	176.0 169.3 	9.8 
F 	4318.5 	L 	375257 	6128188 	30.1 	22.5 	111.3 109.0 	4.4 
0 	4289.0 	L 	375290 	6129457 	60.2 	51.0 	127.6 104.1 	6.5 
H 	4259.0 L7 375320 	6130738 	37.0 	22.7 	59.2 	42.8 	5.3 
LINE L60390 
A 	4932.0 	L 	374985 	6112286 	18.6 	14.7 	22.9 	27.2 	0.3 
B 	4960.0 	L 	375009 	6113385 	21.3 	1.6 	41.5 	7.9 	3.8 
C 	4981.0 	L 	375050 	6114243 	19.9 	39.7 	46.8 	82.4 	3.0 D 	5031.0 	L 	375094 	6116279 	8.3 	17.3 	38.1 	43.1 	2.3 
E 	5312.0 	L 	375422 	6127539 	41.7 	36.2 	67.2 	66.7 	4.1 
F 	5328.5 	L 	375442 	6128189 	41.6 	32.9 	38.3 	39.0 	3.4 G 	5390.0 L 	375508 	6130694 0.0 	0.0 	0.6 	0.6 	6.0 
LINE L60400 
A 	6061.0 	L 	375237 	6113476 	58.0 	5.7 	71.6 	38.1 	5.9 
B 	5695.5 	L 	375658 	6128154 	34.8 	22.4 	57.7 	44.1 	3.4 
C 	5633.5 L 	375703 	6130688 	41.3 	43.4 	138.2 93.3 	7.6 
LINE L60410 
A 	6320.1 	L? 375383 	6112017 43.6 B 	6358.0 L 	 54.6 	92.4 	109.2 	1.0 

	

375434 	6113571 	78.5 	61.7 	85.3 	87.9 	5.9 
C 	6387.0 	L 	375461 	6114780 	39.2 	27.5 	23.1 	11.1 	0.8 
D 	6712.5 L. 	375830 	6128185 	46.1 	32.3 	60.6 	48.8 	5.0 CX 

- COAXIAL 

	

CP 
- COPLANAR 	

Note: EM values shown above 

JOB 1306 are local amplitudes 

	

1.3 	120 1 	0 

	

1.2 	77 	0 



. 

"irn 	)o -r clv- 	
?. 

40)  l/Ø  

0 	
?. 

0 

144 
68 
94 
112 
82 
84 

87 
79 

123 

79 	0 
112 	0 

• Estimated Depth may be unreliable because the stronger part 
of the conductor may be deeper or to one side of the flight line, 
or because of a shallow dip or magnetite/overbur den effects, 

6.4 	86 	0 5.a- 
0.7 	142 	0 
2.0 	106 	0 
0. 3 	131 	0 

CLO3 k's 
veil-rd col 

(S 	 .. 

f1~77  

(Ee ( . 	 4t 
0 

	

6.2 	124 

	

(1.9 	139 

	

1.0 	139 
98 

	

1.0 	91 

	

0.7 	82 

	

0.4 	119 

	

0.7 	126 

	

1.1 	68 

	

0.4 	132 

	

1.2 	103 

	

1.6 	53 

0.4 I.43 
129 

1.7 L.., 103 

;k) 

. 
	

. 

	

. 

--- 

Label Fidlnterp XUIM YUTM 

m 	In 

CX 6431 HZ 	CP 7176 HZ 	CP  335 HZ  
t eal Quad 	Real Quad 	Real Quad 
pm ppm 	ppm ppm 	Porn flnm 

Vertical Dike 	Ma 

rr  or  
COND DEPTH1 

Siemens m 	I NT 
JLINE L60420 
A7444.0 L 

	

8 	7417
.
.0 	L 

9 7 

	

IC 
	700 L 7036,0 L 

ILINE L60430 

LINE L60440 

	

A 	1344.5 	L 

	

B 	1313.5 	L 

I IUH 

	

0 	1090 , () 	L 

1014.0 	L 
9S7.5 	L 

	

1K 	923.0 	L 

LINE L60450 

	

A 	1550.0 L 

	

B 	1625.0 L 

	

C 	1648.0 L 

	

D 	1993.5 L 

LINE L60460 

	

A 	2835.0 L 
2722.0 L 

	

C 	2701.0 L 

	

0 	2688.0 L 

	

E 	2679.0 L 

	

F 	2362.0 L 

LINE L60470 

	

?.'A 	2996.5 L 

	

B 	3060.0 L 

	

C 	3077.0 L 

	

D 	3420.0 L 

LINE L60480 

	

A 	4163.0 L 
B 	3814.0 L 

CX - COAXIAL 
CP COPLANAR 

JOB 1306  

375632 	6113647 	50.9 	11.5 
375663 	6114763 	13.6 	10.1 
376045 	6128177 	25.7 	10.6 
376128 	6130686 1 16.1 	22.2 

	

4113726 I 46.5 	8.9 

375952 	6111340 	16.6 	6.5 
375986 	6112500 	16.0 	9.6 
376049 	6113796 	38.7 	9.9 
376070 	6114757 	42.1 	31.3 
376139 	6116950 	51.2 	52.6 
376243 	6121189 	20.0 	23.4 
376254 	6121487 	18.3 	1 49 
I(./ 	 ('1230u5  

376353 	6124551 	80.7 	66.5 

	

376374 	6125597 	16.0 	Il I 

	

376454 	6128146 	33.0 	20.5 

	

376475 	6128678 	113.3 77.7 

	

376178 	6111056 	32.6 	45.7 

	

376227 	6113901 	70.5 	41.0 

	

376263 	6114789 	19.1 	10.4 

	

376632 	6128176 1  36.8 	18.9 

	

376312 	6109638 	15.3 	29.5 

	

376432 	6113911 	85.1 	50.8 

	

376458 	6114776 	33.1 	30.8 

	

376481 	6115295 	25.4 	11.6 

	

376488 	6115646 	48.0 	44.7 

	

376844 	6128141 	45.3 	35.4 

	

376570 	6111576 I 58.3 	55.2 

	

376627 	61140391 55.5 	31.5 

	

376641 	6114693 	2.6 	0.9 

	

377044 	6128147 	24.5 	11.4 

	

376857 	61141071 60.0 	18.4 

	

3772516128116 I 32.5 	12.1 

27.1 	18.1 	1.8 	0.8 

	

6.5 	5.6 	0.3 	0.3 
124.4 66.4 	10.6 	27.5 
31.9 	17.0 	2.8 	7.5 

29.6 	16.9 	23 	1.7 

31.7 	16.3 	7.5 	(iTT') 

	

2.3 	11.4 	1.1 	1 
19.7 	4.2 	0.5 	0.1 
18.5 	30.7 	0.3 	3.2  rqjw  
90.2 	101.0 	2.5 	10.9 
47.3 . 45.8 	1.8 	5.9 
46.3 	33.1 	2.1 	66 
21.7 	ui. 	'.2I s. 

182.7 130.2 	12.9 	33.2 
28.7 	33.2 	0.9 	3.7 
44.3 	32.3 	4.5 	8.7 

	

242.4 148.7 	23.5 	52.2 

	

96.3 84.9 	7.2 U91\ 

	

56.6 	71.6 	1.4 	6 . . 2 

	

14.7 	25.2 	1.3 	2.8 	- 

	

30.9 	35.4 	4.1 	6.4 

	

75.4 	37.6 	4.3 	13. 	0.2 

	

84.6 	90.3 	2.7 	0.0 

	

41.1 	41.c 	3.0 	5. 	0.7 

	

29.4 	19.9 	2.6 	6.3 	1.8 

	

94.3 	97.5 	3.7 	14.3 	0.8 

	

82.6 	84.5 	3.4 	10.8 	1.0 

	

113.1 96.5 	5.0 	(' 	0.8 

	

43.5 	35.4 	1.7 	0T! 

	

10.8 	8.6 	1.1 	2.3 

	

24.2 	14.6 	4.1 	4.4 	1.7 

	

45.9 	33.4 	1.4 	4.4 	-4.2 

	

35.3 	19.6 	4.6 - 8.1 

Note: EM values shown above 	 EM Anomaly List 
are local amplitudes 

.3. 



2.9 	65 

	

1.8 	91 

-C~~10-  
11 

	

1.7 	76 

	

5.3 	89 

	

0.9 	208 

U. 	1)0 

	

1.2 	126 

	

2.0 	81 

	

0.8 	79 

	

1.2 	150 

	

0.2 	87 

	

2.1 	167 

	

0.7 	115 

	

0.6 	130 

	

1.6 	80 

	

10.1 	192 

	

0.2 	94 

	

1.1 	127 

	

1.3 	105 

	

2.1 	87 

	

0.7 	79 

	

1.8 	105 

	

0.7 	98 

	

1.1 	182 

	

0.1 	206 

0 

0 

0 cQIM)Cc 
1 
0 
0 

0 

13c.c1e 
rot  

0 
0 
(1 

U 

0 

0 

0 
0 

7 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
5 
0 

0 
0 
0 
4 
0 

- 

S 
	

. 

	

0 

CX 6431 HZ ~al 

 7176 HZ CP 335 HZ 	Vertical ~ikeMall. 

	

teal Quad 	Quad 	Real Quad 	COND D  

	

pm ppm 	m ppm 	ppm ppm. 	siemens NT 
LINE L60490 

	

A 	4506.0 	L 	377034 	6114192 	106.8 48.1 	100.3 80.3 	1.5 	12.1 

	

B 	4667.0 	L 	377229 	6120336 	1.3 	1.0 	1.2 	0.5 	1.3 	0.3 

	

C 	4863.0 L 	377440 	6128156 	32.4 	15.5 	38.3 	24.7 	3.2 	7.5 
LINE L60500 

	

A 	5643.0 	L 	377125 	6109746 	14.7 	16.7 	17.5 	28.7 	1.6 	2.2 W 	5630.0 L 	377137 	6110230 	31.0 	50.8 	56.8 	109.0 4.2 	8.6 

	

C 	5526.5 	L 	377252 	6114269 	58.1 	22.0 	36.8 	23.1 	2.1 	2.4 

	

D 	5410.5 	L 	377377 	6118771 	67.0 	83.4 	131.0 170.9 	3.4 	18.7 

	

E 	3374.0 	L 	377424 	6120194 	42.8 	35.8 	56.6 	69.4 	3.0 	8.2 

	

F 	5221.5 	L 	377587 	6126074 	74.3 	77.5 	143.9 152.2 	5.9 	22.7 6123118 	43.7229 	68.3 	44.9 	6.7 	12.9 
LINE L60510 

	

. 	5 	L 	34 	 3 	50.1 	12.7 	 66.8 	2.8 	7.7 

	

I 	 I 	 7 7 	I 	I) i 	 4 

	

uu3ö.0 	L 	3?7u 	uj5 	 k.i 	29.4 	29.2 	1.7 	4. 

	

L 	37s4 	628 123 	21.7 	12.2 	37.8 	19.2 	46 	9. 
LINE L60520 

	

A 	6657.8 	L 	377657 	6114397 	59.6 	30.4 	65.8 	55.3 	2.8 	9.3 

	

B 	65363 	L 	377807 	6119422 	49.3 	44.5 	94.8 	91.1 	5.2 	14.8 

	

C 	6315.0 	L 	378060 	6128107 	15.8 	8.4 	19.7 	10.2 	1.9 	2.4 
LINE L60530 

	

A 	6953.8 	L 	377793 	6112578 	15.6 	31.4 	49.8 	68.6 	1.0 	6.2 

	

B 	7001.5 	L 	377853 	6114506 	11.2 	3.8 	3.2 	0.4 	0.2 	2.8 

	

C 	7113,4 	L 	377959 	6119267 	23.8 	19.6 	36.1 	49.4 	3.4 	5.7 

	

D 	7122.5 	L 	377973 	6119658 	16.7 	13.9 	6.5 	11.2 	0.9 	1.2 

	

E 	7337.5 	L 	378250 	6128134 	48.6 	27.8 	'116.7 97.0 	6.4 	21.6 
LINE L60540 

	

A 	7804.5 	L 	378064 	6114563 	17.0 	1.9 	16.9 	8.4 	3.0 	2.1 

	

B 	7694.0 L 	378185 	6118987 	12.4 	24.9 	28.4 	47.6 	3.7 	4. 

	

C 	7683.0 	L 	378196 	6119404 	20.1 	12.1 	11.7 	15.6 	0.4 	1.1 

	

D 	7648.5 	L 	378240 	6120775 	23.6 	13.1 	41.5 	29.6 	2.4 	7.7 

	

E 	7460.0 L 	378452 	6128088 	49.1 	22.9 	60.9 	43.0 	3.8 	9.0 
LINE L60550 

	

A 	8043.0 	L 	378131 	6110005 	55.2 	55.1 	111.0 102.4 	4.5 	16.3 

	

B 	8156.0 	L 	378258 	6114677 	37.0 	17.8 	37.9 	28.2 	2.4 	4.1 

	

C 	8255.5 	L 	378386 	6118838 	29.4 	25.1 	75.0 	57.1 	6.5 	13.0 

	

0 	8265.0 L 	378391 	6119247 	7.9 	3.7 	3.9 	7.5 	0.3 	1.6 

	

E 	8306.5 	L 	378433 	6121046 	5.4 	10.2 	19.6 	18.5 	2.7 	3.0 
CX - COAXIAL 

	

CP - COPLANAR 	 Note: M wI,,.. .k..... 

abel Fid Interp XIJTM YIJTM 
- 	 m 	m 

Note:  -_____________ auuvc 	 EM are local amplitudes 	
Anomaly List 	 * 

Estimated Depth may be unreliable because the stronger part 
-4 

- 	

of the conductor may be deeper or to one side of the 
fl ight line, 

JOB 1306 

	 or because of a shallow dip or magnetite/overburden effects. 
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0.8 
0.1 
1.0 
0.2 
2.7 
0.3 
0.2 
2.1 

0.3 
I.' 
4.7 
49.0 
1.1 

66 
148 
10! 
83 
124 
101 

134 
145 
96 
Ill 
107 
160 
80 

119 
125 
74 
69 
237 
116 
187 
208 
233 
174 
81 

177 
112 
132 
187 
70 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
'I 

0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
4 

- 

S 
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CX 6431 HZ 	CP 7176 HZ 	CP 335 	Dike 	Mag. Corr 

	

Label Fid lnterp XUTM YUTM 	cal Quad 	Real Quad 	Real 	 ND DEPTHS 

	

m 	m 	pm ppm 	ppm ppm 	ppm mens m T NT 
LINE L60550 

	

F 	8474.0 	L 	378649 	6128088 1 62.4 	40.8 	79.9 	61.9 	4.6 	13.6 
LINE L60560 

	

A 	8941.0 	L 	378476 	6114747 	11.7 	0.5 	35.4 	28.2 	5.6 	7.0 

	

B 	8787.0 	L 	378653 	6121121 	29.5 	36.6 	60.1 	54.5 	2.6 	7.9 

	

C 	8768.9 	L? 	378656 	6121867 	49.1 	50.0 	84.5 	98.8 	5.3 	14.1 

	

D 	8682.0 	L 	378747 	6125461 	12.6 	10.6 	30.1 	24.3 	0.5 	2.0 

	

E 	8617.5 	L 	378847 	6128058 	21.0 	8.3 	5.6 	3.8 	0.4 	0.8 
LINE L60570 

	

A 	9303.2 	L 	378676 	6115385 	73.4 	63.2 	143 3 117.0 	8.8 	26.0 

	

II 	9344.0 	I. 	378744 	61 171 19 	116 	17.4 	29.8 	356 	2.7 	4.9 

	

C 	9376.0 	L 	378764 	6118523 	30.2 	28.8 	78.0 	67.5 	1.3 	8.5 

	

D 	9437.6 	L 	378862 	6121176 	51.7 	37.3 	66.6 	74.0 	6.2 	11.9 

	

E 	9525.5 	L 	378943 	6124980 	21.1 	20.4 	29.5 	22.4 	3.3 	5.7 

	

1 	9546.0 	L 	37S975 	6125326 	40.2 	45.9 	79.0 	92.9 	5.9 	15.7 Id 	 14 M 	 Ii 	 II 	 4 

L1;C L60580 

	

A 	1211.0 	L 	378875 	6115148 	18.7 	12.1 	42.2 	27.8 	3.6 	8.3 

	

B 	1141.0 	L 	378972 	6118282 	13.7 	10.4 	7.5 	9.5 	0.2 	1.7 

	

C 	1134.0 	L 	378979 	6118600 	34.2 	32.7 	61.7 	58.7 	3.0 	10.4 

	

D 	1078.5 	L 	379049 	6121128 	28.8 	8.2 	35.6 	21.7 	3.6 	9.1 

	

E 	1000.0 	L 	379152 	6124748 	30.4 	27.1 	62.0 	56.2 	6.4 	13.6 

	

F 	968.0 	L 	379200 	6126165 	12.0 	9.9 	20.2 	20.4 	1.8 	4.8 

	

G 	925.0 	L 	379249 	6128058 	49.9 	46.5 	85.1 	64.8 	6.6 	17.4 
LINE L60590 

	

A 	1587.5 	L 	379084 	6115482 	18.9 	11.9 	34.0 	29.5 	2.4 	5.1 

	

B 	1599.5 	L 	379095 	6115986 	18.6 	13.3 	19.6 	41.7 	5.7 	7.1 

	

C 	1604.2 	L 	379103 	6116178 	62.3 	79.2 	137.8 163.7 	4.1 	17.5 

	

D 	1606.7 L 	379108 	6116279 	70.9 	71.2 	140.0 120.7 	3.3 	15.4 

	

E 	1653.5 	L 	379148 	6118188 	3.4 	6.6 	0.5 	16.8 	3.5 	11.1 

	

F 	1659.3 	L 	379155 	6118423 	23.9 	16.0 	19.2 	17.2 	1.0 	3.6 

	

O 	1727.5 	L 	379245 	6121160 	6.2 	8.8 	1.4 	4.0 	0.3 	0.8 

	

H 	1758.0 	L 	379274 	6122382 	6.0 	1.5 	4.1 	24.5 	0.2 	1.0 

	

1 	1811.5 	L 	379330 	6124600 	3.7 	3.5 	1.1 	1.1 	0.3 	3.6 

	

3 	1835.0 	L? 	379380 	6125587 	7.6 	10.2 	18.3 	15.4 	1.7 	3.9 

	

K 	1895.8 	L 	379438 	6128105 	70.3 	35.2 	95.9 	67.4 	7.7 	19.4 
LINE L60600 

	

A 	2407.0 	L 	379165 	6111396 	7.6 	8.9 	15.4 	20.7 	1.1 	1.3 

	

B 	2371.0 	L 	379210 	6113007 	27.2 	16.9 	42.1 	22.5 	2.6 	10.3 

	

C 	2306.3 	L 	379307 	6115841 	13.5 	2.8 	41.9 	8.0 	23.4 	17.6 

	

D 	2304.0 L 	379305 	6115937 	16.4 	0.0 	18.8 	26.6 	8.2 	9.8 

	

E 	2257.8 L 	379349 	6117956 1 70.9 	55.2 	120.4 90.3 	7.6 	23.4 
CX COAXIAL 

	

CP COPLANAR 	 Note: PM 	 .i...._ - 	 cuove 	 EM Anomaly List  
JOB 1306 	 are local amplitudes 	

of the conductor may be deeper or to one aide of the flight line, 

• Estimated Depth may be unreliable because the stronger part 
- 5 - 
	 or because of a shallow dip ormagnetite/overburden effects. 
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S 

- . .- 	. ., 	.'.., 	qj 	13. u 	i.91.7 	L? 	379888 	6122413 	432 	48.1 	89.6 	87.1 	6.0 	16. I ) 	 4 7  F 	31649 	L 	380039 	6128056 	73.3 	71 3 	I4 A IA 

CX COAXIAL 
CP - COPLANAR 

JOB 1306 

Note: EM values shown above  
are local amplitudes 	

EM Anomaly List 	
* Estimated Depth may be unreliable because the stronger part 
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of the Conductor may be deeper or to one side of the flight line, 
or because of a shallow dip or 	

effects. 
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X 6431 HZ 	CP 7176 HZ 	CP 335 HZ 	Vertical Dike 	Meg. Corrabel Fid Interp XUTM YUTM 	eaI Quad 	Real Quad 	Real Quad 	COND DEPTH' m 	m 	pm ppm 	ppm ppm 	ppm ppm 	ciemens m 	NT 

LINE L60670 

	

A 	878.3 	L 	380690 	6116112 	37.0 	28.2 	48.1 	49.9 	4.9 	7.8 	0.9 	97 	0 

	

B 	1006.0 	L 	380847 	6121089 	40.5 	20.0 	63.2 	32I 	3.6 	9.8 	1.8 	95 	0 

	

C 	1180.0 	L 	381049 	6128055 	2.3 	1.5 	15.9 	0.3 	2.5 	2.1 

LINE L60680 

	

A 	1499.0 	L? 	380723 	6108677 	35.6 	43.3 	211.3 212.6 	2.0 	10.3 	0.5 	96 	0 

	

B 	1478.0 	L 	380734 	6109487 	13.6 	20.5 	22.4 	33.4 	4.0 	2.4 	0.2 	144 	0 

	

C 	1434.0 	L 	380748 	6111296 	9.7 	7.8 	20.9 	19.5 	2.5 	4.1 	0.6 	155 	0 

	

D 	1318.0 	L 	380895 	6116094 	9.1 	2.8 	0.4 	0.1 	2.2 	0.4 	2.2 	175 	0 

	

E 	1206.0 	L 	381059 	6121070 	11.1 	3.1 	22.1 	16.5 	5.2 	5.8 	2.7 	168 	0 
LINE L60690 

	

A 	1578.5 	L 	380901 	6109282 	30.2 	0.0 	93.1 	56.4 	13.2 	20.1 	49.0 	177 	0 

	

B 	1646.0 	L 	380961 	6111933 	12.5 	11.4 	31.9 	23.1 	2.9 	7.2 	0.5 	149 	6 

	

C 	1742.0 	L 	381075 	6116059 	12.4 	4.0 	7.1 	17.3 	2.6 	0.4 	2.3 	157 	0 

	

D 	1359.0 	L 	331244 	6121090 	19.4 	21.1 	23.3 	256 	3.1 	-1.1 	0.4 	122 	0 ? 7 	 4 	 b 	 5 ) 	I 	5 5 	I I 	I 

LINE L60700 

	

A 	2446.1 	L 	381279 	6116076 	98.2 	79.8 	160.5 158.0 	12.4 	28.2 	1.2 	62 	0 

	

B 	2324.0 	L 	381418 	6121074 	5.6 	7.2 	34.6 	1.3 	2.5 	0.8 	0.2 	197 	0 

	

C 	2157.4 	L 	381648 	6127984 	33.4 	15.2 	39.9 	31.9 	1.3 	7.3 	1.9 	101 	0 
LINE L60710 

	

A 	2884.7 	L 	381543 	6116099 	673 	41.2 	132.5 80.1 	9.1 	23.3 	1.6 	64 	0 

	

B 	2962.6 	L? 	381599 	6119370 	11.4 	7.5 	20.7 	14.5 	0.4 	2.4 	0.8 	157 	0 

	

C 	3003.5 	L 	381630 	6121093 	7.1 	2.7 	28.7 	5.2 	1.1 	2.6 	1.4 	195 	0 

	

D 	3026.0 	L 	381667 	6122067 	29.8 	24.3 	61.9 	53.1 	5.0 	11.8 	0.8 	108 	0 

	

E 	3167.0 	L 	381831 	6128021 	40.3 	26.1 	76.2 	51.5 	5.4 	14.3 	1.2 	91 	0 	
.,.--. LINE L60720 

	

A 	3585.8 	L 	381714 	6116039 	11.7 	2.0 	8.9 	8.9 	2.8 	3.3 	4.6 	221 	0 

	

B 	3464.0 	L 	381849 	6121061 	9.1 	5.2 	6.8 	10.2 	1.0 	2.7 	0.9 	172 	0 

	

C 	3300.3 	L 	382061 	6127972 	48.5 	35.0 	64.3 	57.2 	3.5 	10.3 	1.1 	88 	0 
LINE L60730  

	

A 	4011.5 	L 	381900 	6116089 	5.7 	0.1 	6.4 	5.3 	2.2 	2.8 	49.0 	307 	0 

	

B 	4133.5 	L 	382018 	6121085 	80.4 	68.2 	240.4 222.5 	12.1 	39.8 	1.0 	73 	0 

	

C 	4306.0 	L 	382236 	6128020 	64.8 	41.6 	99.1 	81.1 	5.1 	15.2 	1.4 	79 	0 .  
LINE L60740 Asvc1sLy 	.c1JW 

	

A 	4729.8 L 	382108 	6116075 	35.2 	28.0 	76.7 	49.9 	8.2 	16.1 	0.9 
 

	

4696.0 L 	382133 	6117392 	13.9 	16.0 	31.6 24.2 	8.1 	8.3 	0.4 	137 	 ( I .t1iiJ 	O i c 	L) 	C re€. 

	

C 	4434.0 L 	382459 	6127969 	12.8 	4.2 	2.9 	1.3 	1.5 	0.8 	2.3 

S',LY4-& SV,P'FC,C f 

	

CX - COAXIAL 	 . 	 . 	

z' 	c, 1 CF - COPLANAR 	 Note: EM values shown above 	 EM Anomaly List 	
' Estimated Depth may be unreliable because the stronger part are local amplitudes  

JOB 1306 	
.7.  	

of the conductor may be deeper or to one side of the flightIlne, 
 or because of a shallow dip or magnetite/oyerbur 	effects. 
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0 

0 
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0 
0 
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0 
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0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
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* Estimated Depth may be unreliable because the stronger part 
of the conductor may be deeper or to one side of the flight line, 
or because of a shallow dip or magnetite/ovcrburden effects. 

S 	 . 

~tcrx. 6431 HZ 	C? 7176 HZ 	C? 335 HZ 	Vertical Dike 

r~NTCorr

.  
abel Fid !nterp XUTM YUTM l Quad 	Real Quad 	Real Quad 	COND  DEPTH*  

m 	m 	pm ppm 	ppm ppm 	ppm ppm 	siemens m  

LINE L60750 
A 	5419.6 	1 	382644 	6128004 	27.5 	14.1 	58.9 	42.5 	3.5 	10.9 	1.5 

LINE L60760 
A 	5849.0 	L 	382485 	6115696 	18.9 	6.0 	25.1 	18.9 	1.9 	4.6 	2.7 

LINE L60770 
A 	6396.2 	L 	382847 	6121080 	42.5 	25.6 	73.3 	49.4 	6.2 	14.3 	1.4 
H 	6562.0 	L 	383024 	6127999 	21.1 	7.5 	21.4 	12.1 	3.1 	4.3 	2.4 

LINE L60780 
A 	7160.5 	L? 	382756 	6110701 	25.1 	28.7 	43.0 	47.9 	5.0 	9.4 	0.5 
B 	7141.0 	L' 	382781 	6111378 	12.4 	10.7 	34.1 	20.3 	1.9 	5.5 	0.5 
C 	7056.8 	L? 	382856 	6114546 	37.7 	43.8 	85.5 	93.1 	4.9 	16.0 	0.5 
D 	6876.0 	L 	383059 	6121052 	14.3 	5.6 	17.9 	7.8 	1.8 	3.9 	1.8 
E 	6693.5 	L 	383258 	6127959 	61.5 	40.4 	113.5 73.7 	9.5 	22.7 	1.4 

A 	7532.0 	L 	383202 	6119294 	32.4 	33.4 	74.2 	t) 6.2 	5.0 	13.3 	0.b 
13 	7580.0 	L! 	383247 	t,  121i21 	22.1 	25.0 	49.8 	44.4 	4.9 	9.1 	14 
C 	7760.5 	L 	383445 	6127988 	36.0 	20.7 	52.4 	32.7 	6.0 	10.4 	1.4 

LINE L60800 
A 	7890.0 	L 	383648 	6127934 	73.3 	55.8 	140.4 100.6 	8.9 	25.3 	1.2 

LINE L60810 
A 	8937.5 	L 	383839 	6127970 	52.7 	42.6 	80.4 	70.1 	2.3 	11.4 	1.0 

LINE L60820 
A 	9352.0 	L 	383675 	6115652 	23.8 	23.8 	47.7 	43.0 	5.3 	10.4 	0.5 
B 	9348.0 	L 	383680 	6115804 	22.3 	14.5 	29.8 	27.4 	0.8 	5.0 	1.0 
C 	9050.5 	L 	384062 	6127941 	31.3 	23.1 	50.5 	41.6 	2.8 	8.4 	0.9 

LINE L60830 
A 	9755.4 	L? 383840 	6115398 	30.4 	24.4 	63.4 	42.7 	5.2 	13.4 	0.8 
B 	10066.9 L 	384246 	6127972 	119.9 73.4 	215.4 131.8 	15.0 	38.6 	1.9 

LINE L60840 
A 	715.6 	L 	384467 	6127936 	20.8 	9.8 	43.7 	23.0 	6.6 	12.4 	1.6 

LINE L60850 
A 	1690.0 L 	384639 	6127960 	17.3 	6.9 	23.6 	13.0 	4.4 	6.2 	1.9 

LINE L60860 
A 	1834.0 	L 	384847 	6127932 	20.5 	15.8 	44.8 	30.2 	5.8 	8.7 	0.8 

CX COAXIAL 
C? - COPLANAR 	 Note: EM values shown above 	 EM Anomaly List 

are local amplitudes 
JOB 1306 	

. 	 -8- 
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S 

C 

[Cx 6431 HZ 	CP 7176 HZ 	CP 335 HZ 	Vertical Dike 	Mag. Corr 

abel Fid Interp XUTM YUTM 	(caI Quad 	Real Quad 	Real Quad 	COND DEPTH 

m 	m 	pm ppm 	ppm ppm 	ppm --ppm 	siemens m 	NT 

	

32.1154 	0 

	

0.5 	 0 Ca I 

	

0.3 	 0 

	

2.0198 	0 

	

0.1 224 	0 

	

3.7 	77 	0 

	

0.5 	133 	0 

	

13.6 	116 	j 	U 

	

417 	 1 25 	 U 

	

0.3 	171 	0 

	

0.7180 	0 

	

1.2 	90 	5 

	

1.394 	0 

	

0.779 	0 

	

0.9 	96 	4 

	

0.8 	129 	0 

	

3.1 124 	0 

	

1.5 	87 	0 
0 

A 	1698.0 	L 	386667 	6114747 	20.6 	4.3 	8.7 	19.6 	0.6 	3.8 	5.3 	123 	0 

B1768.0L3867496117560 	15.41.12.31.03.44.0 	_19.0199 	0 

LINE L60980 

A 	1293.5 	L 	386862 	6114618 	10.7 	16.3 	37.5 	34.2 	3.6 	4.6 	0.2 	156 

B1217.0L38694861175 4 0 27.0 	27.1 	50.9 	3 9.3  _ 5.4 	12.3  _0.6108 

CX - COAXIAL 
CP - COPLAI4AR 	 Note: EM values shown above 	 EM Anomaly List 

are local amplitudes 

JOB 1306 	 -9- 

LINE L60870 

A 	2819.0 	L 	385014 	6127922 	3.8 	0.4 	32.5 	1.6 	4.8 	8.8 

LINE 160880 

A 	3402.0 	L 	384715 	6109596 	31.5 	36.7 	57.7 	75.5 	10.6 	14.2 

B 	2942.5 	L 	385241 	6127904 	25.9 	36.6 	58.4 	74.8 	4.1 	9.6 

LINE L60890 

A 	3939.0 	L 	385422 	6127929 	7.6 	2.4 	1.8 	9.1 	1.1 	0.1 

LINE L60900 
A 	4079.0 	I ' 	385643 	6127863 	3.8 	7.6 	3.0 	1.6 	0.5 	1.7 

rINE L60910 

	

5656 	(.1T511 	51A 	16.6 	75.8 	27.9 	10.9 	17.4 

fl 	5n59 	F 	SS35 	,l2742 	17.2 	17.5 	24.043.1 	- 0.0 	1.5 

A 	5592.0 	L 	jS5044 	ol 13934 	22.1 	19.4 	58.8 	46.6 	6.5 	11.3 

U 	5556.0 	L 	385685 	6115344 	16.8 	1 2.5 	32.6 	22 (1 	28 	7.8 

'C 	5514.4 	1 	385730 	6116982 	8.2 	8.8 	22.4 	24.3 	4.7 	7.7 

	

D5231.813860556128026 	8.05.55.012.81.0 2 . 1  

LINE 160930 

A 	4189.0 	L 	385868 	6114756 	44.7 	29.9 	59.4 	61.8 	4.9 	11.2 

	

B4513.6L3862096127404 	28.816.653.127.97.312.5 

LINE L60940 

	

A3798.0L3860576114722 	42.2 	41.9 	90.9 	90.3 	5.9 	14.1 

LINE 160950 

A 	2976.0 1 	386257 	6114750 	35.0 	27.0 	46.4 	42.5 	3.5 	9.6 

B 	3047.0 	L 	386338 	6117545 	18.5 	14.0 	16.0 	28.0 	3.7 	8.5 

C 	3131.5 	L 	386437 	6120780 	24.47.551.814.13.510.3 

LINE L60960 

A 	2575.5 	L 	386474 	6114701 	46.0 	26.6 	73.5 	35.2 	2.8 	8.7 

	

B2500.0L38652361176 8 2 	1.0 	0.7 	40.9 	32.9 	1.4 	8.8 

LINE 1.60970 

0 
0 

1 I 
c-vvi 4e 	

/2',• 	7' 

e,5rkL 5esic.. //VfrscJt4 

* Estimated Depth may be unreliable because the stronger part 
of the conductor may be deeper or to one side of the flight line, 
or because of a shallow dip or magnetite/overburden effects. 
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EXPLORING HEAVY M!I\ 

September 29, 2006 

Mr. Phil Brown, P. Geo 
189 Astorville Road 
Corbeil, Oat 
POH IKO P D-1 	 E-Mail: pgeophil@hotmail.com  

Dear Mr. Brown: 
	 LLT 	7 	a 

Re: 	 Indicator Minerals in Pan Concentrates East 102 and West 100 

Attached please find our laboratory data for the above two pan concentrates. Sample West 100 yielded 24 
KIMs along with -P30 grains of gahnite, a key indicator of metamorphosed volcanogenic or Broken Hill-type 
Zn mineralization. However your pan concentrate and the refined concentrate that we extracted from it are 
both unusually large, suggesting that you panned a lot of sediment to obtain the concentrate. If so, the 
anomalies are exaggerated and may indicate nothing more than a regionally elevated background. 

1 hope these observations are helpful. Please call me if you have any questions. 

Your sincerely, 

Stuart Averill, PGeo. 
President 

Overburden Drilling Management Limited 
107-15 Capella Court 

Ottawa ON Canada K2E 7X1 
Tel. 613 226 1771 
Fax 613 226 8753 

odm@storm.ca  
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TER ASSEMBLAGE AND REMARKS DATA HERE 

INPUT REMARKS 

SEM checks from 0.5-1.0 mm fraction: 3 IM versus crustal ilmenite candidates = 3 crustal ilmenite; and 1 FO 
versus diopside candidate = 1 corundum. SEM checks from 0.25-0.5 mm fraction: 10 IM versus crustal 
ilmenite candidates = 10 crustal ilmenite; and 2 green gahnite versus spinet candidates = 1 gahnite and 1 
spinet. 

SEM checks from 0.5-1.0 mm fraction: 6 IM versus crustal ilmenite candidates = 3 IM and 3 crustal ilmenite; 3 
CR versus andradite candidates = I CR, I andradite and I rutde; and I FO versus diopside candidate = I 
siderite. SEM checks from 0.25-0.5 mm fraction: 5 GO versus almandine candidates = 2 GO (Cr-poor pyrope) 
and 3 amandine; 11 IM versus crustal Hmenite candidates = 2 IM and 9 crustal ilmenite; 5 CR candidates = 3 
CR and 2 crustal ilmenite; and 10 representative blue-green gahnite versus spinel candidates = 8 gahnite and 2 

. 

*Most sand and gravel (but few till) samples prescreened to <3.5 in the field. 
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OVERBURDEN DRILLING MANAGEMENT LIMITED 
KMBERLITE INDICATOR MINERAL PICKING FOOTNOTES 

Project: East and West 
Filename: Brown - EW - Sept 2006 
Total Number of Samples in this Report = 2 
Batch Number: 3337 

SAMPLE NO. 	 REMARKS: 

East sample 102 Alivaidine/epidote4jte..stauro1ite assemblage. SEM checks from 0.5-1.() mm fraction: 3 M 
versus crustal ilmenite candidates = 3 crustal ilmenite; and 1 FO versus diopside candidate = 
corundum. SEM checks from 0.25-0.5 mm fraction: 10 TM versus crustal ilmenite candidates 
10 crustal ilmenite: and 2 green gahnite versus spinel candidates = 1 gahnite and 1 spinel. 

West sample 100 A1miidine/epidote-kyanjte-stauro[jte assemblage. SEM checks from 0.5-1.0 mm fraction: 61M 
versu: crustal ilmenite candidates = 3 TM and 3 crustal ilmenite 3 CR versus andradite 
candidates = 1 CR, 1 andradite and 1 rutile; and 1 FO versus diopside candidate = 1 siderite. 
SEM checks from 0.25-0.5 mm fraction: 5 GO versus almandine candidates = 2 GO (Cr-poor 
pyrope) and 3 almandine; 11 IM versus crustal ilmenite candidates = 2 IM and 9 crustal ilmen i(c 
5 C  candidates = 3 CR and 2 crustal ilmenite; and 10 representative blue-green gahnite versus 
,min rindibitp.c = R fyabnitp.ini1 cninpl 

. 

*Most sand and gravel (but few till) samples prescreened to <3.5 in the field. 
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EN 

INPUT ASSEMB 

Almandine/epidote-kyanite-staurolite 

Almandine/epidote-kyanite-staurolite 

. 

. 

*Most sand and gravel (but few till) samples prescreened to <3.5 in the field 
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age 1 2 
BHP 

OVERBURDEN DRILLING MANAGEMENT LIMITED 
LABORATORY SAMPLE LOG 

KIMBERUTE INDICATOR MINERAL COUNTS 

BHP 

Project: East and West 
Filename: Brown - EW - Sept 2006 Batch Number: 3337 

Total Number of Samples in this Report = 2  

 Selected MMSIMS 	

Number of Grains 	
KIMS  

itted Table Concentrate  
0.25-2.0 mm Heavy Liquid Separation S.G 3.20 	 1.0 to 2.0 mm 	0.5 to 1.0 mm 	0.25 to 0.5 mm 	1.0102.0mm 	0.5 to 1.0 mm 	 0.25 -to 0.5 mm 

NonferTomagnetic HMC 

Processed Sp lit 

Total 

Heavy  

Sample Number 	Total -0.25 mm 	Liquid 	
Mag 	Total 	% 	Wt 	

0.25 to 0.5 to 1.0 1.0to L-Cr 	 Low-Cr 
mm diopside  

(w 
	

0.5 mm 	

mm 20mm dlopside CPYGh diopside cyG Low-Cr Cpy Gh GP GO DC IM CR FO GP GO DC IM CR FO GP GO DC M 	CR FO Total 

HMC 	 ________  

	

Lights  

East sample 102 	84.8 	39.3 	430 	0.3 	2.2 100 	2.2 	0.2 	5 	0.4 	0.1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	2 	0 	1 	0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 	0 	0 	0 	0 

West sample 100 	4589 	1075 	161 6 	20 187.8 100 187.8 	20.9 164.6::1' 

	

646 	2.3 	0.0 	No Sample 	0 	0 0 10(30) 8 8(30) 	No Sample 	0 0 0 3 1 0 8 2 0 2(5) 3(5) 0 	24 

* Numbers in brackets are estimated total indicator grains present in samples where not all of the grains were picked. 

Most sand and gravel (but few till) samples prescreened to <3.5 in the field. 	
Most sand and gravel (but few till) samples prescreened to <3.5 in the field 



Q 	
CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS 	Geoscience Laboratories (Go Laos) 

933 Ramsey Lake Road, Bldg A4 

Sudbury, ON P3E 6B5 

Ontario 	 GEO LABS 	Phone: (705) 6705637 

W 	 C 0 SC E N C E LABORATORI ES 	 Toll Free: 1-866-436-5227 

Fax: (705) 670-3047 

	

Issued To: Mr. P Brown 	 Certificate Date: 11117/2006 

- 	 Certificate No. 	18791 

189 Astorville Road 	 Project Number : SampleWestloO 

Corbeil, ON P0H IKO Canada 
Geo Labs Job No. 06-0316 

	

Phone: 705-752-1123 	 Submission Date: 10119/2006 

Fax: - 

E-Mail: pgeophil©hotmail.com  

Client No. : 1007 

Method Code reported with this certificate: EMP-100 

truii Code 	Description 	 Qty 	Status  

EMP-100 	Microprobe/ Grain 	 1 	COMPLETE 

. 

Delivery Via 	E-MAIL 

QC Requested : NO 

Legend: 

N.D.= Not detected 

N.M. = Not measured 

uestions. 

/ 7, 

Except by special permission, reproduction of these results must include any qua1flng remarks made by this Ministry with reference to any sample. 
Results are for samples as received. 
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Client 	 Phi' Brown 	 GEOSCIENCE LABORATORIES REPORT 
Garnet 	 ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS 

Sample 	 Various 	 Data reviewed by Dave Crabtree 
Job# 	 06-0316 
Analyst 	 Dave Crabtree 
Analyst Approved 	November 	6th 2006 

ISample Label 	 5i021 	Ti021 	A12031 	Cr2031 	MgOj 	CaOl 	MnOl 	FeO*I 	Na201 	K201 	Totall 

Cr-pyrope garnets (Includes lherzolitic types) 
06-0316-P1-001 	 41.783 	0.238 	21.682 	2.604 	20.848 	4.235 	0.399 	7.727 	0.054 	0.004 	99.573 
06-0316-P1-002 	 41.323 	0.001 	19.403 	6.009 	19.821 	5.451 	0.429 	7.269 	0.028 	0.007 	99.740 
06-0316-P1-003 	 40.426 	0.097 	15.462 	10.481 	17.990 	7.227 	0.451 	7.396 	0.021 	0.006 	99.557 
06-0316-P1-004 	 41.328 	0.600 	17.902 	6.583 	20.212 	5.551 	0.302 	6.998 	0.058 	0.000 	99.533 
06-0316-P1-005 	 41.445 	0.028 	20.179 	4.906 	19.986 	5.114 	0.414 	7.606 	0.017 	0.003 	99.698 
06-0316-P1-006 	 41.569 	0.123 	20.821 	3.780 	20.341 	4.570 	0.449 	7.957 	0.044 	0.005 	99.659 
06-0316-P1-008 	 41.921 	0.146 	21.059 	3.363 	20.778 	4.265 	0.391 	7.764 	0.047 	0.000 	99.733 
06-0316-Pi-010 	 42.247 	0.677 	21.007 	2.034 	21.487 	4.594 	0.273 	7.492 	0.066 	0.000 	99.878 

Low Cr pyrope (Hi Fe) 
06-0316-P1-009 	 40.741 

	
0.131 	22.688 	0.138 	15.108 

	
5.894 	0.330 	14.635 	0.016 	0.002 	99.682 

Other grains pickes as garnet 
06-031 6-Pi -007 	 Zircon 

All concentrations reported in wt%. 	 1 of 3 	 060316EMP100.xls Garnet 



garKNZ 
5.131 
5.134 
-0.05 

WDS 
LPET 
0.012 
0.041 

15 
20 

garKNZ 
0.323 
0.320 

0.78 
note #8 

WDS 
LLtF 

0.012 
0.041 

30 
20 

garKNZ 
10.415 
10.500 

-0.81 

WDS 
LUF 

0.015 
0.049 

20 
20 

ampKNZ 
2.601 
2.600 

0.02 

WDS 
LTAP 
0.005 
0.017 

70 
20 

ampKNZ 
2.074 
2.100 
-1.26 

WDS 
LPET 
0.006 
0.021 

40 
20 

. 	 . 	 . 

Sample Label 	1 	Si021 	Ti021 	A12031 	Cr2031 	mgol 	CaOI 	MnOj 	FeO*J 	Na201 	K201 	Toti 

QUALITY CONTROL 

istrument: 	 Cameca SX-100 
naIyticaI Conditions: 	 Majors - 20kV & 20nA 
outine: 	 WDS aquisition. 
orrection Procedure: 	 PAP 

Important note: 

Due to variations in LOD and LOO with sample matrix, these values are approximated in this report. Precision is best when data exceed 
the LOO. The Geoscience Laboratories tracks long and short term precision on a variety of mineral standards. If you have any specific 
requirements please contact us. 

garKNZ 	 41.528 	0.444 	23.202 	0.110 	18.799 	5.131 	0.323 	10.415 	0.020 
garRV3 	 41.923 	0.041 	19.890 	5.764 	23.077 	2.488 	0.335 	6.365 	0.010 
pyxBRN 	 50.428 	0.483 	7.569 	0.873 	17.393 	17.107 	0.134 	4.758 	0.865 
ampKNZ 	 40.701 	4.855 	14.501 	0.000 	12.876 	10.062 	0.084 	10.643 	2.601 

	

0.000 	99.971 

	

0.003 	99.895 

	

0.000 	99.608 

	

2.074 	98.395 

Standard 	 garKNZ 	garKNZ 	garKNZ 	garRV3 	garKNZ 
Averagewt% 	 41.528 	0.444 	23.202 	5.764 	18.799 
Expected wt%* 	 41.460 	0.440 	23.140 	5.770 	18.810 
Accuracy % rel. 	 0.16 	0.80 	0.27 	-0.11 	-0.06 

WDS 
Mode 	 WDS 	WDS 	 WDS 	WDS 
XTAL 	 TAP 	LPET 	TAP 	LLiF 	TAP 
L.O.D.wt% 	 0.023 	0.014 	0.019 	0.017 	0.015 
L.O.Q. wt% 	 0.078 	0.047 	0.063 	0.056 	0.050 
Count time (seconds) 	 20 	15 	20 	20 	30 
Beam Current (nA) 	 20 	20 	20 	20 	20 

* Expected Values are from long term in-house charcterization of mineral standards. 

QC note 
1) None of the reported values for these mineral standards are certified:" accuracy" is therefore based on available chemical data. 
2) n.d. not determined for the specified mineral standard. 
3) L.O.D. = Limit of Detection, precision - +1- 100%. 
4) L.O.Q. = Limit of quantification (3.3 x L.O.D), precision 10-30%. 
5) Reported count times are for both peak and background measurements. 

All concentrations reported in wt%. 	 2 of 3 	 0603 16EMP100.xls Garnet 



S 	 S 	 S 

Sample Label 	 SiO2 	TiO2 	A12031 	Cr2031 	MgOI 	CaOI 	MnO 	FeO*I 	Na201 	K201 	Totall 

6) FeO* - total Iron expressed as FeO 
7) n.a. not applicable. 
8) standard may be inhomogeneous with respect to this element. 

Afl concentrations reported in wt%. 	 3 of 3 	 060316EMP100.xls Garnet 
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Client 	 Phil Brown 	 GEOSCIENCE LABORATORIES REPORT 
Mineral 	 Chromit&llmenite 	 ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS 

Sample 	 Various 	 Data reviewed by Dave Crabtree 
Job# 	 06-0316 
Analyst 	 Dave Crabtree 
Analyst Approved 	November 6th 2006 

ISample Label 	I 	Si021 	Ti021 	A12031 	V2031 	Cr2031 	Nb2031 	MyOl 	GaOl 	MnOl 	FeO*l 	NiOI 	ZnOI 	Total 	Fe2031 	FeOI 	Tot-all 

Chromite 
06-0316-P1-011 	 0.062 	0.712 	22.411 	0.285 	31,873 	0.000 	11.085 	0.000 	0.199 	31.996 	0.074 	0.083 	98.779 	14.580 	18.876 	100.240 

06-0316-P1-012 	 0.033 	2.772 	4.052 	0.206 	38.502 	0.000 	6.090 	0.000 	0.311 	44.996 	0.252 	0.142 	97.355 	22.460 	24.786 	99.605 

06-0316-P1-013 	 0.083 	0,177 	12.499 	0.211 	43.057 	0.000 	2.956 	0.001 	0.257 	38.507 	0.047 	0.749 	98.544 	11.087 	28.531 	99.655 

06-0316-P2-001 	 0.034 	0.060 	3.945 	0.049 	59.814 	0.000 	7.931 	0.002 	0.256 	26.632 	0.053 	0.133 	98.908 	7.361 	20.008 	99.646 

Ilmenite 
060316-P1-014 	 0.101 	53.769 	0.372 	0.224 	1.056 	0,149 	12.743 	0.017 	0.316 	30.588 	0.102 	0.029 	99.466 	5.876 	25.301 	100.054 

06 0316 P1 015 	 0.005 	49.696 	0.186 	0.316 	0.565 	0.374 	11.123 	0.011 	0.210 	35,911 	0.092 	0.000 	98.488 	12.613 	24,562 	99752 

06-0316-P2-002 	 0.018 	46.520 	0.332 	0.346 	0.266 	0.246 	7.740 	0.009 	0.250 	42,557 	0.020 	0.010 	98.317 	16,430 	27,773 	99.963 

06-0316-P2-003 	 0.029 	54,096 	0.388 	0.234 	0.997 	0.129 	12.889 	0.019 	0.311 	30.129 	0.109 	0.021 	99.350 	5.421 	25.252 	99.893 

06-0316-P2-004 	 0.034 	53.962 	0.394 	0.227 	1.010 	0.142 	12.954 	0.016 	0.245 	29.992 	0.112 	0.013 	99.100 	5.439 	25.098 	99.645 

QUALITY CONTROL 

nalytical Conditions: 	 Majors - 20kV & 20nA. Trace 20kV & 200nA. 
outine: 	 WDS acquisition. 
orrection Procedure: 	 PAP 

Important note: 

Due to variations in LOD and LOQ with sample matrix, these values are approximated in this report. Precision is best when data exceed 
the LOQ. The Geoscience Laboratories tracks long and short term precision on a variety of mineral standards. If you have any specific 
requirements please contact us. 

chrRVl 	 0.064 	0.403 	9.263 	0.140 	62.487 	0,000 	13.989 	0.000 	0.116 	13.350 

ilmMSlJ 	 0.020 	47.131 	0.017 	0.063 	0.042 	0.908 	0.305 	0.001 	4.524 	46.225 

gahBRZ 	 0.047 	0.000 	55.955 	0.000 	0.003 	0.010 	0.024 	0.000 	0.357 	1.890 

Standard 	 chrRVl 	ilmMSlJ 	chrRVl 	chrRVl 	chrRVl 	ilmMSl.J 	chrRVl 	chrRVl 	iImMSU 	ilmMSU 

Average wt% 	 0.064 	47.131 	9.263 	0.140 	62.487 	0.908 	13.989 	0.000 	4.524 	46.225 

Expected wt% * 	 n.d. 	46.756 	8.900 	nd. 	62.850 	0.862 	13.840 	L.O.D. 	4.600 	46.419 

Accuracy % rel. 	 0.80 	4.08 	 -0.58 	5.31 	1.07 	 -1.66 	-0.42 

	

note 8 	 note 8 

Mode 	 WDS 	WDS 	WOS 	WDS 	WOS 	WDS 	WDS 	WDS 	WDS 	WDS 

XTAL 	 TAP 	PET 	TAP 	LLiF 	PET 	LPET 	TAP 	PET 	LLiF 	LL1F 

	

0.071 	0.087 

	

0.000 	0.054 

	

0.000 	41.389 

	

chrRVl 	gahBRZ 

	

0.071 	41,389 

	

nd. 	41.870 
-1.15 

	

WDS 	WDS 

	

LLIF 	LLIF 

	

99.969 	1.142 	12.323 	100.084 

	

99.291 	9.985 	37.241 	100.291 

	

99.676 	0.000 	1.890 	99.676 

All concentrations reported in wt%. 	 I of 2 	 06031 6EMPI 00.xls Oxides 



• 
ISample Label 	I 	Sl02 	11021 	AI203I 	V2031 	Cr2031 	Nb2031 	MgOI 	CaOl 	MnoI 	FeO*l 	Niol 	Zn0j 	Total 	Fe2031 	Fool 	Totall 

L.O.Q.wt% 	 0.014 	0.079 	0.064 	0.023 	0.103 	0.027 	0.052 	0.005 	0.088 	0.066 	0.020 	0.090 
Count time (seconds) 	 40 	25 	25 	20 	25 	40 	25 	40 	15 	15 	20 	20 
Beam Current (nA) 	 200 	20 	20 	200 	20 	200 	20 	200 	20 	20 	200 	20 

* Expected Values are from long term in-house charcterization of mineral standards. 

QC note 

1) None of the reported values for these mineral standards are certified:" accuracy" is therefore based on available chemical data. 
2) n.d. not determined for the specified mineral standard. 
3) L.O.D. = Limit of Detection, precision - +1- 100%. 
4) L.O.Q. = Limit of quantification (3.3 x LO.D), precision —10-30%. 
5) Reported count times are for both peak and background measurements. 
6) FeO* -  total Iron expressed as FeO 
7) Fe2+/Fe3+ calculations are based on charge balance using the specified if of oxygens. 
8) ilmMSU is heterogeneous with respect to these elements 
9) n.a. not applicable. 

All concentrations reported in wt%. 	 2 of 2 	 060316EMP100.xls Oxides 
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Client 	 Phil Brown 	 GEOSCIENCE LABORATORIES REPORT 
Mineral 	 Garnet 	 ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS 
Sample 	 Various 	 Data reviewed by Dave Crabtree 
Job # 	 06-0316 
Analyst 	 Dave Crabtree 
Analyst Approved 	November 	6th 2006 

ISample Label 	I 	51021 	T1021 	A12031 	Cr2031 	MgOI 	CaOI 	MnOI 	FeO*I 	Na201 	K201 	Total  

Cr-pyrope garnets (Includes Iherzolitic types) 
06-0316-P1-001 	 41,783 	0.238 	21.682 	2.604 	20.848 	4.235 	0.399 	7.727 	0.054 	0.004 	99.573 
06-0316-P1-002 	 41.323 	0.001 	19.403 	6.009 	19.821 	5.451 	0.429 	7.269 	0.028 	0.007 	99.740 
06-0316-P1-003 	 40.426 	0.097 	15.462 	10.481 	17.990 	7.227 	0.451 	7.396 	0.021 	0.006 	99.557 
06-0316-P1-004 	 41.328 	0.600 	17.902 	6.583 	20.212 	5.551 	0.302 	6.998 	0.058 	0.000 	99.533 
06-0316-P1-005 	 41.445 	0.028 	20.179 	4.906 	19.986 	5.114 	0.414 	7.606 	0.017 	0.003 	99.698 
06-0316-P1-006 	 41.569 	0.123 	20.821 	3.780 	20.341 	4.570 	0.449 	7.957 	0.044 	0.005 	99.659 
06-0316-P1-008 	 41.921 	0.146 	21.059 	3.363 	20.778 	4.265 	0.391 	7.764 	0.047 	0.000 	99.733 
06-0316-PI-010 	 42.247 	0.677 	21.007 	2.034 	21.487 	4.594 	0.273 	7.492 	0.066 	0.000 	99.878 

Low Cr pyrope (Hi Fe) 
06-0316-P1-009 	 40.741 

	
0.131 	22.688 	0.138 	15.108 

	
5.894 	0.330 	14.635 	0.016 	0.002 	99.682 

Other grains pickes as garnet 
06-031 6-PI 007 	 Zircon 

All concentrations reported in wt%. 	 I of 3 	 08031 6EMPI00.xls Garnet 



. 	 . 	 . 

ISample Label 	I 	Si021 	11021 	A12031 	Cr2031 	MgOI 	CaOI 	MnOI 	FeO*l 	Na201 	K201 	Totall 

QUALITY CONTROL 

istrument: 	 Cameca SX-100 
nalytical Conditions: 	 Majors - 20kV & 20nA 
outIne: 	 WDS aquisition. 
orrection Procedure: 	 PAP 

Important note: 

Due to variations in LOD and LOQ with sample matrix, these values are approximated in this report. Precision is best when data exceed 
the LOQ. The Geoscience Laboratories tracks long and short term precision on a variety of mineral standards. If you have any specific 
requirements please contact us. 

garKNZ 	 41.528 	0.444 	23.202 	0.110 	18.799 	5.131 	0.323 	10.415 	0.020 	0.000 
garRV3 	 41.923 	0.041 	19.890 	5.764 	23.077 	2.488 	0.335 	6.365 	0.010 	0.003 
pyxBRN 	 50.428 	0.483 	7.569 	0.873 	17.393 	17.107 	0.134 	4.758 	0.865 	0.000 
ampKNZ 	 40.701 	4.855 	14.501 	0.000 	12.876 	10.062 	0.084 	10.643 	2.601 	2.074 

Standard 	 garKNZ 	garKNZ 	garKNZ 	garRV3 	garKNZ 	garKNZ 	garKNZ 	garKNZ 	ampKNZ 	ampKNZ 
Average wt% 	 41.528 	0.444 	23.202 	5.764 	18.799 	5.131 	0.323 	10.415 	2.601 	2.074 
Expected wt%* 	 41.460 	0.440 	23.140 	5.770 	18.810 	5.134 	0.320 	10.500 	2.600 	2.100 
Accuracy % rel. 	 0.16 	0.80 	0.27 	-0.11 	-0.06 	-0.05 	0.78 	-0.81 	0.02 	-1.26 

note #8 
Mode 	 WDS 	WDS 	WDS 	WDS 	WDS 	WDS 	WDS 	WDS 	WDS 	WDS 
XTAL 	 TAP 	LPET 	TAP 	LLIF 	TAP 	LPET 	LLIF 	LLIF 	LTAP 	LPET 
L.O.D. wt% 	 0.023 	0.014 	0.019 	0.017 	0.015 	0.012 	0.012 	0.015 	0.005 	0.006 
L.O.Q. wt% 	 0.078 	0.047 	0.063 	0.056 	0.050 	0.041 	0.041 	0.049 	0.017 	0.021 
Count time (seconds) 	20 	15 	20 	20 	30 	15 	30 	20 	70 	40 
Beam Current (nA) 	 20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 

* Expected Values are from tong term in-house charcterization of mineral standards. 

QC note 
1) None of the reported values for these mineral standards are certified: accuracy" is therefore based on available chemical data. 
2) n.d. not determined for the specified mineral standard. 
3) L.O.D. = Limit of Detection, precision - +1- 100%. 
4) L.O.Q. = Limit of quantification (3.3 x L.O.D), precision - 10-30%. 

99.971 
99.895 
99.608 
98.395 

All concentrations reported in wt%. 	 2 of 3 	 060316EMP 1 00.xls Garnet 



. 	 . 	 . 

Isample Label 	I 	S1021 	T1021 	A12031 	Cr2031 	MgOI 	CaOI 	MnOI 	FeO*l 	Na201 	K201 	Totall 

5) Reported count times are for both peak and background measurements. 
6) FeO* - total Iron expressed as FeO 
7) na. not applicable. 
8) standard may be inhomogeneous with respect to this element. 

All concentrations reported in wt%. 	 3 of 3 	 060316EMP100.xls Garnet 
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Physical Characteristics of Canadian Kimberlites 

T.J. Katsube and B.A. kjarsgaard 

Katsube, Ti. and Kjarsgaard, &A., 1996: Physical Characteristics of Canadian Kimberlifes;in Searching for Diamonds 

• in Canada. AN LeCheminarit, fiG. Richardson, R.N. W DiLabio, and K.A. Richardson (eL): Geological Survey of 
Canada, Open File 3228, p. 241-242. 
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MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY, MS OV S.I. units) 

FIgw, 2: 8uekc eitivy 
(pd,) a. afinction of magnetic SUlCeplibiwy (MS), showing bw di#inct 

g7rns: one for the h',pafryrj (JIB) kfmberljtes and the 
aMer for the dIatrempJ'rajr (DT/CI?) kintherlites. 

Tonnage Estimal.e fof Cratsii and Dlatrsm.s 	 (3 	o 	H 	& 

Use thLb tabie 00  elthulba circular $p.i slit poudg Nob that the craftr .i.brn auui aql.d Wzft wills the  dlatr.*e a0 s cybdrlcal skips. If you bow the dkWdW (adilu) 40 a cfreular br,W cakulate the hectors area is fodowu Ii g dlssestr IqNWW dhid.d by 1 0100 I  or WO the  dwsetw fthms in the libla. 

h.wfuTtI(*nk.o• 	 17N2 

crop out and the remainder are covered with up to 127 metres of glacial sediments. This is a 
Photograph of  the outcrop at K6. Several of the kimberlitca are quite dramatic hills nicking up 
out of the rtlatively flat glacial terrain. This is an airphoto backgrowid with digital elevation 
topography showing the boundaries of KS. Kimhafite crops out at the top of this hifl.flilhlng. 
has shown that most of the kimberlites are cons-like hiljs rising up out of the 1ei eslstant Shale 
bcdtock that were subsequently surrounded by gIaciL sçdjmanti KS is one of the largest of the 
kimberliteg at 45 hectarcs, that would be at lead 80 million tonnes of kimberlita amenable to 
mining at KS were it to contain an etonomic quantity of diamonds. 

( A54Ti)) - N\,RZ.a, CC2 
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BRAN TA BIOSTPATIGPAPHY LTD. 	 Haimila samples IV... P. 1 

Haimila Samples IV 

A single sample was submitted by Mike Clark to be palynoioglcaiiy analysed for age determinations and Pale0enWMrvnent& Two portions of the sample were 
processed and analysed to assure assemblage definition. 

The assemblages of both portions were closely comparable containing abundant 
and well preserved paiynomorphe. A neritic marine environment is indicated by the 
presence of common dlnoflageflates. Strong freshwater Influx is suggested by 
common to abundant chiorophytic algae comprising Pedlestrum, Schizophacus and Schlzocysta. 

Similar to the previous sample (Halmila Sample 3) the assemblage has mixed 
origins (Mid and Late Cretaceous). The moderate abundances of the dinoflageilate genus Chatangle/ia (C.oltlsslma, C.vfcto,fense, C.tfpvtita) are considered to be In sift, along with the dinoflagellates Heterospheeridum dlfficJle, Isabelldinium bekeii 
Isabelfr4n,um belfasiensis, IsabeIIrJJnIum cookson,ae, NelsonleJi. acres, and ti ' pollen Aqu!lapo//lnft quadr!Iobetus, Mencicorpus c/a vus and MuItIporôpouehItes sp. suggesting a Campanian age.... The.other Aibian component compriseá tile 
dinoflageilates Astrocysta sp., Chlcha6dädinjum vestitum, Ovoldinium 
Oldinium verrucosum as well as niiiethue spores The age of the sainpleis'* 
taken to be represented by the youngest fossils which indicate a Camparuan age 
No Quaternary or Paléogene formi wêrèobeerved suggestirthat the fonnation of 
the rock occurred most-Ukely during the Campanian. 

Unless otherwise noted, single specimens were observed. 

Sample 1: Core Preparation 01 (cl t&w £*\ a 
Age 

Campanian with AIbian/Cenomanjan reworking 
Mancicorpus tripodiformis Zone. 

8o 

Dinoflageliat.s 

Alterbidlnium spp. 
Astrocysta 
Cannirigia colilvera 
Chatarielia ditissima 
Chatangleiia sp. 
Chatanglella victorlense 
Chichaouadjrijum vestitum 
Cieisosphaetjju spp. 

(Rare) 

is 



- 

-: 
- - -. -- 	 I • 	 ii 	 •li.i. w, ii a ia 	. 	. - yr. 	 ruvu dkv vi 

BPANTA BIOSTRATIGRAPHY Lm. 

Cribropeildinium sp. 
Cyclonephellum distinctum 
Cyclonephellum vaflnophorum 
Diconodinlum sp. lndet. 
Eurydinlum glomaratum 
Exochosphaeridjum bliWum 
Heterosphaerldlum dU'flclle 
lmbatodlnlum sp. Indet. 
lsbelidlnlum belfastenaja Kelistrom 
Isabel idlnlum cooksonlae 
Nelsonlella aceras 
Odontochitina operculata 
011gosphae,idkjm puichertimum 
Ovoldhilum scabrosum 	.. 
Spintfrltes membranaceus 	:• 
Spiniferites op. 
Irithyrodinlum sp. 

Other Alga. & Miscellanea 

Pediasfrurn sp. 	- 
Pterospermopsls spp. 
Schizophacus grandls 
Schlzophacus Datvus 

Anglosp.rmous Pollen 

Aqullapollenites quadrilobatus 
Mancicorpus clavus 

Gymnospermous Pollen 

Araucariacjtes australls 
Cedrlpftes canadensls 
Plnuspollenjtes spp. 
Taxodiaceaepollenftes hiatus 

Pt.ridophyt. & Bryophyte Spores 

Cicatricoslsporitee spp. 
Deltoidospora halill 
Gleichenj;Jjtes senonjcus 
Jan uasporites spinflerus  
Osmundacidites claytonites 
Plicatella macrorhyza 

0 

. 

. 

HaImIIa Samples IV... p.2 

(Rare) 

(Rare) 

(Rare) 

(Rare) 
(Common) 

	

- 	 fl  

(Rare) 

	

ir  Oil 	 immon) 4iç -r. 

(Rare) 

•1• 

(Common) 
(Abundant) 
(Dominant) 

(Rare) 
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BRANTA BIOsTM TIGRAPHY LTD. 	 Halmila Samples IV... P. 3 

. 

	

Rousisporites reticulatua 
Stereisporites antiquasporltes 

Comments 

This sample contained an excellent assemblage with components derived from the 
Middle Cretaceous admixed with the presumed In situ material from the Campanian. 
Numerous fragmented palynomorphe ware present especially the dinofiagellates of 
Chatangiella suggesting a site of high energy sedimentation. 

. 

4.5m Outcrop $8-20 

màmañieJi e*ork1ng . ......... j. 

L.Ml. 	
•' 

Dlnoflag.IIat.s 	 •,.. .... 	 : 
I 	

. 

Alterbidinium app 
Apteapolymorpha 	 ... . 	• Astrocysta 	 •-r. 

.......................................................... Chatanglella sp.  
Chatangiella tripartita 
Chlchaouadlnlum vestitum 	- 	 . 
Cyclonephellum distinctum 
Diconodinjum ep. indet 
Dictyopyxidia app. 	. 	 . 
Dinogymnium euclaensis 	 .. ,. 
Exochosphaerldlum blfldum 
Heterosphaerldlum dlf'ricIle 	 . 
Isabefidinium baked 	 . 
IsabsUdinlum sp. 
Odontochftina operculata 
Oligosphaeijdjum complex 
Ovoldinlum scabrosum 
Ovoidinium verrucosum 
Palaeoperldinium pyrophorum 
Spintferftee op. 
Stiphrosphaendjum sp. Indet. 

Age & Zen. 

Campanian with 
Mancicorpus trip 

(Common) 

(Common) 

Other Algae & Miscellanea 

Lecanielia dictyota 
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BJcANTA BIOSTRATIQPAPWY LTD. 	 HaimHa Samples IV... p.4 

. Pediastrum sp. 
Schizocysta Iaevigata 
Schizophacus grandis 

(Common) 

Angiosp.rmous Pollen 

iAcuflapollenit.a quadrtIobatus 
Muftiporopollenites sp. 

Gymnospermous Pollen 

Cediipftes canaderisis 
Picesepoilenites app. 
Pinuspollenftes app. 
Podocarpiditsa app. 
Rugublvesicuutes rugosuS';. 
Taxodlaceeepollenites hiatus 

I 	

' 	
4 

Pie rdoehvts & rvo&wt. Snarsit 

(Common) 
(Common) 

(Rare) 

(Dominant) 

• 	- - 	r 	 .. 

Deltoldospora haihi 	 ... 	 .. 	 Rar 
'• 	 .' 	 ... 

Gleichenlldltes senonicue 	 .. 
Impardecis 
RoseIpor1tes radlatui  
Stereisporttes antiquaspertts 	

,, 	
J 

a - -- -- - 

. 

ommsns 

This sample contained an e 	(serb-- Iaóe Oh components derived from the 
Middle Cretaceous adrnbced v.4th the preaumedft, situ material from the Campanian.  

I.I.. 

ti't ,  

. 	3&ca(.±jfL—. 
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PICTURE 12 

DIAMOND RECOVERED FROM SAMPLE - A FRACTION 
1.7 - 0.175 mm. (MAGNIFICATION - 70x)) 

DIAMOND: SIZE L-1.2; W-1.O;T-0. 1mm 

(LEu 
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LC 	 - 	rUcPL Lc,17red i'5r)5 	ocicte*7 

Thin section descriptions provided by staff at the GSC, Calgary (Dr. Nassiehuk) 

2a general 'view of a fine textured tuff showing microfractures 
which give a pseudo-breccia fabric (X20) 



. 

3a high magnification (XlOO) of fracture infihled by high birefringent 
low relief fibrous mineral (unidentified) probable calcite or barite 
but not a zeolite because of the high birefringence 

4a same view in cross polarized light 

. 



. 

 

5a same view in plain polarized light 

. 

6a same view shows fine micro particulate,glassy matrix 'in cross polarized light 

0 



40 

7a same view but at X200 

8a crass polarized light shows apparent crystals in glassy matrix 

. 
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19-Jun-06 	 PROVISIONAL PICKING RESULTS 	
Page 1 

Sample Fract 	
OLv/ Sap! 	Not Syn 	 Beta 

WO 	# Batch 	Sample Name Weight Code Fraction 	
Weight Pck wt PP OR CD Opx 0th B(ks Dia* Dia* 	 value 

	

17.10 17.10 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	 1.0 

	

12.75 12.75 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	5 	0 	37 	 1.0 

	

.62 	.62 	0 	4 	6 	0 	0 	1 	1 	65 	 1.0 

	

.47 	.47 	0 	0 	0 	0 60 	0 145 	139 	 1.0 

GA44 	1 06-3192 CR#8 
	

3.44 30-YOO -161-H 
GA44 	1 06-3192 CR#8 
	

3.44 38-520 -16.80HIL 

	

GA44 1 06-3192 CR#8 
	

3.44 38-530 -16+80HPY 

	

GA44 1 06-3192 CR#8 
	

3.44 38-540 -16.80HD 

* Preliminary assessment of diamonds only. Further testing of diamonds is required to confirm if they are natural or synthetic. 

A l( cJfltycc deM site 7 

. 



Customer: 	GA44 

Probe Batch: jun13 (p06) 

Comment: 

ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS FROM C.F. MINERAL RESEARCH LTD. 
Batch Fite: 06-3192 31-JU(-2006 11:07 am 

Fite: prb3192.prn 

Max 
San(e 

	

	
--- CLassfcatjon 	

_ 	 Trace 
Fraction Name 	 Mount Cet Gm SA 	CFM 	DI 	

Si02 T102 AL203 V203 Cr203 Fe203 FeO MgO CaO MnO NiO ZnO Nb205 Na2O Na20 K20 TotaL 
CR#8 	38-530 	5031 	1 103 	* 
CR#8 	38-530 	5031 	1 104 	* 
CR#8 	38-530 	5031 	1 202 	* 
CR#8 	38-520 	5031 	1 203 	* 
CR#8 	38-520 	5031 	1 204 	* 
CR#8 	38-520 	5031 	1 205 	* 
CR#8 	38-530 	5031 	1 101 	ALM-Mn 	 37.99 	.15 21.26 

52 	
.00 	22.52 4.46 9.08 4.68 	.00 	 .02 	 .00 100.16 CR#8 	38-520 	5031 	1 207 	PIL 

CR#8 	38-530 	5031 	1 105 CE 	CP2 	- 	
100.31 

CR#8 	38-530 	5031 	1 109 CE 	CP2 	- 

CR#8 	38-520 	5031 	1 206 	PIL 	 .38 	.58 	.54 8.98 24.51 12.91 	.03 	.25 	.01 	.13 52.59 	.58 	.47 8.80 24.72 12.87 	.01 	.27 	.00 	.05 	 100.35 

CR#8 	38-530 	5031 	1 106 CE 	CPX 	- 	
.01 99. 

CR#8 	38-530 	5031 	

53.82 	.16 1.19 	.39 	5.45 14.37 23.08 	.06 	.00 	 1.14 53.81 	.09 	.97 	.41 	5.45 14.48 22.90 	.05 	.02 	 1.13 	 .01 99.32 53.63 	.13 1.01 	.41 	5.53 14.49 22.96 	.07 	.00 	 1.11 1 107 CE 	CPX 	- 	 53.49 	.10 1.07 	.40 	5.33 14.26 23.17 	.05 	.03 	 1 	
.00 99.33 

.11 
CR#8 	38-530 	5031 	1 108 CE 	CPX 	- 	 53.56 	.14 1.09 	.44 	 .01 99.o1 

	

.41 14.44 23.13 	.04 	.00 	 1.15 	 .00 99.40 

	

38-530 	5031 	1 102 R 	ALM 

CR#8 	38-530 	5031 	1 201 CE 	CPX 	- 	53.61 	.10 	.99 	.40 	
5 

	

5.45 14.38 23.11 	.04 	.05 	 1.05 

	

3745 	 .00 99.18 
CR#8 	

. 	.07 21.55 	.04 	33.13 5.01 2.57 	.57 	.03 	 •OQ 	 .00 100.41 

- TotaL was outside the range of 98.50-101.00, therefore totaL confirmed by re-anaLysis. 
* - grain mounted, SEM scanned, but not worthy of probing 
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Figure 8: MgO vs Cr203  Ilmenite Plot 
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Figure 6: A1203  vs Na20 Clinopyroxene Plot 
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jLuvv  i-c uniontes (table b.33). Fieremans and Ottenb 
chlorites as a primary phase. Pre-existing enstatite, olivine 
sidered to react with melt to form chlorite and phlogopite. 

6.13.3. Pseudomorphs after Phlogopite 

Macrocrystal, microphenocrystal, and groundmass phlogopites are coin-monly replaced by chlorite (Tompkins et al. 1984, Mitchell and Meyer 1980, 
Skinner and Scott 1979, Frantsesson 1970, Mitchell 1970). The replacement initially occurs along cleavages and at grain margins. The chloritization is com-
monly accompanied by the introduction of quartz and calcite resulting in ex-
pansion of the mica along cleavage planes (Fieremans and Ottenburgs 1979). The chlorites vary in their color from colorless to pale green to bright emerald 
green. The strongly colored varieties are commonest in kimberlites which have been altered by groundwater, and are particularly characteristic of the weathered 
portions of micaceous kimberlites found at Bellsbank (Bosch 1971) Swartruggens (Skinner and Scott 1979), Roberts Victor, and New Elands (this work). Many micas which are apparently fresh optically, are, upon analysis, found to be 
partially altered to chlorite, i.e., hydromica. Fieremang and Ottenburgs (1979b) 
determined by XRD that chlorites in the Mbuji-Mayi kimberlites were possibly 
kammererite-kotschubeites, although Cr contents were not determined. Few com-
positional data exist for chlorites from this paragenesis. Chlorites from 
Koidu, and New Elands (Table 6.33) are all Fe-rich cinochlores, and are Al-rich relative to chlorites replacing serpentines. 

Chloritization of phlogopite is considered to be either a primary and/or 
deuteric phenomenon (Tompkins et at. 1984, Mitchell and Meyer 1980), or secondary and associated with weathering (Bosch 1971). Zinchuk and Kharkiv 
(1978) have shown that complete pseudomorphing of phiogopite macrocrysts in il, kA.. 

LU  Ulu  upper 	M. 
and below 335 m are I 

6.13.4. Primary Chlorite 

rnmaiy grounciniass chlorite has only been conclusively  
el  al -  1984. Here it forms euhedral blue-green 

platelets (0.05 nun) disseminated throughout the calcite-silicate gmundmass or 
aggregates of crystals in carbonate segregations. Primary chlorites are abundant 
only in samples rich in calcite, and are rare in kiniberlites rich in phlogopite and serpentine. Tompkins el al. (1 984) have shown these chlorites to be Fe-rich 
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clinochlores similar in their composition to the high Fe chlorites occurring in 
chlorite nodules, and as pseudomorphs after phlogopite. 

6.13.5. Clay Minerals orp MosHY 5ectte. mw eroj ,5 
A wide variety of clay minerals and related phyllosilicates have been re-

ported from kiniberlites. These include montmorillomte, nontronite, halloysite, 
kaolinite, sepiolite, stevensonite, vermiculite, and saponite. Hydromicas, inter-
stratifications of vermiculite and other phyllosilicates, are common (Ruotsala 
1975, Kresten 1973b, Fairbaim and Robertson 1966, Smirnov 1959). 

Talc has been identified by optical and X-ray methods in the Sloan diatreme 
(McCallum and Eggler 1971), Yakutian kimberlites (Milashev el at. 1963), and 
the Premier kimberlite (Scott Smith and Skinner 1979). Kresten (1973b) has 
proposed that the deuteric alteration of kimberlites proceeds via three stages: a 
talc-serpentine stage, a chlorite-vermiculite stage, and a saponite stage. However 
most of the kimberlites studied by Kresten (1973b) appear also to have been 
subjected to weathering (Clement 1982) and it is considered unlikely that sapomte 
and vermiculite formation is related to deuteric alteration. Kresten's (1973b) 
scheme, together with the ultimate stage of laterite formation (Fairbairn and 
Robertson 1966), provides a satisfactory guide to the late-stage deuteric alteration 
and weathering of kimberlite. Detailed discussion of secondary alteration is 
beyond the scope of this work. 

6.14. BRUCITE AND RELATED MINERALS 

Few investigations have reported the presence of brucite, Mg(OH)2, despite 
the H20- and MgO-rich nature of kimberlite. Malkov (1974) identified brucite 
in the East Udachnaya and Novinka kimberlites by X-ray and DTA methods. It 
was shown that brucite occurred only in rocks which had undergone complete 
serpentinization of the olivines, and that partially serpentinized or phlogopite-
bearing rocks lack brucite. The deuteric alteration of olivine to serpentine-brucite 
mixtures is apparently an isochemical process accompanied by volume increase 
and density decrease. Zinchuk el al. (1983) noted that kimberlitic brucite is a 
very pure magnesian variety showing very little solid solution with other cations. 
Brucites were also shown to contain chlorine either replacing hydroxyl groups 
(iowaite) or occurring as sub-microscopic impurities. Malkov (1974) considers 
that the presence of brucite should be suspected in any kimberlites that contain 
an excess of MgO overSiO2  in terms of serpentine stoichiometiy. 

Zinchuk el al. (1984) have discussed the genesis of pyroaurite, rhombohe-
dral Mg6Fe2(C0)3(OH) 16.4H20, in Yakutian kimberlites where it occurs in thin 
veins together with halite and calcite, and in segregations composed of calcite 

K~OTEL_Tl otiq 	 2oo6 

o(Fieremans and Ottenburgs 1979b). The nodules have 
quartz along chlorite cleavage planes. The chlorites identified I 

CHAII  
16 

been replaced by 

kins el al.'s (1984) 
(1979b) regard the 
and spinel are con- 
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